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.1

INTRODUCTION

Problematics

The choice of the présent subject matter attempts to

rehabilitate the contribution of grapho-phonological analysis to

reading compréhension in English as a Foreign Language (E.F.L.).

So far, crédit has been granted to the only contribution of syntactic

and semantic information provided by written discourses to reading

compréhension in a teaching situation. Consequently, the latter

contribution has been much described, analyzed and exploited

in professional literature. The former received little attention.

Rarely has it been the object of indepth investigation.

In fact, grapho-phonological information refers to letter

and sound relationships which is admitted to be of capital importance

at the very first stages of learning to read. At an advanced level,

the reader relies on more sophisticated analyses to retrieve infor

mation from a text; the grapho-phonological analysis is thus said

to be carried out "below the level of conscious awareness". (1)

Widdowson's assumption seems to me more valid for the

native reader of English than for the EFL reader. In fact, as a

reader, the adult native speaker is supposed to hâve internalized

the systemic level of his mother tongue. As a resuit, in

complying with the finality of the reading skill, namely accuracy,
fluency and speed, he becomes unaware of the sounds opération
in the process of reading. In other words, ideas, relationships
and messages are what he is concerned with while reading.

(1) H.G.Widdowson, Learning Purpose and Language Use .
London, Oxford University Press, 1983, p.38.



The EFL student needs several years of studying
English to master the constituent parts of the language. However,
It would be a wrong assumption to believe that mastering thesë
leads the student to disregard them as an underlying System:
one student whose third taught language is English and who has
been studying it for five years in secondary school, and for
three years at the University (1), told me that English pronun
ciation and spelling are still 'traumatic' for Mm, especially in
reading.

This remark led me to observe more closely my students-
reading processes, both at the level of pronunciation through
oral reading and at the level of compréhension through silent
reading. I concluded that the English grapho-phonological System
restrains and somehow bridles the fluent process of reading
Consequently, less compréhension is achieved and less information
extracted.

It is also to be mentioned that most of first-year students
d:d little or no phonetics in secondary school. English had been
taught to them through the orthographie System. However, those
who took some sort of phonetics lessons hâve not memorized the
mechanism of the grapho-phonological System, hâve not liked the
way rules hâve been presented to them (too abstract and dull
theoretical arguments) and the way the application of the rules
has been done («Listen, Repeat, Respond» way).

I hâve therefore concluded that too many theoretical
arguments often spoil the teaching of phonetics. More to the point
the teaching of phonetics has become inaccessible to those students
whose first language is Arabie, for which linguisties in gênerai and
phonetics in particular are practically new scientific fields that are
not part of the mother tongue's currieulum.

d) Institute of Interprétation and Translation
University of Algiers
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On the other hand, a close look at need-analysis, or

at what the students really need to do in the English language

while studying it (during course) and what they will do with it

after the course is finished has determined the following fact:

the students are taught and drilled to be prospective translators

(written and oral modes) and/or interpreters (simultaneous and

consécutive interpreting, the former mode includes a translation

at sight of written tests). Thus, in the learning and training

phases, the teaming-up of the four basic skills - Listening,

Speaking, Reading and Writing - is more than a must.

However, as a language teacher, and considering the

teaching task imparted to me in the Institute of Interprétation

and Translation, I hâve been forced to realize the high demands

put on the students' visual, auditory, acoustic and articulatory

abilities in word identification or récognition at sight. In addition,

high demands are also made on the reading skill. In fact, reading

is a prerequisite for several ensuing class activities such as

"Read and Answer", "Read and Discuss", "Read and Write", and

"Read and Translate".

Therefore, although the four language skills are thought

to be mutually supportive and interdependent in language develop-

ment for translating or interpreting, it is the reading skill that

appeared to me of central importance not only as a classroom

activity, but also as a real-life ongoing activity.

It is also to be emphasized that although I dévote some

space to developing the récent trends on the study of reading

skills, the subject matter of my research is not the reading skill.
Rather, reading is perceived as a means for students to understand

a printed message and retrieve information using the fewest possible
indices - grapho-phonological, syntactic and semantic.



Approach

The emphasis I shall put on the grapho-phonological

contribution to reading compréhension obviously meets technical

criteria inasmuch as grapho-phonological analysis contributes

to the students' mastery of word récognition at sight through

letter-sound relationships. It also appeals to the students'

auditory, acoustic and articulatory aptitude for an accurate,

fluent and speedy reading. But inasmuch as the grapho-phonological

contribution to reading compréhension meets communicative criteria,

emphasis will be put on printed materials that convey thoughts,

ideas and social meanings through words which are similar, if

not identical, to oral speech.

Consequently the approach to this study will encompass

theoretical and practical perspectives on the subject. The pres

criptions and propositions are, to a large extent, the product of

several years of teaching English as a Foreign Language, observing

the students' pronunciation difficulties in reading and witnessing

their reluctance towards phonetics and related areas. This is

mainly why my approach will attempt to locate the study of

phonetics and phonology in much wider teaching and learning

contexts than is usual.

Summary

The study consists of four parts and the plan is as

foliows:

PART ONE deals with the theoretical aspects of the
subject. In Chapter One, I analyze the reading skills and the
reading processes as they appear in professional literature.
The main objective in dealing with this subject in détail is to
show évidence of the great interest aroused so far for syntactic,



semantic, cultural and mentalistic input to the reading process
in préférence to the grapho-phonological input.

Much of Chapter Two deals with what phonetics and
phonology studies represent in the bulk of linguistic theory.
However, my approach concentrâtes only on a limited number

of points that seem to be of central importance to grapho-phono-
logy as related to reading compréhension. This further emphasizes
how much the literature on the subject minimizes the grapho-
phonological contribution to meaning and information extraction.

Chapter Three develops the notion of communication

as related to language teaching. It also focuses on highlighting
applied linguistics' new directions in the teaching field. Insights
into both the notion of communication and applied linguistics' new
directions aim at showing that a radical change has been brought
in the procédure of teaching target language items, whether they
are phonological, lexical or syntactic. Consequently, this chapter
dévotes a large space to expliciting the claims of the communicative
approach to language teaching for real uses of language as they
appear in a real social environment: to share information through
human, social and cultural expériences, understand messages,
express thoughts, generate authentic conversation, discover

situations and solve problems while practising target language
features.

PART TWO is a comprehensive study of the reasons that
hâve dictated the choice of this thesis' subject matter. It makes up
my corpus. The latter is threefold. It consists of a description of
the idiosyncrasies of English spelling and pronunciation, of a
questionnaire whose aim is to point out some students' characteristics
and concerns on the subject matter, and finally of a content analysis
of the survey type. The latter is followed by a number of concluding
remarks directed towards remédiai teaching approaches and goals.
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PART THREE is both a descriptive and prescriptive

study. As a descriptive study, it analyzes current aspects of

the grapho-phonological System of English. It also stresses those

phoneme-grapheme correspondences, graphie and phonemic Syllabic
units and aspects of stress variations, placement and levels that

generate pronunciation problems and hinder compréhension.

As a prescriptive study, Part Three présents generali-
zations about the System in diagrams. It also proposes discussions

on those pronunciation points that theoretical hypothèse overlook,

because thèse points do not émerge from fundamental principles,
but rather from on the ground teaching and learning facts and
expériences. The study also establishes a near-to-exhaustive

corpus of high and low frequency words presenting pronunciation
idiosyncrasies or difficulties.

PART FOUR is a practical prescriptive study. In view

of the complexity of the grapho-phonological System of English as
described in Part Three and of the difficulty of finding a comple-
mentary communication channel to help students memorize and

hopefully internalize the systemic level of the English language,
I hâve thought of utilizing types of speech which offer contexts

based on social communication, socio-cultural insights, kinesic
behaviour and a fair amount of linguistic features. In fact, in those
stretches of speech, the linguistic form is frequently not dissociated
from its communicative form. The présence of phonèmes, redundant
phonemic patterns and phonème strings, sound-sense association and
their phonatory effect on the message, or on the meaning of the
message, are so apparent that their exploitation as an instructional

device renders the task practical and natural. In some ways, thèse
types of speech attract the learner's attention to the opération of
the language's systemic level while safeguarding the schematic level
where thought, ideas and the message remain dominant.



Thus, in the first Chapter I shall analyze some types

of dialogues that are based on essential notions related to speech-

act théories and in which target grapho-phonological features can

be embedded.

In the second Chapter, I shall consider a limited category

of poems that lend themselves very well to grapho-phonological

analysis.

The third Chapter will deal with discourses such as

limericks and tongue twisters. Thèse emphasize the absurd and

ludic functions of language by utilizing puns and spoonerisms in

which the phonological game is particularly dominant.

Proverbs will be dealt with as axiological stretches of

speech that deliver relatively sensible arguments with a minimum

of words and a maximum phonological game.

Chapter Four will concentrate on stretches of speech

that are based on the theory of professional communication and

information. They are namely: newspaper headlines, commercial

and political slogans.

Finally, Chapter Five will deal with cartoon-strips as

discourses assisted by visuals; cartoon-strips conduct verbal and

non-verbal communication whose linguistic aspects is worth studying.

The use of thèse materials in class instruction is not

new. The interest I accord them is due to the fact that some of

them hâve not yet found a real place and real application in language

teaching. On the other hand, theoretical or pedagogical analysis,

if any, hâve not consistently shown what those materials can really
teach.
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On the whole my analysis of thèse materials hopes to
dynamize the teaching of phonetics through some aspects of the
grapho-phonological system of the English language. My personal
hopes for the use of such materials in class instruction are for
teachers and learners to meet affective needs in a foreign language
class. My conviction is that thèse materials do help students to
re-establish confidence in the grapho-phonological system of EngUsh
for they give the System a degree of reality, believability and
affectivity, in a teaching process that is no longer manipulative
but communicative.



PART ONE

THEORETICAL STUDY

PURPOSE CHAPTERS

I. Aspects of Reading in the Literature.

II. Aspects of Phonology in the Literature.

III. Aspects of the Communicative Approach to

Language Teaching in the Literature.



CHAPTER ONE

Aspects of Reading in the Literature

In defining the psycholinguistic nature of reading,

C.A. Lefevre writes that to be truly comprehensive the

study of reading must also encompass important éléments

of anthropology, literature, philosophy and sociology.

Such a multi-disciplinarity of the reading theory being

far beyond my aim in developing this thesis, I shall only

try to define and describe the reading skill through

approaches embedded in a psycholinguistic perspective. In

the first I shall attempt to define what reading is; in

the second I shall study teaching devices and in the

third I shall classify learning stratégies.

A. What is Reading?

2 3
From L.B. Huey to modem specialists of reading it

has been difficult to find an accurate définition or

description of this skill. Answering the question "What

is Reading?"may be done through an overview of the

évolution of reading in the professional literature.

(1) LeFevre, A Multidisciplinary Approach to Language and to
Reading: Some Projections, in K.S. Goodman, éd. The
Psycholinguistic nature of the Reading Process, Détroit,
Wayne State University Press, 1973, p. 291.

(2) L.B. Huey, The Psychology and Pedagogy of Reading, New
York, Macmillan, 1922.

(3) K.S. Goodman, éd., The Psycholinguistic Nature of the
Reading Progress, Op. Cit. Ph. Pigallet, L'art de Lire:
Principes et Méthodes, Paris, éd. E.S.F., 1984. H.G.

Taschow, The Cultivation of Reading Teaching in a Language/
Communication Context, Teachers Collège Press, Columbia
University, 1985.
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1. General Considérations

a) Prerequisites for Reading

Reading requires a concept of print conveying
thoughts through words which approximate the oral speech,
a knowledge of the grapho-phonological system of the
language and the ability to focus the eyes according to
the direction of the orthography. The eye-focus from left
to right required to read English is supposed gradually
to become a top-to-bottom movement with proficient readers
using thus peripheral vision1.

b) Reading English as a Foreign Language

Some considérations appear to influence EFL
reading ; they involve mainly the reader's reactions to
the reading expérience.

The reader's reactions are characterised by his
émotion, cognition and psychomotor abilities:

i. Emotion

Emotion is "... the reader's interest in, attitude
toward, motivation for, and spontaneity in grasping
the psychological context communicated*'2.

If related to EFL reading, interest in, attitude toward and
motivation for reading are connected with the choice of
English as a second language of study in the leamer's
career and also with the place the reading skill occupies
m the teaching of the English language as a whole. For

(D D.L. Bouchard, V. Douroudous, J. Motta, Reading English as a
Foreign Language, English Teaching Division, TCA, USIA,
Washington, D.C. 1979, p. 3.

(2) H.G. Taschow, The Cultivation of Reading. p. 24.
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example, Taschow sueeestq fhaf ,• ç 11 _. . "ggests that if Ustening, speaking
and writing are considered more important skills to
acquire, the learner may lack the désire to go into
indepth processes to learn ho„ to read understandingly.
as hI TT' ^ re3ding ^ êiV6n the — imP°"—as the other language skills and shown to strenghten and
rexnforced them, the emotional participation of the
learner is supposed to be assured1.

Spontaneity in grasping the psychological context
communxcated in English is mainly linked to the reader"s
abrlrty to conceptualize in that language. It is gene-
rally assumed that the reader's ability to read aforeign
language is somehow related to the amount of formai read
ing traxning he has received in the native language*
Conceptualizing and reacting spontaneously to foreign
language materials dépends therefore on the level of form
ai educatxon the learner has achieved in the native lan
uage. Reading in aforeign language is atransfer of

SKI11s.

of the ""d UnëUiStS 3gree th3t the em°tional a"^eof the reader ls rooted in his background expériences
ackground expériences détermine the way reading a

forexgn language evolves. They are related to the
reader slife expériences and his social, cultural and

(D

(2)

H.G. Taschow, The Cultivatio,, of Reading p. 24

knowledge on menory for eadlll, """ence of background
native readers", Tesol Quarte"?/ 2T .L?""*" and ^
U. Cannon. "Recall of ta ! I ' ' l986, Pp- 136"^0.
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linguistic knowledge. Thèse help him to make assumptions,

prédictions and to confirm hypothèses .

ii. Cognition

As a characteristic of the reader's reaction to

reading, cognition

"Is the act of knowing, perceiving, recognizing,

conceiving, judging, and reasoning, ail of which
2

lead to understanding" .

To understand the content of a sélection a reader

uses cognition processes in order to organize his

thoughts and reorganize the thoughts and ideas gained

for reading. According to Taschow and Widdowson, "...the

process of adaptation is most important in the reader's

attempts to understand what is being read" .

Both authors emphasize the fact that reading is

a new learning situation which modifies the reader's

mental structures. Subscribing to J. Piaget and Inhelder's

concept they admit that the reader's adaptation to the

new knowledge gained from reading results in the form of

"assimilation" or "accomodation" : either the reader

assimilâtes the received information and submits to it,

adding it to his already acquired knowledge, or, if the

information is incompatible with his schemata, the

(1) J.C. Anderson and A.H. Urquhart, eds., Reading in a Foreign
Language, Longman, London, 1984, Reviewed by D. Cohen in
Tesol Quarterly, 20, 4, 1986, pp. 747-751.

(2) H.G. Taschow, The Cultivation of Reading, p. 31.

(3) IBID., and H.G. Widdowson, Learning Purpose and Language Use,
London, Oxford University Press, 1983, p. 67.
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reader will try to adjust it, either accomodating the

writer or asserting himself over him . The best reading

reaction remains, however, a fair equilibrium between

thèse processes; adaptation to new learning environments

can only be achieved on concessional grounds.

iii. Psychomotor Abilities

Along the line of piaget and Inhelder, Taschow

defines psychomotor abilities in this way:

"Psychomotor abilities are characterized by

reading certainty, reading fluency, and reading

speed, which define the reader's state of being

almost free of doubt in processing grapho-
2

phonological,syntactic and semantic information" .

This définition fits only partially the EFL reader's

psychomotor abilities. However, it should remain the

ultimate target aimed at in EFL teaching of reading.

Certainty, fluency and speed develop within the

EFL reader when he is at an advanced level of reading.

They are dépendent on several factors:

The first factor involves peripheral vision which

means the ability to focus the eyes on groups of words at

a single glance and in the greatest number. Phrasing

properly is the second factor. It supposes seeing combi-

nations of words as meaningful grammatical units, that is,

(1) J. Piaget, and B. Inhelderg, The Psychology of the Child,
translated by H. Weaver, New York, Basic Books, 1969. In
H.G. Taschow, op. cit. p. 32.

(2) H.G. Taschow, The Cultivation of Reading, p. 34.
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phrases, sentences, clauses, and not seeing words in

isolation. This ability clearly increases reading speed

and extraction of meaning. Finally, the rate of thinking

and compréhension keeps matching the first two abilities

to engage the reader in an organizational and flexible

reading .

iv. Oral knowledge of English

A native reader interprets written discourse in

terms of the spoken language. An EFL reader is also

supposed to interpret written discourse in English in

terms of the English Spoken Language. In the words of

Bouchard, et al., "An oral knowledge of the English

phonology, grammar and vocabulary is an efficient basis
2

for the reading of English" . In fact, a building up of

oral/aurai skills contributes to enriching the EFL

reader's shemata in the English language and thus helps

him understand what is being read in the appropriate

concepts of the English language.

Thus, the reader's emotional, cognitive and

psychomotor assets are that makes him psychologically

and mentally ready to read. However, some more particu-

lar and direct implications of the reading process

should be considered.

2. Particular Considérations

The particular considérations about reading

include an analysis of reading through four language

aspects :

(1) D.L. Bouchard, et al., Reading English as a Foreign Language,
pp. 34-36.

(2) IBID, p. 5.
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a) Reading as a Part of Language Development

As is well known, the four basic language skills

contributing to language development and maturation are

Listening, Speaking, Reading and Writing. Although
canonic, this order does not set firm boundaries in the

language learning hierarchy. On the contrary, modem
trends consider the four skills mutually supportive and
interdependent.

Usually, Speaking and Writing are regarded as

productive skills in the sensé that they are "produced
and expressed". Listening and Reading are rather received

and consumed and for this reason are labelled "réceptive
skills"1.

As regards reading, the récent literature tends

to assimilate it to a productive ability. The arguments
put forward are expressed through the contrast between

perception and production of language skills.

i. Reading as a Perceptive Skill

Fifteen years ago, reading was perceived as a

language skill by which the reader retrieves information,
gains new social and cultural insights, builds up vocabu-
lary and expands his ways of thinking. Reading as a
perceptive skill helps readers to acquire "concepts,
attitudes, understanding and values"1. Thèse are valuable
facts that générations of linguists and readers regarded

(1) H.G. Taschow, The Cultivation of Reading, p. 3-4.

(2) C.A. Lefevre, "A Multidisciplinary Approach to Languag»
learning", p. 292.
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as the products of reading. However, in the teaching
task, the products of reading were acknowledged in the
usual "Read and Write", "Read and Answer", "Read and
Translate", and "Read and Discuss" procédures, consigning
reading to amère pretext for ensuing class activities.

Thus confining reading to the perceptive phase of
other language skills means that reading is "a spécial
point of view" and not a"total process"*. Stressing
the instrumentais of reading in this perspective
Ph. Pigallet says: "La lecture n'est pas seulement'un
outil d'information ou de connaissance"*, and puts for-
ward reading as areflexive, productive and communicative
process.

11. Reading as a Productive Skill

Considering reading aproductive skill implies
considering it atotal process. As such reading is not
limited to decoding linguistic forms but is impregnated
with adésire for communication and création of meaning3
reairatH ^ ""^ "^^ *" *»* *« ^reading adynamic process ,the reader reacts to the
reading material, assimilâtes, accomodates or rejects new
information. Reasoning and thinking are in the heart of
the reading process. Reading as atotal process takes
into account the reader's mental energy, cognitive
efforts vigorous and disciplined attempts to return the
consumed product into production4.

(1) J.S. Alderson, A.H. Urquhart (VrUl r=,j •
Language. pp. 747-751. '* Readl"g *" g Foreign

(2) Ph. Pigallet, L'Art de Lire, p. 32.
(3) IBID, p. 53.

(4) IBID, p. 60.
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How this is done can only be explained by
mentalistic data

b) Reading and Mentalistic Data

In the early 80's, Mentalistic data as a part of

process-oriented research hâve become increasingly

popular as a means of studying foreign language learning
processes and measuring students' aptitudes and problems

The first research of this kind applied to Readind re-

ceived the Tesol Research Interest Section/Newsbury
House Distinguished Research Award at the 1986 Tesol

Convention. It used Thinking Aloud protocoles, a version

of verbal reports and description in which participants
state out loudly their thoughts and behaviour while in

the process of reading: what they do as they read, what
goes on their mind when they don't understand, the con

text dues they use to dérive meaning, the whys of their
stops and hésitations1.

This approach, exploiting internai processes and

based on the readers1 accounts, is supposed to direct

educators to designing reading programmes according to
real reading problems and difficulties and not according
to data based on intuitions and guesses about students'

problems and difficulties.

c) Reading as Communication

Being a part of human communication, reading pré

supposes a triad composed of a sender, a message, and a

(1) H. Block, "The Comprehensive Stratégies of Second Language
Readers", Tesol Quaterly, 20, 3, 1986, p. 463.
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receiver, as first described by F. de Saussure1. Reading
establishes a process of communication between author
and reader through language "to share common social and
cultural expériences" 2.

Three major components enter in the process of
such communication: compétence, concept development and
understanding print. The following diagram illustrâtes
how thèse components interrelate^ :

External

Stimuli

Internai

Stimuli

Phonology Syntax Semantics

Concept Development Language Competency

Word Identification
<-

-^ Understanding Print ^L

The concept development and language compétence
that lead to understanding print correspond to what H.G.
Widdowson calls the "schematic and systemic levels of
language use"4. Undoubtedly, this sets up aclose
relationship between the reading skill and language use.
Both thèse imply communicative abilities which establish
meaning as the indispensable target at ail language and
concept development levels.

(D F. de Saussure, Cours de Linguistique Générale, Paris, Pavot
5eme éd., 1955. " J

(2) H.G. Taschow, The Cultivation of Reading. p. 5.
(3) D.L. Bouchard, et. al., Reading English as aForeign Language,

(4) H.G. Widdowson, Learning Purpose and Language Use, p. 57.
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d) Reading as an Author - Text - Reader

Interaction

The interaction between the author of a text and

the reader further extends the idea of reading as a

communicative process in which meaning is the central

unit. J.C. Alderson and A.H. Urquhart, when they suggest

that "texts must hâve readers and readers must hâve

texts to read and reading is necessarily an interaction" ,

stress the contribution of the author, the text and the

reader to the act of reading.

i. Contribution of the Author

In writing about a subject destined to be read,

authors transmit, consciously or unconsciously, their

approach to, attitude towards, opinion of and intention

in the subject matter. This is exactly the "author's

world" about which Pigallet says: "Le monde dont parle

l'auteur est différent de celui où évolue le lecteur" .

Consequently, through his writing, the author provides

insight, information and messages that may be différent

from the reader's knowledge of the world. This différence

of points of view is supposed to trigger interaction

between author and reader.

(1) J.C. Alderson and A.H. Urquhart, Reading in a Foreign
Language, p. 748.

(2) Ph. Pigallet, L'art de Lire, p. 69.
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ii. Contribution of the Text

It has been assumed by P.T. Johnson1 and H.G.
Taschow that the cultural origin of the text has more
effect on compréhension than the level of semantic and
syntactic complexity.

Thus if a text is based on cross-cultural data,
it is supposed to facilitate interaction and meaning
extraction. The text also contributes to making commu
nication possible and the extraction of meaning easier
when it has a good dimension of rhetorical organisation.
The reader must be able to recognize the différent
stages of an argument and the logical order of séquences
of events intime and space, as suggested by B. Laufer
and D.D. Sim3. Cohérence and cohésion in a text are
important factors regulating compréhension.

iii. Contribution of the Reader

Ph. Pigallet admits that "il y a autant de lecteurs
qu'il y a d'écrits"*, suggesting that each reader has his
own way of reasoning and judging, and evaluting a message.
In fact, the Personal input of mental and cognitive
effort on the part of the reader in order to negotiate
meaning is différent from one reader to another. Each
reader facing a particular text is a particular processor
of a particular meaning.

(D P.T. Johnson, "Effects on Reading Compréhension of Language

(2) H.G. Taschow, The Cultivation of Reading pp. 192-193
(3) B Laufer and D.D. Sim, Reading Compréhension Courge: Selected

Stratégies, London, Collins, 1982, pp. 62-65. selected
(4) Ph. Pigallet, L'Art de Lire, p. 46.
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To conclude this section, reading is a skill which
has basic prerequisites: concept of print, thinking and
eye-focus. EFL reading, however, is tributory of the
reader's émotion, cognition and psychomotor abilities.
It also requires a good knowledge of oral English. Some
more particular considérations emphasize the fact that
if reading is to contribute to the maturation of the
English language as a whole, it should be conceived as
a project in its own right. As a thinking incentive,
reading establishes a process of communication between
author, text and reader for the création of new meanings.
For this reason, in very récent perspectives, reading is
not only a perceptive skill such as listening, but a
productive one as well, much like writing, for the search
for meaning and the construction of signification it in
volves. Mentalistic data can tell a great deal about the
reading process: if educators "look closely at what
students can do when they read, they can décide what to

teach them" .

B. The Teaching of Reading

When D.E. Eskey says that reading "is a natural
skill, like walking or talking, that is, a skill which
virtually anyone can learn but which no one can teach"
in the ways described by linguists and pédagogues, he
stresses the complexity of the teaching of reading. The
reason is perhaps contained in Ph. Pigallet's assertion

(1) H. Block, "The Compréhension Stratégies of Second Language
Readers", Tesol Quarterly, p. 463.

(2) D.E. Eskey, A Model Programme for Teaching Advanced Reading,
p. 169.
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that reading "est un comportement associé a divers

aspects de la vie (et c'est pour cela qu'il) ne peut être
réduit à un savoir scolaire, par des séries de techniques
... La lecture n'est pas conçue comme le résultat d'un

enseignement. L'acquisition du mécanisme existe: la ques
tion est celle de l'évolution de la manière de lire"1.

EFL teachers of reading are well aware that their
students possess stratégie reading resources acquired in
the native language which are transferred to the foreign
language. The problem is that not ail students are aware
of thèse resources and not ail of them are ready to
transfer them.

The following sections deal with aspects of the
teaching of reading which help to strengthen in the
student the existing resources for reading or to awaken
those resources which are dormant so that they can be
applied systematically and consciously in the reading
task.

1. Approaches to the Teaching of Reading

The primary aim of reading is to comprehend. For
years, reading has been regarded as an instrument of

information and knowledge, and reading passages as a
lexical supply for the ensuing book review, composition,
translation, conversation or compréhension questions. This
kind of instruction has been referred to as "Compréhen
sion Assesment" and not as "reading Compréhension" ,

(1) Ph. Pigallet, l'Art de Lire, pp. 45-46.



by D.A. Durkin1. Henceforth a comparative parallel
between thèse instructional devices can be drawn.

a) Compréhension Assessment

According to Durkin, compréhension assessment

focuses on the product of reading. Since students can
read, they can understand and apply the new information
and knowledge gained from the reading to some other
language tasks. The assessment is directed toward what
the student has learnt from the text about the author ;
what he does not know or should know about a particular
topic . This approach puts forward the traditional

questions accompanying reading passages which emphasize
the author's relationship with the text and his expé
rience of the world. The part of the reader is thus

limited to observing and reporting about such relation
ship and expérience. The resuit of such an activity is
what is being assessed.

b) Reading Compréhension

Reading compréhension is often mistaken for com
préhension assessment. Thus it has never been taught.
To teach reading compréhension supposes instructional
procédures which focus on the process and not on the

product of reading ; this process re-establishes the

reader in his rightful rôle of active participant in
the author-text-reader interaction3.

(1) D.A. Durkin, "Reading Compréhension Instruction in Five
Basai Readers Séries", Reading Research Quarterlv. 1981,
16, 4, pp. 515-544. ' —

(2) IBID. p. 517.

(3) D.A. Durkin, "Reading Compréhension Instruction", p. 518.
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H.G. Taschow suggests that instruction in reading

compréhension should include teaching students a certain
number of techniques and stratégies to improve their
compréhension, recall power and memory rétention. Stu
dents should be taught how to inspect a text, how to
question it to find out the desired information and then
how to organize this information .

What further confirms the reader as an active

participant in the reading task is a change in the usual
questions following a reading passage. Most of the ques
tions should be student-centered and not author-centered.

H. Block suggests that the questions should be about the
interest and motivation of the reader in the text. They

should ask reader if he accomodates, assimilâtes or re-

iects information and why. They should finally attempt
2at relating the text to the external world .

2. Objectives of the Teaching of Reading

In defining the objectives of the teaching of
reading, one cannot omit H.G. Widdowson's définition of
the objectives of language teaching and learning as a
whole or "the purpose" and "aims" of such a task . The
question to be asked is "Why teach reading at ail?". The
following points define and describe objectives.

(1) H.G. Taschow, The Cultivation of Reading, p. 128.

(2) H. Block, "The Compréhension Stratégies of Second Language
Readers", p. 477.

(3) H.G. Widdowson, Learning Purpose and Language Use, pp. 6-7.
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a) The Purpose of the Teaching of Reading

The purpose of reading courses should be, to give

a gênerai example,

to teach reading or improve or consolidate the

reading skills ;

- to identify the reading level as primary,

médium or advanced ;

- to specify the appropriateness of the task: Is
reading appropriate

- for classroom purposes: (to back up other

language skills)?

- for académie or professional purposes?

- for literary purposes?

- for real-life purposes (newspapers, magazines,

cartoon-strips, thrillers, publicity)?

- for nonverbal communication (the kinesic

system or the body language including gestures
and movements)1? For the wordless reading of
the expressive and réceptive language of
signais, and visuals such as paintings, photo-
graphs, graphies, charts, diagrams, tables,

maps ?

- to delineate the content of the course in terms

of techniques and stratégies.

(1) A. Scheflen, "Body Language and Social Order", in H.G. Taschow,
The Cultivâtion of Reading, p. 4.

(2) H.G. Taschow, op., cit., pp. 6-7.



b) The Aim of the Teaching of Reading

According to H.G. Widdowson the aim of language
learning is "the purpose to which learning will be put
after the end of the course"1. Applied to reading, this
définition would consider:

phonetic accuracy, either internalized or

spoken (a later section about silent and

oral reading will clarify the point) ;

mastery of spelling ;

reading flexibility.;

reading compréhension.

Students should gain from the teaching of reading a
capacity for adjusting compréhension skills to various
kinds of materials and for matching a thinking rate
with a reading rate in order to maintain meaning and
practical communication2. This can be done through a
séries of learning stratégies.

C. The Learning of Reading

I shall now move from the teaching of reading to
the learning of reading. My main intention in this
change is to stress not the teaching input in process-
ing meaning from print but the learner's resources,
cognitive effort and personal involvement in deriving
meaning from print. This section is directed towards
practical stratégies that should be used by the learner
to achieve maximum compréhension in a limited time.

26

(D H.G. Widdowson, Learning purpose and Language Learning. pp. 6-7.
(2) D.L.^Bouchard, et. al., Reading English As aForeign Language.
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1. Deriving Basic Information From a Text

Basic information is generally acknowledged to
be processed thanks to three stratégies: previewing,
scanning and skimming.

a) Previewing: previewing is a teaching device
which prépares the reader to the content of the

text before the latter is handed out in order to
be read. The teacher is expected to ask questions
about the text as a "warm up" and set psycholo-
gical conditions before the reading. This way, it
is said, the reader has something to look forward
to as he will read with a spécial purpose and
readiness in mind .

b) ScamnndLiBg: scanning is used after the learners
hâve had an overall reading of the text. The

reader is supposed to glance through the text to
find the relevant parts in a quick search for
particular information2. Scanning, therefore, is
a simple factual discrimination of information

which is generally explicity stated in the text.
The reader is then able to answer any "who, what,
where and when" questions about the text.

(1) H.G. Taschow, The Cultivation of Reading, pp. 141-142.

(2) G. Larocque, "using a Grid in Beginning Reading", Tesol
Newsletter, 19, 2, 1985, pp. 1-4.
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c) SkiinœiinLŒiig: skimming is perusing the text,
picking out words and ideas hère and there, which
might indicate the content and build up an over-
all picture1. At this level the reader has a
clear impression of those events in the text
which are explicity or specifically described.
After skimming a text, the reader should be able
to restate orally what was read .

Scanning and skimming refer to two meaning levels
in relation to knowing and comprehending. They are sup-
posed to be done without noting détails. Many authors
assume that scanning and skimming will be made easier and
quicker if the teacher has previewed the text .

2. Deriving Advanced Information From a Text

Advanced information is retrieved from a text
thanks to syntactic and semantic indices. After skimming
the text, only a much closer examination leads the reader
to a more complex processing of meaning.

a) Indepth reading and syntactic Information:

J.R. Bormuth assumes that some syntactic difficul
ties remain insuperable for EFL readers simply because
"there is a considérable amount of inappropriate and/or
inaccurate use of linguistic knowledge"4. This means
that contextual syntactic dues are not being efficiently
and systematically exploited to dérive meaning.

(1) D.L. Bouchard, et. al., Reading English as a Foreign Language,
p. 29.

(2) IBID.
(3) Namely K. Perkins & B. Jones, "Measuring Passage Contribution

in ESL Reading Compréhension", Tesol Quarterly, 19, 1, HTO.
p. 137 ;H.G. Taschow, The Cultivation of Reading, p. i^o.

(4) J.R. Bormuth, "New Measure of Grammatical Complexity", in
K.S. Goodman éd., The Psycholinguistic Nature of the Reading
Process, p. 239.
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Therefore, the reader must learn how to process
meaning from syntactic dues in the total sentence and
paragraph environment. Generally, relationships are
established between the words in the same sentence or in
the various sentences of a paragraph by means of:

- sentence patterns, or the placing of words in
the right order. EFL students should learn to recognize
the surface and the deep structure of a sentence plus
the system of rules which permits the infinité transfor
mation of thèse , such as: phrase signais, clause signais,
question signais, négation signais, intensifying signais
and coordination conjunction signais2.

- pattern markers, or structure signais: root words,
inflectional endings, préfixes, and suffixes, compound
words, contractions and abbreviations3.

- word functions through word signais: noun, verb
signais and adjectival and derivational suffix signais
(adverbial and adjectival comparative and superlative
signais) .

the function of punctuation: punctuation signais
assist in making meaning clearer.

- the organization of paragraphs is another pattern
marker which yields syntactic information5. It helps
interpret and evaluate changes of ideas or changes of
thought: the Visual signais of indentation and the number
of lines left between paragraphs are structural data that
help maintain cohésion and cohérence between ideas.

(D N CHOMSKY, "Aspects of the Theory of Syntax", in H.G. Taschow,
The Cultivation of Reading. pp. 100-102

U) ^25-27^' ^^ Readin* English as aForeign Unguage,
(3) IBID.

(4) IBID.

(5) H.G. Taschow, op. cit., p. 102.
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However, learning how to extract syntactic information

does not always contribute to the deep meaning of what is

being read. Ph. Pigallet mentions cases of syntactic ambi-

guities that cannot be solved unless the reader appeals to

his background knowledge, knowledge of the world or common

sensé .

b) Indepth Reading and Semantic Information

This is the most important system of indices that

favours compréhension by the reader. The reader should

therefore learn how to organize his faculties of compré

hension. The reading literature proposes various taxono-

mies which classify meaning stratégies and meaning levels.

In my opinion the most concise and comprehensive is D.L.
2

Bouchard, et al's . This taxonomy includes meaning stra

tégies and meaning stratégie levels which expand from

word identification to the évaluation of discourse. It

is totally reproduced hère.

MEANING STRATEGIC LEVELS
******************

Knowing word

structure

Knowing the

function of

punctuation

Recognising

word structure

Knowing

denotative

meaning

Knowing word

function

Recalling

spécifie

information

(1) Ph. Pigallet, l'Art de Lire, p. 34.

(2) D.L. Bouchard, et al., Reading English as a Foreign Language,
pp. 20-34.
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COMPREHENDING

Explicit understanding Restating

of the message

APPLYING

Forming generalizations Making interférences and

drawing conclusions

ANALYZING

Identifying Identifying Detecting connotative

séquences main idea meaning

Identifying figurative Discovering relationship

language

SYNTHESIZING

Creating new ide.as

EVALUATING

Self Judging information Evaluating information

appraising valid or invalid as fact or opinion

Assessing piropaganda Evaluating the quality

of written word
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To conclude, there are six meaning stratégies. Within
each of thèse stratégies there are meaning levels which

readers must use to achieve compréhension and hâve access

to the author's message. However the author's message may
be blurred by complex cultural data.

c) Indepth Reading and Cultural Information

Some authors admit that the cultural origin of a text
has more effect on reading compréhension than the level of

syntactic or semantic complexity . It is quite true that

most EFL readers face severe compréhension problems with
culturally oriented passages. Usually there is a potential
mismatch between the background culture of the reader and

the culture predominating in the passage, resulting in an
irrelevant learning expérience. This is why EFL readers
often read with a lack of confidence in the foreign lan
guage. On the other hand, if the cultural expérience of
the foreign language is missing, how can EFL students
enlarge cultural schemata and concepts in the foreign
language?

It is not the purpose of this section to discuss such

a debatable problem. It is sufficient to recall that learn

ing a foreign language is "a cultural acquisition"2, and
that the cultural aspects of the text should not be too

far beyond the readers' actual knowledge of the foreign
language culture.

(1) Namely K. Perkins & B. Jones,"Measuring Passage Contribution in
ESL Compréhension", pp. 137-153 ; P. Johnson, "The Effect on
Reading Compréhension of Language Complexity and Cultural Back
ground of a Text", pp. 169-181 ; H.G. Taschow, The Cultivation
of Reading, p. 193.

(2) H.G. Taschow, The Cultivation of Reading, p. 190.
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Conclusion :

As can be seen, whatever the literature's attempts

to define what reading means, to reveal teaching devices

and to classify learning stratégies in a taxonomic way,

research in the field is still inconclusive.

This chapter has covered some of the most relevant

aspects of the reading skill. The main purpose of dealing

extensively with this subject is to show évidence of how

much importance the literature has given so far to menta

listic and cultural data and to syntactic and semantic

information as input to reading compréhension in détri

ment to the grapho-phonological input. The art concerning

the grapho-phonological input to the reading process will

be discussed in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER TWO

Aspects of Phonology in the Literature

The study of phonology is a vast subject. In this

section it is impossible to mention ail possible aspects

of phonology in the literature, let alone give a useful

treatment of each of them. Hence, I shall concentrate on

a number of points that seem to be of central importance

to phonology as related to language teaching and omit

ail the others, however interesting and useful they may

be. My project thus is to survey the literature on pho

nology and indicate the contribution of phonology to

reading compréhension.

A. What the Literature Says

It would be arduous to give a clear and short sum-

mary of what phonology represents in the bulk of linguistic

studies. Since Ferdinand de Saussure's Cours de Linguisti

que Générale , in which he developed his theory of the lin

guistic sign, much has been said about "langue.-. and

"parole". The Saussurian terms, much used in English,

roughly correspond to Chomsky's terms "compétence" and
o

"performance" . Saussure's distinction imposes the idea

that "langue", a social system with rules that détermine

the use of sounds, forms, syntactic and lexical means of

expression, conditions "parole". Therefore, the latter

can be considered as the exécution of "langue", the

sonorous and meaningful flux so necessary to oral/aurai

(1) Fifth Edition, Paris, Payot 1955 (lst Ed., 1916).

(2) J. Lyons, General Linguistics, Introduction to Theoretical
Linguistics, Cambridge, C.U.P., 1968, p. 41.
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communication between humans in social life. As research

on the subject is still inconclusive and Saussure still

criticized , I shall henceforth refer to "langue" and

"parole" as "language" and "speech". In addition, I

shall only consider the aspects of language and speech

that are relevant to the defence of my study.

1. General Considérations

a) Language

According to Rudigoz's analysis of Saussure's theory

of the linguistic sign, language consists of thought and

knowledge embedded in a phonic substance:

"La langue est encore comparable à une feuille de

papier: la pensée est le recto et le son est le

verso ; on ne peut découper le recto sans découper

en même temps le verso ; de même dans la langue, on

ne saurait isoler ni le son de la pensée, ni la

pensée du son ; on'y arriverai que par une abstrac

tion dont le résultat serait de faire de la psycho

logie pure ou de la phonologie pure... Le linguiste

travaille donc sur le terrain limitrophe ou les
2

éléments des deux ordres se combinent" .

This is the starting point of phonology, or the science

that describes the sounds of a given language, and the

(1) E. Beneventiste, R. Jakobson, L. Hjelmeslev, N. Chomsky in

C. Rudigoz, Les Jeux du Signifiant dans le Discours, Cours de
Tronc Commun du D.E.A., Théories et Pratiques des Discours, UER
des Sciences et UER des Langues Vivantes Etrangères, Université
de Caen, 1986-1987, respectively, p. 12, 14, 15, 32.

(2) C. Rudigoz, LesJeux Signifiant dans le Discours, p. 17.
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way they combine together to form words. What is relevant

to indicate hère for the purpose of my study is that from

Troubetzkoy to modem linguists the sounds of a given

language are referred to as the units of the inferior le

vel of language expression that hâve no other function

than combining together to form the units of superior le

vel, namely words, whose form and combination (into syn-

tagms, propositions and phrases) is described by grammar.

Semantics, for its part, describes the meaning or content
2

of thèse words and the units they form .

Widdowson also stresses the idea that phonological

Systems are formed by a static inventory of items that

hâve no dynamic life by themselves: "The phonological

Systems hâve no executive function in language use but

simply serve to give substantial existence to meanings

signalled in syntax and semantics" . Jakobson, for his

part, admits that sounds or phonèmes participate in gi-

ving meaning ; but they by themselves hâve no proper
. 4

meaning .

b) Speech

Languages that are primarily spoken consist of speech

sounds, produced by the organs of speech and perceived by

the human ear . Thus, speech is regarded as a phonetic,

(1) N.S. Troubetzkoy, Principes de Phonologie, trans. by J. Cantineau,
Paris, Klincksiek, 1949.

(2) J. Lyons, General linguistics, p.44.
(3) H.G. Widdowson, Learning Purpose and Language Use, p. 38.
(4) R. Jakobson, Essais de Linguistique Générale, 2e partie, trans.

by N. Ruwet, Paris. Ed. de Minuit, 1963, pp. 163-165.

(5) J. Lyons, op. cit., p. 50.
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articulatory and accoustic phenomenon necessary to oral/
aurai communication. Communication aims at transmitting

information and meanings. However, very often in speech

acts, in trying to concentrate on meaning, one forgets

the linguistic signais that help to construct meanings:

"Quand nous écoutons un discours banal... notre

attention se porte davantage sur le signifié que

sur le signifiant, de telle sorte que ce dernier

se réduit au rôle subalterne de relais entre le

contenu de pensée du locuteur et notre pensée

d'auditeurs... Si les signifiés sont mis en mé

moire plutôt que les signifiants, c'est assuré
ment parce que, à notre insu sans doute, nous

établissons une hiérarchie entre les signaux qui

nous sont transmis et le sens de ces signaux:

pour nous l'essentiel c'est le sens, non les
signaux qui permettent de construire ce sens" .

In Saussurian terminology "signifiés" are abstract

classes of meaning that belong to "langue" and thus dé

pend, to be understood, on the speaker's or listener's
language compétence. On the contrary, "signifiants" are
abstract classes of phonations that belong to "parole"
or performance .

What should be noted hère is that the discrimination

between "signifiés" and "signifiants" is not important at
the level of language compétence ; for as a concrète

entity, the union of "signifiés" and "signifiants" is
indissociable3. However, if one départs from Sausurian

(1) C. Rudigoz, Les Jeux du Signifiant dans le Discours, pp. 40-41.

(2) IBID, p. 29.

(3) IBID, p. 39.
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theory because it refers to a linguistic theory of "langue"

and not to a linguistic theory of "parole" one may agrée

with Rudigoz's statement. In fact, Rudigoz attempts to des-

cribe "discourse" as approximately Saussure's "parole" .

consequently, any discrimination or hierarchy of relation

ships between "signifiés" or meanings and "signifiants" or

phonations becomes pertinent.

What is relèvent to emphasize for my présent purpose

is that in EFL teaching speech-sounds tend to be disre-

garded and their contribution to meaning extraction is

minimized, except in the teaching of phonetics. in this

case, though, speech-sounds are taught mainly for the pur-

pose of having students memorize the grapho-phonological
system of the language. Their importance is rarely brought

up to the student's attention as relevant for understanding

spécial meanings, messages, or intentions of a significa
tion, or simply an attitude, in speech or in reading.

Some particular considérations may clarify this point.

2. Particular Considérations

In the literature, some linguists put forward somewhat

debatable views concerning the place of phonology in lan

guage teaching.

a) Contribution of Grapho-phonological Constituents

to Language Aquisition

Most linguists agrée that the phonological system of
English is less important than the syntactic and semantic
ones in helping process meaning from print. The informa
tion it provides, they say, is very basic. hère are some

points of view:

(1) C. Rudigoz, Les Jeux du Signifiant dans le Discours, p. 39.
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i. Widdowson's Point of View

Widdowson's point of view is essentially directed
towards the communicative approach to language use. For
this reason he distinguishes two basic levels of language
use: the systemic and the schematic.

The systemic level of language use:

In the previous chapter, we saw that Widdowson con-

siders the phonological constituents of English, namely
speech-sounds and their représentative orthographie shapes,
as a part of the systemic level of the language that has

"no dynamic life" and no "executive function" in language
use. Thèse items, he adds, "serve to give substantial exis

tence to meanings signaled in syntax and semantics"1. He
further states that "thèse skills hâve to be learnt in

order to be disregarded, since to be aware of their opéra
tion would be to discrupt normal communicative behaviour"2.
Two remarks can be related to thèse assumptions: first, the
sounds of our speech pass unnoticed as mère sound ; they
are perceived only as signais making compréhension possi
ble. Second, speech is ascribed a high degree of utility
- we speak either because we need useful information or

because we reply to a request for information, or because

we hâve an order to give, a wish or fear to express, etc.

A resulting question to thèse remarks is: "What about the

phonetic quality of speech and the strictly individual

choice of words and phonations that détermine ways of ex

pressing needs, wish, fear, information and messages?".

(1) H.G. Widdowson, Learning Purpose and Language Use, pp. 34-38.

(2) IBID.
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- The schematic level of language

We hâve already been acquainted with the term schemata

referring to mental structure. In Widdowson's conception,
schemata "can be defined as cognitive contructs which allow

for the organization of information in long-term memory and

which provide a basis for prédiction" . In another section
of his work, the author refers to schemata as "stereotypic
patterns derived from instances of past expérience" . The
schematic level of language use thus described is given

much more importance than the systemic level. Hierarchi-

cally, "it is the first that serves as the main source of
référence in language use" . Therefore, it appears that

knowing the systemic level of the language does not prépare
EFL students to use the language. Language compétence in

English dépends to a great extent on pragmatic knowledge.

My remark hère is that pragmatic knowledge is realized
in an act of communication through speech and that speech

has no regid and fixed expressive boundaries. For example ,
we do not only speak to establish or maintain personal and
social équation. We also speak to share pleasurable or
ludic expériences in which the phonetic quality of words is
dominant and may even play a central rôle in getting the

message across.

ii. Pigallet's Point of View

Pigallet's also stresses the prédominance of the syn
tactic, semantic and schematic levels of language over the
phonological. In his analysis of reading he insists more
on the graphie system of the language than on the phono
logical one, of which he scarcely says a word. For exam
ple, in dealing with the phonic decoding of the written

(1) H.G. Widdowson, Learning Purpose and Language Use, p. 34.
(2) IBID., p. 37.

(3) IBID., p. 51.
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word, he only writes that it consists "à attribuer une

sonorité aux signes écrits afin de retrouver la langue

orale" . Ail the remaining remarks are centered around

the graphie system. One of them is "une analyse précise

de la graphie d'un mot est rarement nécessaire sauf en
2

cas d'ambiguité lexicale" . In this case, he adds, "l'or-
3

thographe peut revendiquer ses droits" and he gives the

examples of "tant/temps ; et/est ; and dû/du". The English

illustration of thèse would be, for example, hour/our,

know/no and sea/see. Finally, Pigallet admits that "la

connaissance de l'orthographe ne permet pas non plus de

saisir toujours le sens de ce qu'on lit" . Rather, he

writes, the reader must appeal to his past expérience,

common sensé and context to find out about meaning .

Thus, in the reading skill, Pigallet considers only

the graphie constituents of the language and their visual

perception. The phonological constituents and their pho-

natory, articulatory and acoustic effects in the reading

act are ignored.

What is interesting to say hère is that both

Widdowson's speech acts and Pigallet's reading acts con-

centrate on perceptions of meanings rather than on per

ceptions of graphie or phonic items. This may be natural

for native speakers or readers. For EFL learners, one

wonders how they can hâve a full grasp of the syntactic

or semantic aspects of a conversation or a text when at

the same time they are literally assaulted by a sonorous

flux and/or a crop of graphie patterns in géométrie forms

(1) Ph. Pigallet, l'Art de Lire, p. 26.

(2) IBID, p. 32.

(3) IBID.

(4) IBID.

(5) IBID, p. 33.
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iii. Taschow's Point of View

In his remarkably comprehensive publication on reading,
Taschow has a section entitled: "What are the rôles of

words, syntax, and semantics in reading?". The subtitle

encompassing the answers is "Basic Knowledge in Understand

ing Reading" . The rôle of phonology as a basic requirement

in understanding reading is not mentioned in this section

which describes a part of human communication. It is, how

ever, dealt with in a further chapter entitled "Basic Infor-
2

mation in Reading in the Teaching Context" . For Taschow,

therefore, phonology enables the reader to extract basic

information from print in order to arrive at meaning. How

ever, Taschow's description is directed to native language

teaching of phonology and stresses the fact that phonolo

gical information is just "useful to readers, both children

and adults" .

In gênerai, Taschow insists on the importance of

grapho-phonological information mainly in beginning reading

instruction. After this stage, he writes, readers are able

to "identify words more rapidly and appear to extract mean

ing mainly by visual récognition plus occasional phonologi

cal recoding" . This assumption confirms the conviction

that in teaching reading, to natives or EFL learners, the

graphie constituents of the language are given a larger

space than the phonological.

To conclude this section, it appears that the grapho-

phonological analysis of the language is considered to

contribute to reading ability at the primary stages of

(1) H.G. Taschow, The Cultivation of Reading, p. 20.

(2) IBID, p. 79.

(3) IBID, p. 85.

(4) IBID.
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language acquisition. As the learner becomes more profi-

cient in the language, he relies on more sophisticated

language levels to extract meaning such as the schematic,

syntactic and semantic ones. Thèse are referred to as

"the higher things" .

A study of some practical aspects of the English

grapho-phonological system may show what, in the teaching

situation, helps students acquire reading abilities.

B. Practical Aspects of Teaching English Grapho-phonological

System

This section is twofold: it will discuss the issues

of teaching the grapho-phonological system at the immédiate

levels of language acquisition and then at the advanced

levels of language compétence.

1. Immédiate Levels of Language Acquisition

Hère I shall deal with auditory and visual discrimina

tion, pronunciation, spelling and phonetic script which

constitute the immédiate levels of language acquisition

facilitating reading.

a) Auditory Discrimination

Auditory discrimination is a matter of phonology.

Phonèmes, not graphèmes, are thus concerned. Listening to

sounds, which the récent literature traces back to the "in
2

utero" life of human beings , is threfore what facilitâtes

learning and communication.

(1) H.G. Widdowson, Learning Purpose and Language Use, p.. 31.

(2) H.G. Taschow, The Cultivation of Reading, p. 15.
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For Gimson, auditory discrimination is the réceptive

phase of language learning ; for this reason any approach

to it should be perceptive, that is, it should rely heavily

on training the ear . As concerns EFL learners, Gimson

goes on, they should be trained to perceive the différences
between the sounds in order for them to achieve minimum

compréhension .

Another author, P. McCarthy, considers the éducation

of the ear to be "a prerequisite for efficient foreign lan

guage study" and advises, as far as auditory phenomena are
concerned, "a sufficient répétition (as) the only way to

ensure their rétention". In a further statement, McCarthy

assumes that the aim of such teaching is "to train, not to

test" so that a student can "exercise his auditory judge-

ment and gain confidence and reassurance from discovering
the extent of his powers of récognition, identification

and discrimination"3. However, the study of sound discri
mination is indissociable from the study of the letters

representing them. Therefore, sounds hâve to be recognized
in graphie forms too.

b) Visual Discrimination

In the students' acquisition of the auditory skills

there is necessarily a conflict between audition and vision

which is of some relevance to pronunciation and spelling

and thus to speaking, reading and writing.

Asher says that transfer from audition to vision is

weaker than from vision to audition . He means that visual

habits acquired through graphèmes first are difficult to

(1) A.C. Gimson, An Introduction to English Pronunciation, E. Arnold,
London, 1970, p. 1.

(2) IBID, p. 2.

(3) P. McCarthy, The Teaching of Pronunciation, C.U.P., 1978, p. 14.
(4) J. Asher, "Vision and Audition, Perceptual and Motor Skills",

Language Learning, 19, 1964, pp. 255-300.
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transfer into auditory habits. Indeed, we teachers know

well the case of those students who are unable to accept

remédiai correction in the pronunciation of words with

silent letters, such as "lamb" and "Thames", once they

hâve "seen" them first and only then "heard" them. Thus,

for the purpose of phonological accuracy, audition should

intervene first. Audition first is supposed to be far

more effective than spelling in crystallizing in the

students the correct pronunciation of words .

c) Spelling

Spelling "is the process of representing language by
2

means of a writing system or orthography" . It therefore

dépends on the training of the visual discrimination of
3

graphèmes and also on the training of "visual memory" .

We hâve already seen how interdependent letters and sounds

are. This is where the problem lies ; it is common place

that the conventional spelling of English is inconsistent,

and therefore unreliable as a guide to proper séquences

of sounds. Bouchard, et al., assert that the English lan

guage contains 44 sounds which can be spelled in 2,501 ways

employing 26 letters .

The disproportion between sounds, letters and spell

ing induces a whole crop of mispronunciations and misin-

terpretations of words. Only appropriate teaching appro

aches may résolve the problem. The récent literature

proposes the following advice:

(1) J. Asher, "Vision and Audition, Perceptual and Motor Skills",
Language Learning, 19, 1964, pp. 255-300.

(2) H.G. Taschow, The Cultivation of Reading, p. 173.

(3) P. McCarthy, The Teaching of Pronunciation, p. 64.

(4) D.L. Bouchard, et al., Reading English as a Foreign Language,

p. 8.
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Not to attempt to teach the sounds from their

spelling, but to describe the spelling of words

in terms of their sounds .

Avoid teaching the spelling of words in isolation

and rather relate it to reading and writing abi

lities ; this is supposed to develop in the stu-
2

dents a "strong sight-vocabulary" . Sight-words

are those words recognized or identified as whole

words by the readers: "the reader uses the confi-

guation of the word rather than generalizations

about the sounds which are represented by the

letters" . However, the authors of this statement

admit that some sight-words are recognized from

habit, because read or used frequently.

- The fact of subordinating the teaching of spelling

to vocabulary entails emphasis on meaning. "spell-

ing/meaning patterns in words", should therefore

be connected for systematic development of word

knowledge .

Thus, the teaching of English spelling does not only

comply with sound/letter juxtaposition techniques. It also
appeals to the students' cognitive development of sight-
words, to the training of visual memory and to meaning

patterns.

d) Pronouncing

The relationship of letter/sound séquences, when

articulated, results in pronouncing and speaking .

(1) P. McCarthy, The Teaching of Pronunciation, p. 64.
(2) H.G. Taschow, The Cultivation of Reading, p. 174.
(3) D.L. Bouchard. Reading English as a Foreign Language, p.. 7.
(4) H.G. Taschow, op. cit., p. 175.

(5) P. McCarthy, op. cit., p. 64.
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i. Spelling and Pronunciation Relationship

Research has not yet answered conclusively the

following questions:

Are spelling and pronunciation two différent

matters?

Should they be tackled separately or in terms

of each other?

It seems to me that this is a false problem. The

handling of the main features of sounds in séquences or

in connected speech is most valuable if the objective is

the mastery of the speaking skill. For this reason, I

subscribe to 0. Jespersen's opinion on this question: "It

is funny how humans tend to forget that language is pri-

marily speech, i.e., chiefly conversation, while the

written and printed word... Important things in speech

disappear in the comparatively rigid médium of writing,

stress, pitch, contour of voice, thus especially those

éléments which give expression to émotions rather than

to logical thinking" .

However, if the objective is reading, both spelling

and pronunciation hâve equal importance and should be

taught simultaneously through planned instruction. Even

though pronunciation is supposed to be internalized in
2

silent reading , its rôle remains as important as the

rôle of spelling in reconstructing meaning from print:

incorrect pronunciation models may be a hindrance to

meaning in the reader's attempts to reconstruct, through

print, the spoken form of the language .

(1) 0. Jesperson, Essentials of English Grammar, University of
Alabama Press, Mass., 1966, p. 17.

(2) C. Rudigoz, In and Between the Lines: An Elementary Introduction
to the Analysis of Poetic Discourse, Vol. 1, UER des Langues
Vivantes Etrangères, Université de Caën & Institut d'Etudes
Anglaises et Nord Américaines, 1983-1984, p. 21.

(3) H.G. Taschow, The Cultivation of Reading, p. 85.
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ii. Speaking and Pronunciation Relationship

According to McCarthy, speaking and pronouncing re

late to the same basic activity: "Pronouncing concentrâtes

on how the speaking is done, and speaking involves pronoun

cing that accounts for what is said" . In fact, what one

says and how one says what accounts for three necessary

points in a speech act: information, compréhension and in

tention. Thèse points interrelate in the same way in the

reading act.

iii. Spelling, Pronouncing and Reading

Taschow gives us an excellent reason to believe that

spelling, pronouncing and reading interrelate: "If the

reader is lacking any degree of proficiency in either one

of them, certainty, fluency and speed in oral reading are

interfered with. Any slight speech impediment may make

the oral reader uncertain in pronunciation and intonation,

uneasy in the flow of words, and hésitant in proceeding to
2

the end of the sentence" .

This position further emphasizes what was said in

chapter I about EFL students and their need for oral know

ledge of English for a relevant and effective reading

instruction .

e) Phonetic Script

Phonetic script is the transcription system of speech

sounds, or the international Phonetic Alphabet, "I.P.A." .

Let us study its uses and usefulness.

(1) P. McCarthy, The Teaching of Pronunciation, p. 7.

(2) H.G. Taschow, The Cultivation of Reading, p. 15.
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i. Phonetic Script and its Uses

Not much is said in the literature about phonetic

script and its uses in the study of English as a foreign

language. However, according to McCarthy, phonetic script

"can be looked upon as visual aid to the study of spoken

language" . A looming question about phonetic script re

mains whether teaching it to EFL students helps them pro-

nounce better the sounds of English. For McCarthy "no

phonetic symbol can teach the pronunciation of a sound".
Thus, the teaching procédure should be to teach "the

2
sounds first, the symbols after" .

ii. Phonetic Script and its Usefulness in Class

Instruction.

In the literature, one finds no clear statement

about what phonetic script is useful for in class instruc

tion. According to McCarthy, though, the usefulness of
phonetic script can be "assessed only in relation to the
purpose it is intended to serve and how well it achieves
this purpose" . In class instruction, teachers teach pho
netic script and indulge, together with their students, in
phonetic transcriptions of words and sentences or in pho
netic dictations. The main purpose of such activities is

for the students to avoid confusion between the sounds and

the letters of ordinary spelling in isolated words or in

connected speech. The materials concocted for classroom
usage show an over emphasis on a manipulative teaching of
grapho-phonological items that defeats teaching and learn
ing goals. For example, the contexts in which grapho-pho
nological items occur are unnatural. As a resuit, students

(1) P. McCarthy, The Teaching of Pronunciation, p. 29.

(2) IBID, p. 30.

(3) IBID, p. 29.
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perceive thèse as manifestly artificial and out of reality

tokens of the language system. They do not perceive them

as contributing to the realization of meanings. In other

words, rarely do teachers attempt to hâve students trans-

cribe séquences of genuine poetry, prose, newspapers head

lines, commercial ads and political slogans. Thèse mate

rials are authentic and operate on large schematic units.

Grapho-phonological features are thus embedded in highly

organized but natural pièces of language. Thereby, trans

cription activities are made more meaningful and useful.

On the other hand, after the phonetic course and the

related transcription activities are over, the main utility

of what students were taught is projected either in an aca

démie interest in phonetics or in an interest in the dic

tionary use as related to other language areas, or in

real-life use of the dictionary.

Conventional Dictionaries

In real-life, as well as in class instruction, the

use of the dictionary is essential to reading compréhension.

Readers do not only check accepted définitions or meanings

but also accepted spellings and pronunciation rules. Not

ail dictionaries, though, comply with the I.P.A. principles

and make use of only their authorized symbols. Each dic

tionary, very often, even when it uses the I.P.A., chooses

its own key to symbols.

In this country, the book market makes two broad

types of English dictionaries available: the British and
the American. They use différent phonetic script, spelling,

hyphenation and stress placement. Thèse circumstances cer-

tainly do not facilitate the tasks of the EFL student who
wants to check the pronunciation of words he does not know

or he is in doubt about.
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A third considération also enters into play: the

référence dictionary for pronunciation may be monolingual

or bilingual. We teachers assume that bilingual dictiona

ries are more concerned with translation of meanings and

définitions than with accurate types of pronunciation and

their corresponding phonetic transcription. Monolingual

pronouncing dictionaries may be préférable to bilingual

dictionaries.

Pronouncing Dictionaries

Pronouncing dictionaries deal with only the standard

pronunciation of words and their phonetic transcriptions,

"they are quick and easy to refer to" as Windsor Lewis puts

it . They generally skip the long word lists and cross-re-

ferences used in gênerai dictionaries which are admitted to

resuit in a waste of time.

Nevertheless, even pronouncing dictionaries are not

free from criticism. In the préface to his unique pronoun

cing dictionary prepared for users of English as a foreign

language, Windsor Lewis writes: "the question will no doubt

be asked why a new dictionary has been prepared when we

already hâve such excellent référence works as the Daniel

Jones English Pronouncing Dictionary and the Kenyon and

Knott Pronouncing Dictionary of American English. An immé

diate answer is that neither of thèse was planned solely for

the benefit of users of English as a foreign or second lan

guage. Each is offered as "a record of fact" and thèse can
be of such complexity that an interprétation and to some

extent simplification of thèse facts in the form of a limi-

ted set of recommendations can be of value to the learner" .

(1) Windsor Lewis, J., A Concise Pronouncing Dictionary of British and
American English, O.U.P., 1972, p. viii.

(2) IBID, p. vi.
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To conclude this section, phonetic script is impor

tant to teach not for its own sake, but as a means to an

ends ; phonetic script is to be used and deciphered ail

one's life to check pronunciation and to distinguish bet

ween British and American standards. For this purpose,

pronouncing dictionaries are more reliable guides than

gênerai dictionaries.

As can be seen, auditory and visual discrimination,

spelling, pronunciation and phonetic script are merely pre-

requisites using the grapho-phonological system of English

at an immédiate level of language acquisition which faci

litâtes reading. After that, reading requires a more

advanced level of language compétence.

2. Advanced Levels of Language Compétence

Knowing the grapho-phonological system of English

using the immédiate language levels described previously

helps EFL readers to acquire significant language compétence

and oral language facility. It does not, however, make them

fluent readers. This can be done by reading, namely oral

reading and silent reading.

a) Oral Reading

In the literature, oral reading has constantly been

discredited as a means of learning to read. The two argu

ments put forward are that oral reading helps vocalization

and vocalization hinders compréhension. Pigallet calls

vocalization a "parasitage du sens" in the sensé that it

impedes the flow of meaning extraction .

(1) Ph. Pigallet, l'Art de Lire, p. 26.
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For Juel and Holmes, reading aloud, despite slowing

down reading pace, focuses the students' attention on indi-

vidual words, and single sounds. In trying to pronounce

them painfully, the student may lose ail sensé of meaning

and isolate the words as a whole, leading to less

compréhension .

For Chomsky, "minimizing the pronunciation stage
o

becomes a basic part in encouraging efficiency in reading" ,

which of course is the same as saying that students should

be discouraged from reading out loud.

However, thèse arguments against reading aloud,

formulated by Applied Linguistics theoreticians, seem to be

in contradiction with the arguments formulated by most ins-

tructors and teachers. The latter assume that reading out

loud is the mode of reading predominantly adopted in class

instruction, where "reading appears to be reading only when
3

it involves a graphème-phonème translation" .

This présupposes that the oral stage in reading is

a stage at which readers ascertain meaning through speech

sounds, a controvertial supposition, much debated in the

professional literature.

b) Silent Reading

Silent reading earns the approbation of most spe-

cialists. In reading silently, a student is expected to

follow a direct process of meaning extraction, as
4

illustrated by Goodman :

(1) C. Juel and B. Holmes, "Oral and Silent Reading of Sentences",
Reading Research Quarterly, 16, 4, 1981, pp. 545-568-,

(2) N. Chomsky, "Reading, Writing and Phonology", Harvard Reading
Research Review, 40, 1970, p. 290.

(3) H.G. Taschow, The Cultivation of Reading, p. 83.

(4) K.S. Goodman, The Psycholinguistic Nature of the Reading Process,

p. 15.
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GRAPHIC CODE - DECODING - MEANING

which skips the intermediate steps of pronouncing, a more

roundabout process to arrive at meaning:

GRAPHIC CODE - PRONUNCIATION - DECODING - MEANING

This point of view assumes that meaning is derived directly

from print, not from speech sounds, and thus appeals to

visual récognition, not to the reconstruction of the spoken

language.

Taschow argues that only proficient readers choose

the direct route from print to meaning. He advises that

beginners and intermediate readers cannot help reading out

loud or vocalizing when reading silently a difficult passa

ge. He also acknowledges that this occurs more with a

désire to reconstruct the spoken form of the language read

ers are familiar with than a désire to ascertain meaning .

Meaning is better ascertained through a knowledge of the

structural éléments and vocabulary than through speech-
2

sounds . Another position advocates that speech-sounds re

main a basic référence to extract meaning in silent reading.

Speech-sounds are said to be internalized in silent reading,

as perceiving letters is permanently accompanied by per-
3

ceiving sounds which do not resuit in oral output . In this

case, we teachers may say that silent reading may expose

non-proficient readers to incorrect internalized models: si

lent reading cannot be interrupted and thus allows miscues

to go uncorrected.

Finally, fluency in reading may require compétence

in reading, both orally and silently.

(1) H.G. Taschow, The Cultivation of Reading, p. 86.

(2) D.L. Bouchard, et al., Reading English as a Foreign Language, p. 5.

(3) C. Rudigoz, In and Between the Lines, p. 21.
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c) Bridging the Gap

Total mastery of the English grapho-phonological system

should consider oral and silent reading as two distinct but

complementary skills, each one with its utility in the task
prescribed and the purpose for which it is taught.

Some remarks about thèse two skills may help bridge the

gap with confidence:

- Oral reading prépares the reader for phonolo

gical accuracy while silent reading prépares

him for a mastery of spelling.

- Oral reading may be considered a school acti

vity, a learning device and reading silently

an acquired skill .

- Oral readinq is used to share information with
other participants while silent reading is used
"to enter the writer's thoughts" . However, to

enter the writer's thoughts, a certain type of

prose and sélection is better read aloud than
silently ; certain nuances of meaning are elu-
cidated by oral reading, otherwise, they are

lost to the students.

- Both sorts of reading are real-life activities:

oral reading is essential to reading drama and
poetry, in public meetings, announcements and
conférences, and thus requires phonological

accuracy. Silent reading, on the other hand,
is essential for reading newspapers, novels,

forms to fill out, letters and magazines, etc.

Reading out loud and silent reading should therefore
be regarded as two interdependent and complementary skills.

(1) D. Williams, "Developing Reading Compréhension Skills at the Post-
Primary Level", English Teaching Forum, XXI, 3, 1983, p. 11.

(2) H.G. Taschow, The Cultivation of Reading, p. 163.
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Conclusion:

In surveying some aspects of phonology in the litera

ture, I hâve been led to make some gênerai remarks about

language and speech and what they imply. The particular

considérations mostly concentrated on several specialists'

opinions concerning the contribution of grapho-phonological

analysis to the reading process. In my opinion, this has

been too much played down in relation to the contribution

of other language skills.

In a second step, a study of some more practical as

pects of teaching the English grapho-phonological system

has been attempted through the immédiate and advanced le

vels of language acquisition. In research into both the

reading process and phonology as related to reading com

préhension, the area of grapho-phonological information

was touched upon only as a basic élément contributing to

reading compréhension.

The récent research made round the theory of commu

nication as applied to language teaching has shown new

teaching orientations towards grapho-phonological analysis.

This is the purpose of the next Chapter.
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CHAPTER THREE

Aspects of the Communicative Approach to Language Teaching

in the Literature

In the following sections I shall try to présent aspects

of the development of the communicative approach to language

teaching. I shall then underline the pedagogical claims

advocated for such an approach.

A. Evolution of the Notion of Communication

The following authors contributed to promote the notion

of communication in language teaching:

1. Saussure and Bloomfield

1 2
Beginning with Saussure and Bloomfield , language was

defined as a system of vocal symbols by means of which
communication is achieved. Thus language, by définition, is

seen as a means of communication. One can assume that a se

cond or foreign language is taught with the aim of enabling
learners to communicate in the taught language. However,

teaching was based on the audiolingual approach essentially
derived from structuralist linguistics and behavioural psy-
chology. Thèse suppose that language learning means habit
formation. Therefore, most publications made by the struc-
turalists and behaviourists on language teaching and
learning were based on substitution and transformation of

(1) F. de Saussure, Cours de linguistique Générale, 5e édition, Payot,
Paris, 1975, (1ère édition, 1916).

(2) B.L. Bloomfield, Language, New York, Holt, Rinehard and Winston,
1933.

(3) E. Sapir, "The Status of Linguistics as a Science", in Landmark
of American Language and Linguistics, F. Smolinski éd., Usia,
Washington, D.C., 1986, pp. 9-13. C.C. Fried, English as a Foreign
Language, Ann Arbor, University of Michigan Press, 1955. R. Lado,
Linguistics for Language Teachers, University of Michigan Press,
1957.
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patterns and structures of language, répétition and memori-

zation of set pronunciation in isolated phrases or sentences.

In other words, language structures were man'i pulative.

2. Chomsky

In his "Review of Skinner's Verbal Behaviour" , Chomsky

stresses the failure of the structuralist audio-lingual

approach to enable language learners to communicate in the

target language. He denounces the behavioural-structural

model of language and language acquisition. Chomsky's idea

is that learners of a foreign language cannot be manipulated

like laboratory rats. Rather, EFL learners should be taught

to find for themselves the words and structures to express

themselves. Chomsky further emphasizes the idea that con

tent and meaning, not sélective mechanisms, should be given

primary importance in language learning. His generative

grammar and its implications imposed the notions of "per-
2ception and production" of the language and the "créative

aspect of language use" .

3. Practor

Clifford Practor is the first American methodologist

to propose that learners of a foreign language use materials

that are meaningful to them. They should be involved in

activities "designed to encourage the free communication of

thought", for "communication is an essential component of

language" without which language "is not language at ail

but mère parroting" .

(1) N. Chomsky, "A Review of Skinner's Verbal Behaviour", Language,
35, I, 1959, pp. 26-58.

(2) , "The Current Scènes of Linguistics: Présent Directions",
Collège English, 27, 8, 1966, pp. 587-595.

(3) t "Linguistic Theory" (1966), F. Smolinski éd., Landmarks
of American Language and Linguistics, USIA, Washington, D.C. 1986,
p. 264

(4) C. Practor, "Development of manipulative Communication Scale,
F. Smolinski, éd. Landmarks, pp. 248-249.
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4. Hymes

In the 60's, Dell Hymes, a linguist and anthropologist,

coined the phrase "Communicative Compétence", further con-

tributing to the décline of the audio-lingual approach. He

enlarged the idea of learning in order to communicate in the

foreign language, to knowing the social and socio-linguistic

factors that govern a speaker's ability to use a language

appropriately in spécifie contexts .

5. Mumby, Breen and Candlin, Candlin

More recently interesting work has corne out of Great

Britain regarding both communicative syllabus design and the

development of a communicative approach to language teaching

However, this work represents theoretical models constructed
2

by Applied linguists .

6. Abbot, Joiner, Olsen

Thèse authors definitely marked the move from communi

cative theory to communicative activities, and practice was

successfully developed and employed in their language
, 3

classrooms .

(1) D. Hymes, "The Ethnography of Speaking", in T. Galdwin and
W. Sturtevant, eds., Anthropology and Human Behaviour, USIA,

Washington, D.C., 1962.

(2) J. Numby, Communicative Syllabus Design, London, C.U.P., 1978.
M. Breen and C.N. Candlin, "The Essentials of a Communicative Curri-
culum in Language Teaching", Applied Linguistics, I, 2, 1980, p. 89.
C.N. Candlin, The Communicative Teaching of English, London, Longman,

1975.

(3) J. Abbot, "Teaching the Language to Ask for Information", Tesol
Quarterly, 14, 1, 1980, pp. 5-16. E. Joiner, "Communicative Acti
vities for Beginning Language Students", English Teaching Forum,
15, 2, 1977, pp. 8-10. J. Olsen, Communicative Starters and Other
Activities for the ESL Classroom, The Alemany Press, San Francisco,

1977.
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Thus, as can be seen, the notion of Communication has

been associated with Linguistics and Language Teaching since

approximately 1930. At the présent time it appears as a new

priority in Language Teaching and Language Learning. On the

whole, surveying the publications quoted, the Communicative

Approach appears to promote the real uses of language as

they occur in a social environment: information to transmit,

messages to understand, situations to discover, solve pro

blems and finally share human, social and cultural expérien

ces. Thus defined, the Communicative Approach to Language

Teaching does not appear to be an isolated trend. A parallel

development in Language Teaching methods is due to Applied

Linguistics' new orientations. The next section deals with

thèse.

B. Evolution of the Notion of Applied Linguistics

Twenty five years ago, Applied Linguistics was related

only to language teaching. Nowadays, it includes various

disciplines: theoretical linguistics, educational research,

material programme designing, need-analysis, second language

teaching and learning, bilingual éducation, discourse ana

lysis, language Lesting, methodology, didactics and

stylistics .

As a conséquence, research into the field has taken on

several directions, three of which are of relevance to this

study: namely, discourse analysis, material designing and

need-analysis. In several ways, thèse directions are related

to the communicative approach.

(1) Stipulations of the Journal of Applied Linguistics, in R.P. Kaplan,
"Applied Linguistics: The State of the Art", English Teaching
Forum, XXIII, 2, 1985, pp. 3-4.
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1. Need - Analysis

Need-analysis is the détermination of what a group of

students need to know about the foreign language and to do

in/with it . It seems quite a complex task to deal with

unless teachers and learners together define the objectives

and the aims of the learning process.

a) The teacher

i. Asking the Student

It is the teacher who is acknowledged to perceive best

students' needs. He is thus supposed to analyze the assumed

needs of his students before any course designing. The

question that arises is "How can a teacher détermine his

students' présent and future communicative needs in relation
2

to learning the language and to using it?" . Balet assumes

that the best way to détermine such needs is to ask the

students themselves. However, assuming the students' pré

férences and interests through questionnaires and indivi-

dual, or collective interviews, and having them state why

they are learning the language and for what purpose are

not sufficient to détermine needs. Nor are the teacher's

intuition and expérience.

ii. Defining Objectives and Aims

Need-analysis, to be complète and efficient for sylla
bus designing, according to Widdowson, requires the teacher
to "define objectives" or "the intention of' a course within

the period of that course", and "aims" or "the purpose to
which learning will be put after the end of the course" .

(1) S. Balet, "A Functional-Notional Syllabus Developed by the
Students from Their First Language", World Language English, 3,
4, 1984, pp. 245-246.

(2) IBID.

(3) H.G. Widdowson, Learning Purpose and Language Use, pp. 6-7.
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This statement implies that if the purpose of the course

is the linguistic knowledge of the language, and the aim of

course is for the students to be able after the course to

speak about the language or to compare its morphosyntactic

catégories with another language, or to teach it, the needs

of the students can be decided by the course designer on

the basic of a structural description of the target langua

ge. On the contrary, if the purpose of a course concerns

the criteria of communication, and if the aim is the use

of language "as communication" , the syllabus should be
2

functional-notional .

iii. Example of the Présent Study

In the following parts of this study, namely the des

criptive and the prescriptive parts, the description of

structural target features is intended to develop in the

students sight-word identification and récognition using

grapho-phonological analysis through communicatively-based

materials. Thèse contain discrète target grapho-phonological

features which are not destined to be rehearsed and memori-

zed in a controlled manipulative way. Neither are they

destined to be learnt in order for the students to pass an

exam. Rather, the objective is to raise students' réser

vations or inhibitions, résistance or uneasiness towards

pronunciation. It also aims at altering favourably the stu

dents' perceptions of and behaviour to phonology by invol-

ving them in a communicative expérience and a linguistic

expérience in which thoughts, ideas, intentions and déduc

tions are hung. Consequently, the objectives and aims of

the teaching propositions I shall make in order to achieve

(1) H.G. Widdowson, Learning Purpose and Language Use, p. 31.

(2) That is a language course based on functionsand notions of the
language in a context of language use in which communication is
emphasized. The gênerai assumption for functional-notional and
communicative syllabi can be found in D.A. Wilkins, Notional
Syllabuses: A Taxonomy and its Relevance to Foreign Language
Curriculum Development, O.U.P., London, 1976.
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this task will tend to hit a compromise between what theore

tical materials propose to teach and possible adaptations of

existing language resources that best suit students' needs,

namely, needs of associative habits proper to language per

formance instead of needs of théories and rules proper to

language compétence.

2. Material Designing

a) Teacher-Made or Ready-Made Materials?

Materials designed by teachers do not often find immé

diate and consistent applications in classrooms. Without

willing teachers and a minimum equipment support, a personal

approach to material designing may take years to work out.

This is why teachers cannot afford to design materials and

at the same time find possible applications that work and

suit their own students' needs. Their task is more produc

tive if they concentrate on selecting and adjusting ready-

made materials and on helping the students themselves adjust

to them . EFL students should be helped to adjust to func

tional-notional or communicative materials because usually

thèse présent various levels of language complexity regard-

less of a clearly defined progression or order of language

items - the aim not being the complexity but the communi-
2

cative intent they perform .

Concerning this, theoretical perspectives tend to in-

tegrate communication to discourse analysis and semantics

rather than to the progressive présentation of language

items.

(1) S. Salimbene, "From Structurally Based to Functionally based
Approaches to Language Teaching", English Teaching Forum,
XXI, I, 1983, pp. 4-6

(2) IBID., pp. 2-3.
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3. Discourse Analysis and Semantics

Communicatively-based syllabi and materials are decla-

red to revive interest in discourse analysis and semantics .

a) Some Basic Notions of Discourse

i. Définition

Cripper and Widdowson adopt as their définition of

discourse "the relations between sentences and social mean-
2ings and actions" . What is confusing in this définition is

the restrictive term "sentences". For this reason Sharma's

définition appears to be more appropriate. He views as dis

course any pièce of language with a pattern of linguistic
3

behaviour based on "social conventions" .

It is usually admitted that the real type of discourse

is communication in "presentia", a dialogue, for example.

However, any séries of enunciations or statements is regar

ded as discourse insofar as "information is sought-given,

advice is offered, comments are made, décisions are commu-

nicated, matters are thrashed out, personnal différences

are voiced and resolved" .

ii. Discourse as Content

This définition roughly describes discourse as content.

This puts in focus "what" communication carries out. Modem

issues on the subject interpret discourse both as content
A c 5

and form .

(1) C. Cripper & H.G. Widdowson, "Sociolinguistics and Language Teach
ing" in Papers in Applied Linguistics, J.P.B. Allen and S.P. Corder,
eds., Oxford, O.U.P., 1975, p. 200 ; also in M.A.K. Halliday, Explo
rations in the Functions of Language, London, E. Arnold, 1973, and
in D. Wilkins, Notional Syllabuses, Oxford, O.U.P., 1976.

(2) IBID., p. 200.

(3) R.S. Sharma, "Dialogues and Dialogues Teaching", p. 21.
(4) IBID., p. 23.

(5) J. Caron, "Stratégies Discursives dans les tests Projectifs" in
Stratégies Discursives, Actes du Colloque du C.N.R.S. de Lyon,
20-22 Mai 1977, PUL, 1978, p.181.
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iii. Discourse as Form

Let us assume that language is not only a means to

express ideas through verbal or written communication. Body

language or the kinesic features of head, finger, hand, foot

and shoulder gestures, facial expressions, posture, time and

space considérations, a class of vocal sounds such as "mmm",
"er", "uhuh", etc., silences of various kinds, and contour

of voice, stress and intonation represent a significant

part of communication. They essentially lay emphasis on "how"

communication is carried out.

iv. Discourse and its Implications in the

Teaching Field

In the teaching field, the communication conventions

as defined through the notion of discourse made educators,

materials writers and teachers realize the artificiality

and abstractness of linguistic models in traditional appro

aches. Hence, the first implication of discourse analysis

in the teaching field has been the designing of materials

that reflect, imitate or approximate real types of discourses

with a focus on normal purposes of language in particular
2

communication situations .

v. Discourse Analysis

In analyzing discourse, several levels of analysis

can be considered, namely the syntactic, socio-pragmatic,
3

semantic, logical and rhetorical levels . However, to admit

(1) J. Gosling, "Kinesics in Discourse", Coulthard & Montgomery, eds.,
Studies in Discourse Analysis, London, 1981, pp. 158-184.

(2) W.M. Rivers, "The Natural and the Normal in Language Learning",
Language Learning, Spécial Issue, 4, 1, 1976, pp. 1-8.

(3) A. Berrendonner, "Avant Propos", in Stratégies Discursives, p. 7.
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that discourse analysis concerns the structural resuit of

syntactic, socio-pragmatic, semantic, logical and rhetorical

rules and relations, is the same as to admit that only the
deep structure of discourse is worth analyzing. Hère again,
phonology "that involves the speech sounds as they relate to

the surface stioicture of printed sentences composed of visu

al symbols" is ignored. Why this discrepancy? If one consi-

ders what Chomsky and Halle postulated in The Sound Pattern

of English, one realizes that a syntactic component of gram-
mar assigns to each sentence a surface structure, which dé

termines its phonetic form or total sound pattern and which

gives access to the deep structure of the sentence. Conse-

quently, the syntactic component consists of the surface
2

structure and the deep structure .

It appears that only recently, when discourse analysis

has turned into semiotic analysis, whose main purpose is to

explore the conditions of signification and to examine what

makes meanings possible in read, heard or produced discour

ses, both the levels of surface and deep structures are said
o

to contribute to analyse "how the text says what it says" .

What is interesting to underline hère for my purpose

is that whether at sentence level or discourse (or text)

level, surface structure analysis détermines meaning effects

through the rules of phonetic organization, or the rules of

sound-meaning correspondences ; it lays emphasis on the form

of meaning. Deep structure analysis, on the other hand, dé

termines meanings through a network of relations and opéra

tions between syntax, socio-pragmatics, logic, rhetorics and

semantics ; it lays the emphasis on the content of meaning .

(1) H.G. Taschow, The Cultivation of Reading, p. 83.

(2) N. Chomsky & M. Halle, The Sound Pattern of English, New York,
Harper and Row, 1968, p. 6.

(3) Groupe d1Entrevernes, Analyse Semiotique des Textes, Introduction;
Théorie et Pratique, Lyon, Presses Universitaires de Lyon, 1984,
pp. 7-9.

(4) A. Berrendonner, "Avant Propos", in Stratégies Discursives, p. 7.
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In relation to my descriptive and prescriptive stu

dies both the surface structure and deep structure at word,

sentence and discourse levels will be dealt with, with the

objective of emphasizing the émotive, or expressive function

of language - what is being said, read or heard ; how this

is said, read or heard ; the way implicit intentions are

communicated or perceived, how the subjectivity and personal

involvement of the locutor or the writer are expressed in

order to produce meaning.

b) Semantics

Jakobson, Halliday and Chomsky postulated that seman

tics is the basis to any theoretical model of language. Their

contributions to the semantic process were investigated in

infancy first language acquisition or in native speakers'

language compétence.

i. Jakobson's Contribution

In his studies on child acquisition of the phonolo

gical system, Jakobson related this acquisition to the acqui

sition of a semantic system. Meaning is not concerned with in

the child's early acquisition of the language's vocal and

consonantal sounds. At that oral stage, the utterances pro-

duced hâve no utilitarian or communicative function ; the

child indulges in the pleasurable expérience of babbling and

repeating speech sounds or phonations for the sake of sounds,

irrespective of the meaning they are supposed to convey. But,

real phonations, and later on, the complète acquisition of

the phonological system occur when the child realizes his

utterances may serve useful purposes such as asking for food,

calling for help, etc., or may express social meanings .

(1) R. Jakobson, Child Language, Aphasia and Phonological Universals,
The Hague, Mouton, 1972, in C. Rudigoz, Les Jeux du Signifiant dans
le Discours, pp. 59-63.
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The learning of language as related to the learning

of a semantic system is further emphasized by Halliday:

ii. Halliday's Contribution

By declaring that learning a language means learning

a semantic system and that the child learns "how to mean" a

long time before he utters the first word or adopts a lexi

cal mode to realize meanings, Halliday imposes semantics as

an underlying system of the child's language. He also tou

ches upon the child's capacity of internalyzing meanings

without being aware of the fact .

iii. Chomsky's Contribution

In defining Generative Grammar, Chomsky points at the

native speaker's abstract underlying mental structure which
2

détermines meaning . In another publication Chomsky writes

that meaning is permanently "présent in the mind" of the
3

native speaker in the form of unconscious, latent knowledge .

Thèse approaches influenced works on EFL learning and

teaching. For example, semantic notions and discourse ana

lyses hâve found a field of application in the communicative
A

approach to language teaching . How the communicative appro

ach to language teaching exploits discourse analysis and

semantic notions will be studied through some pedagogical

claims for such an approach.

(1) M.A.K. Halliday, Learning How to Mean: Explorations in the Develop
ment of Language, London, E. Arnold, 1975, p. 9.

(2) N. Chomsky, "The Current Scènes of Linguistics", p. 589.

(3) , "Linguistic Theory", p. 264.

(4) C. Cripper & H.G. Widdowson, "Socio-linguistics and Language
Teaching", p. 200.
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C. Pedagogical Claims for the Communicative Approach

In the previous section, we saw that the communicative

approach to language teaching favours natural discourses and

semantic notions. Materials that take into account both the

prerequisites for a communicative approach (discourses focu-

sed on a substantive message and a semantic network) and the

prerequisites for linguistic needs (what students need to

know and for what purpose in the curriculum) are scarce. De

signing them is not always an easy task. Neither is it easy
to find materials offering communicatively-based activities
with a focus on phonetic features.

Current activities following phonetic lessons usually
présent pronunciation patterns, reading passages or dialogues

or listening séquences as if they were a repository of inert

items. On the contrary, communicatively-based materials in

tend to give life to phonetic target features by inserting
them in complex semantic networks.

Two pedagogical necessities hâve to be teamed up in

communicatively-based materials: the communicative structure

or context, and the manipulative structure or linguistic

knowledge.

1. Communicatively-based materials and context

Communicatively-based materials give great importance

to the nature of the context in which the target teaching

features will be practised. On the whole, linguistic re

search into the field tends to prove that self-assurance in

language learning, and language mastery cornes not from mani-

pulating pièces of language but from understanding what is

meant, and from a lot of practice in doing it .

(1) K. Bailey, "An Observational Method in Foreign Language Classroom:
A Closer Look at Interaction Analysis", Foreign Language Annals,
1975, pp. 335-344.
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Hère is a discussion on context and some related areas

that back up and encourage linguistic knowledge.

a) Context and Meaning

A communicative context is supposed to trigger the
learners' mental activities involving the use of thought,
reasoning, logic and memory. Bailey says that thèse mental

activities engage "the process of guessing, predicting, de-

ducing and making inferences" . Indeed, this process is a

direct route to understanding what is meant rather than a

route to memorize a particular language target feature. For

this reason, there should be substantive messages accompan-

ying language target features. Thèse messages are supposed

to involve the learners in natural and meaningful activities

such as checking hypothèses, perceiving and interpreting

ideas, assimilating or rejecting information and comparing

cultural data. Even curriculum designers put forward con

tent and meaning, not theory and rules in the heart of any
2

true teaching .

b) Context and Emotion

According to Taschow, émotion in language learning

means "interest in, attitude toward, motivation for, and

spontaneity in grasping the psychological context communi-
3

cated . Consequently, sélective communicative materials

should provide content that not only trigger the learners'

thoughts, reasoning, logic and memory but that should awaken

the learners' émotion as well. To comply with this, commu

nicatively-based materials offer sets of skills to be prac-

tised, and linguistic knowledge to be acquired, in language

sélections with a rich potential of contextual associations.

(1) K. Bailey, op. cit., p. 333-

(2) D. Barnes, From Communication to Curriculum, Middlessex, England,
Penguin Books, 1976 ; E. Hawkins, Modem Language and the Curricu
lum, London, C.U.P., 1981 ; J.C. Littlewood, Communicative Language
Teaching, Cambridge, C.U.P., 1981.

(3) H.G. Taschow, The Cultivation of Reading, p. 24.
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My own feeling is that authentic materials adapted

from literary works, poetry, the language of the press, and

from human expériences such as those perceived in maxims,

proverbs, famous statements formulated by famous public fi

gures, and political slogans appeal to learners' emotional

and intellectual association habits. Even out of context

some ordinary English words, just by themselves, hâve a

greater potential for eliciting associations. Thèse are

words such as "babble", "cackle", "dodder", "gurgle", "mur-

mur", "pop". Some other words and phrases are to be found

in the standard variety of English or in colloquial English,

such as "itsy-bitsy", "teeny-weeny", "wishy-washy", "blah-

blah", "blubber", "choo-choo", "cuchoo", "giggle", "shush",

"hush", "cock-a-doodle-do", "quack", "woof", "meow", "oink",

"neigh", "moo", "baa". Some of thèse are onomatopeias, some

others deserve the name of onomatopeias ; exclamations such

as wakey! wakey! wow!, blast! ouch!, woops!, crumbs!, etc. ;

last but not least, commonplace comparisons and stock phrases

like "cool as a cucumber", "by means fair or fool", "by hook

or crook", etc., besides their association value, they pré

sent sound patterns that can be practised instead of the

meaningless logatoms and nonsense syllables generally propo-
2

sed by materials on pronunciation , which of course is a

defeating process for drilling adults in pronunciation.

To some extent, communicative contexts that stir the

learners' émotion strings are those that reflect real expé

riences of life and real uses of language. But thèse will

remain disembodied expériences if teaching sélections do not

(1) Some of thèse examples hâve been borrowed from J. Tournier, Recher
ches sur la Lexicogenese de l'anglais Contemporain, pp. 120-146. In
C. Rudigoz, In and Between the Lines, p. 13. Some others from M.
Lewis, Out and About, a Course to Encourage Fluency for More Advan
ced Students, Brighton, Language Teaching Publications, 1982, p. 28,
from English Teaching Forum, XXVII, 1, 1989, p. 21.

(2) Namely, A.C. Gimson, An Introduction to English Pronunciation and
P. McCarthy, The Teaching of Pronunciation.
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consider the paralinguistic side of learning. Rudigoz em

phasizes the importance of physical reactions as behavioural

signais resting with most individuals as part of their émo

tion: "En apprenant notre langue maternelle, nous n'avons

pas seulement appris un code linguistique ; nous avons éga

lement intériorisé un ensemble de jeux de physionomie et de

gestes qui ont tous une force signifiée .

c) Context and Experiential and Discovery
Learning

"Language must not remain an end in itself, but must

be coïncident with, or even incidental to, some other educa-
2

tional aims" . Some 35 years ago this idea by Keller found

no écho in the teaching field. Now, it is gaining ground in

the light of the communicative approach to language teaching

and learning. By this, one may understand that other "things"

than mère linguistic knowledge should be taught, learnt and

discovered. Communicative materials are supposed to provide

contexts that take the learners beyond rules and théories to

the expérience and the discovery of a cultural system. Re-
3

search into cultural data in language teaching and learning

emphasizes that selected contexts should discard the static

mold of linguistic manipulation in order to extend cultural

frontiers. Undoubtedly, thèse enlarge imaginative possibili

tés and create a new thrill of discovery. In other words,

the aim of such contexts is to provoke reactions and respon-

ses in order to hâve learners internalize and assimilate not

only a linguistic knowledge but a pragmatic knowledge as well.

But beyond cultural data, from a linguistic point of

view proper, texts destined to help experiential and disco

very learning are those that permit the learner to exploit

(1) C. Rudigoz, Les Jeux du Signifiants dans le Discours, p. 231.

(2) H. Keller, The Story of my Life doubleday, New York, 1954, p. 317.

(3) Namely in The Psycholinguistic Nature of the Reading Process, by
K.S. Goodman, éd., op. cit.
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the field of possible hypothèses and to make inferences and

prédictions. If the linguistic context is highly organized

for that purpose, it normally contains a few indices that

infer the meaning of unknown words, for example, or that per

mit to construct meaning through language redundancies or

through other language facilities such as a particular choice

of words, comparisons, contrasts, time and space projections,

cause-effect relationships, etc.. .

On the whole, both at the level of cultural data and

at the level of linguistic data, communicative contexts aim

at communicating a fairly balanced amount of expected and un-

expected information. This is intended to reduce the learn

er's uncertainty while maintaining in him a questioning power

and a désire to find out.

d) Context and Interactive Exchanges

In the contrived setting of EFL classrooms, language

is an abstract model proposed by linguists ; only discourse
2

(Saussurian "parole") is a reality . For this reason, m a

communicative approach, the context in speech or writing

should put emphasis on communicative or interactive exchan

ges as they appear in real-life.

The relationships between communication and interaction

is as follows:

i. Communication

According to Bailey, there can be no communication

without the triad of communication as ever referred to in
3

the literature: sender - message - receiver .

(1) Ph. Pigallet, l'Art de lire, pp. 32-60.

(2) C. Rudigoz, Les Jeux du Signifiant dans le Discours, p. 65.

(3) L. Bailey, "An Observational Method", p. 340.
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ii. Interaction

On the contrary, someone may initiate interaction

without achieving or receiving communication . Therefore,

interaction means the way communication is achieved.

iii. Miscommunication

Initiating interaction without achieving or receiving

communication may resuit in miscommunication. Miscommunica

tion is quite common in real speech: a conversation is not

always smooth and logical and does not always entail immé

diate and accurate compréhension.

Imitations and exploitation of such aspects of commu

nication and interaction are fostered in communicatively-ba

sed materials ; whatever the teaching target features, the

text and context should favour the real functions of langua

ge, intentions and attitudes, as can be seen in the following

examples.

iv. Examples

Example I

A: Hallow (sic)

B: (Silent)

A: I've been asleep

B: (Silent) engaged in work)

A: Funny thing. I went out like a

light. How do you feel?

B: (Silent), quiet activity)

(1) L. Bailey, "An Observational Method", p. 340.
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A: What's happening? What's the

plan?

B: (silent, turns head away)

A: I've made it up with Rachel and C. I suppose

it's going to take a good deal longer with

you. Well, I suppose we can just sit hère.

This example shows an aspect of interaction in which

the power of directing conversation rests with one of the

interactants. The other remains silent (zéro response). How

ever, B's attitude, if not interactive, is still communica

tive as it conveys both meaning (B is in bad terms with A)

and firm intentions (no speaking).

The example also shows how phonological target items

are naturally and meaningfully inserted in the sélection.

Example II

A: That's the téléphone

B: I've just arrived

Example III

That's the téléphone

I'm in the bath

OK

In thèse examples , there are missing propositional

links, hère between brackets:

(1) S.R. Sharma, "Dialogues and Dialogues Teaching", p. 24.

(2) H.G. Widdowson, Teaching Language as Communication, London, O.U.P.,
1978. In English Teaching Forum, XXV, 1, 1987, p. 6.
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II. B: (I don't know, because) I've just arrived

III. A

B

A

(Can you answer it?)

(No, I can't, because) I'm in the bath

OK. d'il answer it).

This aspect of interaction underlies the basic notions

of communication related to speech-act theory and discourse

analysis. Thus Widdowson's intention in thèse examples is to

emphasize coherent/non-cohesive interactive exchanges such as

they occur in everyday life. Stéréotypes of this kind need

to be taught too, if not for their linguistic input, for

their input in concept development. For example, one can see

that examples I, II and III offer contexts that arise a num

ber of authentic questions, comments and arguments. Supplying

the missing clauses and answers or deducing attitudes will

certainly involve the students in the meaningful task of dis

covering not only meaning but intentions as well.

e) Contexts and Variety

In real-life there are uncountable varieties of commu

nication acts that can be imitated in the classroom. In real-

life, communication "in presentia", a conversation, for exam

ple, "is probably the best form of communication in human re

lationships". In the classroom, it is the dialogue, "proba

bly the oldest

profusely used.

bly the oldest of ail language-teaching aids" that is

The problem, however, is that for a long time the dia

logues proposed in textbooks hâve "the linguistic fluency of
2

a sermon or lecture" and thus sound unnatural.

(1) J. Dobson, "Dialogues: Why, When and How to Use Them", Guideposts
in TEFL, USIA, Washington, D.C., 1986, p. 7.

(2) R.S. Sharma, "Dialogues and Dialogue Teaching", p. 23.
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This is why dialogues, and other communicative mate

rials must be as varied as can be and reflect real functions

of language to let students see situations that may corne up

in the real world.

More generally, variety in language activities, in

texts and contexts, and in the situations they describe is

supposed to trigger the learners' mental activity, to arise

émotions, to construct motivations, to enlarge schemata and

to lead to experiential and discovery learning .

Materials based on communicative processes do not

dispense students with the assimilations of manipulative

linguistic knowledge.

2. Communicatively-based Materials and Linguistic

Knowledge

Pedagogically, in communicatively-based materials the

problem remains how one can adjust manipulative target fea

tures to communicative contexts.

Inserting manipulative items in contexts such as those

described in the previous section may seem easy if the mani

pulative items are grammatical or lexical ones. If they are

phonological, with an accent on pronunciation, the task is

more complex. One problem remains: "How can one introduce

manipulative items in communicative tasks and stress their

importance for linguistic accuracy without making them the

point in the task?"

(1) J. Deese, The Psychology of Learning, 2nd édition, London,
McGraw Hill, 1958, pp. 327-332.
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a) Knowledge of the Systemic Level of Language

i. Native Speakers

In an earlier section of this study, I discussed

Widdowson's point of view on the teaching of the language

systemic level. As a reminder, Widdowson argues that with

native speakers "the discrimination of sounds or orthogra

phie shapes is carried out below the level of conscious

awareness, thereby normally leaving the mind free to engage

with higher things. Such skills hâve to be learnt in order

to be disregarded , since to be aware of their opération

would be to disrupt normal communicative behaviour" .

With EFL students, however, the problem is posed in

a différent way.

ii. EFL Learners

It takes a long and arduous time for learners of Eng

lish as a Foreign Language to carry discrimination of sounds,

articulations in word forms or in connected speech down the

level of consciousness. Pronunciation remains a permanent

trauma, even at advanced levels. It is often pronunciation

that prevents students from "engaging in higher things" and

that annihilâtes "normal communicative behaviour". In fact,

there is one reason to believe that EFL students'lack of pre-

paredness for language use is not only due to deficiencies in

the "schematic level" but to deficiencies in the systemic

level of English.

(1) H.G. Widdowson, Learning Purpose and Language Use, p. 31.

!
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Many points in the phonological system of English re

main obscure in the students' mind, because not enough impor

tance has been given to pronunciation ; current theoretical

materials destined to EFL students hâve not thoroughly and

systematically described and analysed pronunciation difficu

lties. Perhaps EFL students will tend to approximate the

native speakers'attitude towards the phonological system

- namely,"learn it in order to disregard it and be unaware

of its opération in communication , if it is taught in a

comprehensive way and learnt in the context of language use,

as is usual in the native language.

b) Learning the Grapho-Phonological Constituents

of the Language

In Language Purpose and Language Use, VJiddowson assu

mes that "although they (sounds and orthographie shapes) can

not, therefore, figure explicity in the présentation of lan

guage as communication, they hâve a crucial rôle to play in
2

the learning of language for communication" . This statement

sums up what seems to be a linguistic conspiracy avoiding or

guarding against the use of a category of literary excerpts,

poetic discourses and other genres that exploit the absurd

and/or the ludic functions of language - including the con-

temporary uses of language by the média, as drill materials

for the acquisition of language skills in EFL classes. The

main reason advocated by many teachers I hâve asked is that

language and thèse genres cannot be given equal importance

within the same course, and that the latter should be defer-

red until a fair degree of mastery of the language .skills

(1) H.G. Widdowson, Language Purpose and Language Use, p. 31.

(2) IBID.
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has been achieved. For my part, I hâve always taught lite

rature and poetry to strengthen language skills in Oral Ex

pression and Compréhension, to the greatest interest, enjoy-

ment and involvement of my students. Yet, it has been a

différent matter to teach them in order to hâve students as-

similate and internalyze the grapho-phonological system of

English. The following is suggestive approach to the dis

crimination of sounds and orthographie shapes that figure

explicity in the présentation of language.

i. Suggestive Approach

There are many uses to which the English language can

be put, among them its literary, poetic, imaginative and in-

formative functions as a communication médium. The imagina

tive function - in which ludic and/or absurd éléments are

dominant, and the informative function hâve been dealt with

by M.A.K. Halliday in relation to the child's production or

perception of language . In relation to the adult's percep

tion and production of créative language, thèse language

functions provide types or stretches of speech that do not

dissociate linguistic forms from their communicative intent.

In them the discrimination of sounds and orthographie shapes

is deliberatly or undeliberately made so apparent that their

exploitation renders instruction in pronunciation worthwhile

and natural. Examples of thèse types of speech will be ana-

lyzed in a further part of this study ; for the purpose of

this section they may be exemplified as follows:

(1) Learning How to Mean: Explorations in the Development of Language,

op., cit.
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Prose excerpts (literary function)

Poems (poetic function)

Limericks, tongues twisters and cartoon-

strips (ludic and/or absurd function)

Professional communication types of speech,

namely newspapers headlines, commercial

advertisements and political slogans.

axiological types of speech such as proverbs.

This choice is not random. It obeys the conviction that

thèse types of speech can lead to the dynamic use of lan

guage, for they contain life and reality in a very well or-

ganized system of verbal relationships. The discrimination

of sounds and orthographie shapes, phonemic patterns and

word strings do not only figure explicitly and naturally in

the présentation of language, as a game of chance as much

as of skill, but they also figure as dominant components

with desired or fortuitous sound effects that suggest or

seem to suggest what they mean. One may even assume that

the sound effects serve a semantic purpose. For this rea

son, I believe this material to prevail pronunciation prac

tice over the level of the disembodied utterances and enun

ciations of pattern drills.

ii. Learning Implications

The above stretches of speech lend themselves very

well to natural practice, reinforcement or discovery of the
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systemic level of language by the students. Thèse will not
hâve to rehearse rules and then attempt to identify the ap
plications to the rules in totally manipulative language
drills. Furthermore, the students will learn that the per
ception and awareness of sound-letter relationships in a
given stretch of speech are often crucial to the perception
and awareness of how effectively certain messages are conve-
yed and for what purpose. On the other hand, such types of
speech communicate subjective expériences that are part of
life expérience ;used in class instruction they put empha
sis on the emotional and affective side of learning, which
are of the most observable tendencies in récent educational

1
theory .

On the whole, the pedagogical claims for a communi
cative approach to language teaching and learning are pres
criptive of communicatively-based materials that emphasize
linguistic knowledge embedded in relevant contexts and, at
the same time, that focus the students1 attention on messa
ges, ideas, intentions, attitudes and feelings.

m See Humanistic Approaches to Language Teaching/Learning,
C> nI-!" "•-" TeShing ^r Hurcan Learning; An Introduction

"n Confluent Education, by George Isaac Brown, New York,
Viking Press, 1971.
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Conclusion:

My attempt at a communicative approach to language

teaching and learning is based on the notion of communica

tion as applied to the teaching or learning of language, and

on récent notions of Applied Linguistics. As already descri-

bed, thèse notions emphasize new directions in the teaching

field, of which syllabus and material designing, need-analy

sis, and discourse analysis with a focus on semantics, con-

centrate on real language use and creativity in language

learning. I hâve also attempted to base my approach on some

assumptions made by sociolinguists about the child's acqui

sition of language and the native speaker's language compé

tence. Looking into thèse - though in a lapidary way, for

beyond the scope of this study, it appears that normal lan

guage acquisition and use is related to instrinsic mental

properties, no to learning sets of skills through rules only.

As concerns EFL acquisition and compétence, this relationship

is best achieved if rules and linguistic knowledge are embed

ded in genuine stretches of speech that are real examples of

créative language and social meanings. Thus, communicative

ly-based materials are those that help EFL students to deve-

lop schemata in English through appropriate contexts and

through a linguistic production that is close to natural

production of language.

Learning a foreign language being a matter of mental

properties, linguistic knowledge and transfer of skills

- from the native to the foreign language, it seems worth

looking into the learners' characteristics and into the lear

ning problems they face in the particular area they need to

be taught. The following corpus may highlight thèse points.

}



PART TWO

THE CORPUS

PURPOSE CHAPTERS

I. The Idiosyncrasies of English Spelling and

Pronunciation.

II. The Students" Characteristics.

III. Answers Content and Content Analysis.
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INTRODUCTION

The concluding remarks appearing in the previous Cha

pter on the place phonology occupies in the reading concept,

in phonetic studies and in the communicative approach to lan

guage teaching and learning hâve resulted from Applied Lin

guistics' theoretical analysis. For this reason, they hâve

only partly dietated my choice of this thesis subject matter:

this was also motivated by some personal and practical points

of scrutiny of the English grapho-phonological system and by

constant observation of students' reactions to it. Conse-

quently, the following chapters hope to demonstrate some as

pects of the subject matter as related to the students' per

ceptions of the grapho-phonological system and to their own

characteristics as learners. Analyses resulting from thèse

will concentrate on teaching approaches and goals in the par

ticular context of classroom management.

On the whole, this part of my work forms a corpus of

particulars that describe, in the first chapter, the idio

syncrasies of English spelling and pronunciation that affect

EFL learning ; in the second chapter, the corpus présents a

questionnaire whose main aim is to highlight the students'

characteristics as individuals and as learners, which of

course is hoped to yield complementary information on the

students' reactions to and attitudes towards language study

in gênerai and phonetics in particular ; chapter three sums

up results and conclusions.
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CHAPTER ONE

The Idiosyncrasies of English Spelling and Pronunciation

The idiosyncrasies of English spelling and pronunciation
will be studied through a poem illustrating the defectiveness
of the English grapho-phonological system. Beyond the.poem,
the complexity of English words' surface and deep structures

will be dealt with.

A. Defectiveness of the System

The grapho-phonological system of English is defective
in the sensé that the English language contains 44 sounds or
phonèmes that can be spelled in 2,501 ways employing 26 let
ters1. This discrepancy between graphèmes, phonèmes and spel
ling makes the grapho-phonological system of English appear
unreliable to EFL students and créâtes unpredictable difficu

lties in pronouncing and reading.

1. The Poem

The poem speaks for itself. It was presented under the
headline "Hints on Pronunciation for Foreigners". They are
hints only for the layman. For EFL students and EFL teachers,
they are real blatant descriptions of what causes learning
uncertainty and discomfort in EFL classes.

(1) D.L. Bouchard, et al., Reading English as a Foreign Language, p.



Hints on Pronunciation for Foreigners

A poem illustrating the idiosyncrasies of
English spelling:

I take it you already know.
/na-vr /

Of tough and bough and cough and dough.
/tAf/ /bau/ /lof/ /d3V/

On hiecough, thorough, lough and through.
/hlkAp / /Oarair/ /loX/ /6ru: /

Well done. And now you wish perhaps
/d/W /nav/ /pahaeps/

To learn of less familiar traps.
/H:n/ /traeps/

Beware of heard, a dreadful word,

/blwea/ /h3:d/ /dredfal/ /W2:d/

That looks like beard but sounds like bird,

/bl3d/ /b*:d/

And dead: it's said like bed, not bead -

/ ded/ /se d/ /bed/ /bird/

For goodness sake don't call it "deed".

/di:d/

Watch out méat and great and threat

/mi: t/ /grelt/ /0ret /

(They rhyme with suites and straight and debt)
/swi:ts/ /strelt / /det/

A moth is not a moth in mother

/mtà/ /m/v6/ /mA^3 /

86



Nor both in bother, broth in brother,

/bave/ /bna/ /broO/ /bro?>3/

And hère is not a match for there,

/hlB/ /3eg/

Nor dear and fear for bear and pear.

/dI3/ /fia/ /be-a/ /pea /

And then there's dose and rose and lose -

/d3W /rauz/ /lu:z/

Just look then up - and goose and choose.

/IV k/ /gu :s / /tj u:z /

And cork and work and card and ward,

Ao:k/ /w3:k/ /ka : d/ Ao : d/

And font and front and word and sword ;

/font/ /frAnt/ /w3:d/ /so:d/

And do and go and thwart and cart -

/du:/ /gaïf/ /0w3:t/ IV.a-.tl

Corne, corne, I've hardly made a start.

/kAm/ /start/

A dreadful language, Man alive.

/alalv/

I'd mastered it when I was five

/falv/

87

T.S. W. Sunday Times, 3-1-1965
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The poem's key words are transeribed for a better

sound idiosyncrasies .appréciation of spelling and

Relat ionships between thèse are as follows:

- The group of letters "ea" in twelve words are

represented by six différent sounds:

/3: / - /«/ - mi -/!:/- /ei/ - Itdl.

- The groups of letters "ea", "ai", "e", are

rep resented by one single sound /e/.

- The letters "ea", "ee", are also represented

by one single sound II'./.

- The letters "ère" are either pronounced

llïl or /£3/.

The letters "eaer" are either pronounced

/I3/ or /63/.

The letter "o" is either /a/ - /âv/ - /3/ -

/D: / - hXl - Ai:/.

The letters "ar" are either /} : / or /a: /.

/s/ - /z/ idiosyncrasies.

/&/ - 1^1 idiosyncrasies.

Silent letters: "gh" in "bough", "dough",

"thorough", "through" and "straight".

"b" in "debt", "t" in "match", "k" in "know"

and "w" in "sword".

(1) For practical typing reasons only slants will be used. As a reminder,
square brackets [] are usually used for phonetic symbols and slants
for phonological symbols. Ref: J. Lyons, General Linguistics, Intro
duction to Theoretical Linguistics. op., cit., p. 87.
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2. Beyond the Poem

Yet, the poet has indeed "hardly made a start", for be
yond the poem, sound/spelling idiosyncrasies inhérent to the
English grapho-phonological system, and those produced by
EFL learners, are far more complex.

Spelling/sound idiosyncrasies can be located at various
language levels. At the level of vowel patterns, as a gene
rally acknowledged example, /i:/ is represented by eight
vowel patterns such as they appear in the following words:

"bee" - "believe" - "be" - "receive" - "leave" -

"machine" - "suite" - "key/'.

At the level of silent letters, one realizes that thèse

are far more numerous than one may expect. Broad generali-
zations mention target silent letters such as "b" in "debt" ;
"c" in "scent" ; "d" in handkerchief" ; "g" in "gnu" ; "h" in
"hour" ; "k" in "know" ; "1" in "calm" ; "n" in "autumn" ;
"p" in "cupboard" ; "t" in "listen" ; "w" in "write". But

thèse examples are presented to the students as exceptions
to the rule ; only two or three high-frequency words follow
ing the exceptions are brought to the students' attention. My
remark hère is that exceptions should be exhaustively stated,
either in high-frequency or low-frequency words. The latter
are often exempted of exemplification on the grounds that

students will never use them as active members of their vo-

cabulary. This makes students think that the examples men-
tioned are the exception. As a resuit, they fail to genera-
lize the exception to other words that présent the same gra
pho-phonological particularity. For example, the words

"lamb" /laem/, "thumb" /9Am/, "dumb" /cUm/ are the commo-

nest words quoted as illustration of silent "b" when it

occurs after "m". But when students meet "womb", "aplomb",
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"crumb", "tomb", etc..., they pronounce them */wurmb / -
/apeomb/ . /KPAmb/ . /Utmty. m addition, theoretical
materials do not systematically mention those semantically
or graphically or phonetically-related derivatives of words
that hâve a silent letter. In such derivatives the silent
letter is either maintained silent or sounded as exemplified
in:

M-L 1 IIbomb" /bom/ - "bomber" /'bomba/

"debt" l'A et/ - "debtor" /& 3 t3 /

"damn" /ciaeru/ - "damned" /ilaemci / -

"damnable" /^Iae,mn3bt/

"impugn" /im'pjU:n / - "impugnable" /Jm 'pj u: H3bE /

"design" /dl'zaTn / - "designated" /'dezl <jner t/

Silent letters do not only occur in English words. They also
occur in a great number of foreign words which are much used

in the English language. But thèse hâve often been under-

treated in the présentation of language and their pronuncia
tion hardly brought to the students' appréciation . For
instance:

"t"is sounded in "buffet" (strike, English word)
/'b/\£lt /

but "t" is silent in "buffet" (food, French word)
/%v\ei/

* Wrong alternatives.
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"t" is sounded in "bonnet" /'£>:> ni t /

but "t" is silent in "béret" /'bePei/

"t" is sounded in "ducat" /'dAKat/

but "t" is silent in "début" /'cieibu; /, etc...

At several other levels many English or Foreign words defeat

rules, generalizations, common sensé and guesswork by their

unpredictable pronunciation, such as the following, which

students mispronounce:

"Da Vinci" /daVmtjI / - "czar" /'la/. OO / -
"Czeck" /'tJeK /

"Ceitic" /'Ke-lbiK/ - "celle" /'tjeiau / -
"cellophane" /'SeEa^eifl/

"victuals" /Vlbtx/ - "indicte" /ïn'dalb/ -
"chore" /tJ3 : CP} /

"chord" /'k3:CP)d / - "Gerald" /'cUenaM/ -
"Gilbert" /'^itbat/

"French" /|nenj / - "Champagne" / fout m'pe.in /

Thèse are often pronounced wrongly:

* /JaVmsï / or /da'vrnji / - /'tia-iC^ / - /ietbiK / - /se-tav/ -
/'Jb.'COcl / - /Jd: tr)c\ i - /Jh'dXKt / - /viKl^nH/ - /'djx-tb-at/
/ïr»enbf / - /tJWWptïV.
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Finally, students still stumble over the pronunciation

of a fair number of problem-consonants such as "s", "w", "x",
"b", "g", and "r". At this level, students are not absolute-

ly certain about sounding or not sounding "h" in some high-
frequency words such as "human", "véhément", or "vehicle".

They cannot décide whether "x" is to be pronounced /z/ -

/eks/ - /gz/ - or /ks/. The choice between /s/ and /z/ for

the letter "s" is still problematic.

Both the above idiosyncrasies and those revealed by the

poem are classical nuisances in EFL pronunciation and reading.

Only a much detailed grapho-phonological analysis of English

words may account for the number, nature and category of idio

syncrasies that are inhérent to the English system. In fact,

grapho-phonological interprétations of such idiosyncrasies can

be traced back to the évolution of old English to Middle and

Modem English. However, the forbidding and extremely resented

Certificate of English Philology - indispensable for a sound

knowledge of the English language, is no longer a part of the

"licence" of translation and Interprétation. What remains for

teachers to compensate for this shortcoming are some personal

and practical approaches to English words' idiosyncratic

spellings and pronunciations. My study attempts at describing

thèse exhaustively without entering into philological détails.

But, correct pronunciation is not only hindered by pro

blematic letter-sound relationships ; sometimes it is hindered

by whole words through their grapho-phonic compositions ;

words shape and length may cause pronunciation distortions

when they are read in isolation, in phrases or in sentences .

This leads to the study of English words' surface and deep

structures.

(1) H.G. Taschow, The Cultivation of Reading, p. 82.
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B. Complexity of English Words' Surface Structure

In the previous section we saw some familiar traps in

English spelling and pronunciation through mono or bisyllabic

words with minimal différences or similitudes. The pronun

ciation of longer words is much dépendent on how letters and

sounds are blended together . Consequently, the following

grapho-phonological identifications are necessary.

the placement of consonants in initial, medial

or final position in the word ;

their being silent when followed by certain

other consonants ;

their being voiced or voiceless ;

the quality of adjacent vocalic segments

preceding or following them ;

the syllable division of the word and stress

placement in the word ;

the syntactic and/or semantic nature of the

word

D.L. Bouchard, et al. consider such identifications of words'

surface structure the primary step that helps students develop

sight-vocabulary, "an ongoing process that continues through-

out the reader's life" . Yet, the spécifie features of words'

(1) H.G. Taschow, The cultivation of Reading, p. 92

(2) Reading English as a Second Language, p. 7.
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surface structure are underlied and partially determined by
the words' deep structure .

C. Complexity of English Words' Deep Structure

Picking up letter clusters and letter patterns with
their corresponding sounds in words is not reading unless
meaning is attached to them. Yet, meaning at word level may
not be sufficient to understand a particular message. Words'
spelling, pronunciation and meanings are best grasped in a

particular phrase, sentence or paragraph environment. Hère

the reader is concerned with meaning in connected speech. In

the latter oral patterns are différent from written ones

- oral patterns rely on the voice to achieve appropriate into^

nation, pitch, stress and pauses, while written patterns re-

quire visual markings such as punctuations, paragraphs, inden-
o

tations, capitalizations and white spaces . Thus, in reading

students must also consider the deep structure of words at

word, phrase and sentence or paragraph levels through.the syn

tactic, the semantic, the pronunciation and the intonation

patterns of the language.

In conclusion, what is interesting to emphasize for my

purpose is that in view to the defectiveness of English sys

temic level, of the complexity of English words' surface and

deep structures, EFL students are not consistently and fully

prepared to read with flexibility and automaticity. There is

a potential mismatch between the reality of the reading act,

with its load of hésitation, stumbling, régressions and/or

uncomforting long silences or disruptions, and what, how and

(1) H.G. Taschow, The Cultivation of Reading, p. 100.

(2) IBID, p. 99.
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for what purpose we teach the systemic level of the English

language. In my opinion, on the grounds that EFL students

need not know that much, too much important information about

English words' spelling, pronunciation and meanings hâve been

ignored in theoretical materials destined to EFL students. In

addition, the gênerai outcry raised against word lists in the

past décades has confined vocabulary building up to notional

or content-area vocabularies. Thèse can be immediately reco

gnized or identified in context and then practised or used in

a variety of applicable exercises. The problem is that no

tional vocabularies are restrictive vocabularies ; they do

not represent ail catégories of words a reader is susceptible

to meet in reading.

In my opinion again, and along the Unes of H.G.

Taschow, the effectiveness of word lists "dépends on the pur-

pose for which they are used" . Whether in isolation or in

their contextual settings of phrases, sentences or paragraphs,

words are what a language is made of. Consequently, if word

lists do not serve the purpose of immédiate practice and use,

they may help students store words in their long-term memory ;

just in case thèse words are met, they can be correctly reco

gnized or identified with little or no delay. One important

factor to respect, though, is that meaning, spelling, pronun

ciation and stress be taught as intégral parts of the words.

(1) The Cultivation of Reading, p. 99.

]
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CHAPTER TWO

The Students' Characteristics:

The students' characteristics contribute further to

highlight the choice of this thesis subject matter. Thèse cha

racteristics, brought to light by an informai questionnaire,

show the students' personal information on their perceptions

of language study in gênerai, of reading and of phonetics.

I hâve to mention that my attempt at the question

naire was limited to four participants only. It may be argued

that this number is too restrictive to fulfill validity and

reliability criteria in such an enquiry. Several reasons can

be put forward:

I wished the questionnaire to be informai and

conducted under the form of an interview.

- Time constraints would not hâve permitted me

to cope with a larger number of participants

and complex questionnaire's content analysis.

In ten years of teaching English as a Foreign

language at various teaching grades, English

levels and subject skills, one becomes cons-

cious of teaching problems and difficulties

and can perceive them or predict them with a

high percentage of accuracy.

- The questionnaire is thus supposed to confirm

my own perception of, observations on and

beliefs in the subject matter I am dealing with.

Consequently, the questionnaire is to be seen as an

appended document that yields complementary information on

the subject.
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A. Questionnaire

I. Personal Information

Name

Surname

Sex 3F. 1M.

Age 20 - 30 - over 30

Native Language Proficiency

Learnt Language Proficiency

Time spent studying English in Secondary School

Time spent studying English at the University

Oral knowledge of English

Undergraduate 1

Graduate 1

Post-Graduate 2

II. Language Learning Concerns

1. Do you feel that your language skills improved

as a resuit of the language programmes at the

University?

2. If you could hâve dropped/added a class, what

would you hâve dropped/added? Why?

3. If you could hâve made changes, what would you

hâve changed?

4. Hâve the languages taught helped you in your

académie needs

professional needs

social needs

other needs

III. EFL Classes and Language Skills Areas

1. What language skill(s) contributed most/least

to your language improvement?

2. According to interest and utility, what skill(s)

area(s) did you prefer?
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3. Which skill(s) did you find

- difficult. Why?

easy. Why?

interesting. Why?

- uninteresting. Why?

4. What skill(s) were not given the importance you

think it (they) deserve(d)? Why?

IV. Phonetics, Pronunciation and Reading

1. What place did phonetics occupy in the curriculum?

2. What did you learn from the phonetics' programme?

3. Can you state the nature of phonetic exercises?

4. Was the time devoted to phonetics' instruction
about right or would you hâve wished more or less
time devoted to it?

5. What language skill(s) do you think improved your
pronunciation?

6. What place did reading occupy in the curriculum?

7. How was the reading task conducted?

8. Do you think that a faster improvement in pronun
ciation would hâve resulted from:

- more reading in class?

- more phonetics in class?
- more reading outside class?
- différent approaches to reading? How?
- différent approaches to phonetics? How?

interaction with natives?

interaction with the teachers?

9. Do you rather think that pronunciation improved
systematically through the teaming of the four
basic language skills (listening, speaking, readinj
and writing) to the exclusion of phonetics?
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10. Did you often check pronunciation in the pocket

dictionaries which students usually take with

them to class or did you rather ask the teacher?

Why in either case?

11. What did you exactly check when you looked up a

word in the dictionary?

12. What did you think of the use in class of

dictionaries in gênerai?

V. Académie Concerns

1. What language skill(s) did you feel most necessary

and mostly used in your académie classes?

2. Where did you situate the difficulties you

encountered in your académie work?

3. Did you hâve constant recourse to the dictionary

to check the pronunciation of known/unknown words?

IV. Real-Life Concerns

1. How much English do you use out of the University

and for what purpose?

2. How much English do you read? What exactly do you

read or wish to read?

3. When you speak English with natives or non-natives,

do you sometimes feel that the message does not get

across because your pronunciation is wrong?

4. Do you often check the pronunciation of unknown

words that you hâve heard or met in your reading?
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VII. The Language Teachers

1. What personal characteristics did you appre-

ciate in your language teacher(s)? With

regard to your pronunciation, was s/he/they:

patient?

easily irritated?

- helpful?

indiffèrent?

2. What professional characteristics did you

appreciate in your language teacher(s)?

did s/he/they perceive your pronunciation

difficulties?

what was his/their professional expertise?

reading skills?

phonetic skills?

language work?

oral expression and compréhension?

listening compréhension?

writing?

other expertise?

3. How did you perceive her/his/ their corrective

behaviour?

]
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B. Intentions

The questionnaire was established according to

several concerns:

I. The questions on language learning concerns were

intended to hâve the participants inform me about

their perceptions of language study in gênerai.

II. The second set of questions dealt with EFL classes

and language skills areas. I expected the parti

cipants to rank language skills préférences, de-

grees of difficulty, easiness and interest, toge

ther with language skill degrees of contribution

to language improvement.

III. Questions on phonetics, pronunciation and reading

were supposed to make the participants verbalize

about the relationships between the three skills

areas, their impact on other language skills, the

procédures followed for their teaching and the

participants' reactions to thèse.

IV. By questioning the participants on académie con

cerns, I was interested in knowing what language

skill(s) were most necessary and mostly used in

académie classes and where the participants situate

their difficulties when using English.

V. The section reserved to real-life concerns involved

answers from the participants on what helps them

maintain or improve their English, how much English

they use out of the University and/or out of the

professional premises, and for what purposes. This

section also supposed answers on how much English

they read and what.
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VI. The last set of questions was hoped to inform me
about the language teachers' attitude towards the
control of pronunciation, their corrective behaviour
and their professional expertise in language skills.

C. Procédure

In dealing with the questionnaire, I took into
considération the following factors:

1. The participants

I wished the participants to be a good source of infor
mation about their past, présent and future needs of and
interests in what they believe contributed more to their
language learning in gênerai, and to improving pronunciation
and reading in particular.

The participants were chosen on the basis of their mo
ral integrity, their capability of language learning and
social behaviour among peers, teaching corps and administra
tive personnel. They were able to give a rétrospective point
of view about their beliefs, which I think is freer of sub-
jectivity than a point of view from participants still living
the situation of being taught the language. Age, language
maturity and distance with respect to the teaching/learning
environment were supposed to enhance objectivity of judgment.

2. Mode of Data Collection

The oral mode of data collection is thought to be more
reliable for stating spontaneous beliefs and opinions than
the written one. I therefore conducted the questionnaire
under the form of an informai, non-standardized interview.
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I did not systematically respect the order of question

such as they appear in the questionnaire to allow for a freer

and wider type of answers in the participants' terms and

opinions.

Encouragement to discuss further the answers, or a mild

prompting, was attempted only to suggest more appropriate

answers when those given were irrelevant or non-satisfactory.

Finally, I used the French language as a means of commu

nication during the interview. I felt that using French, a

language commonly spoken for académie purposes, was more re-

assuring for the participants than using the English language

to speak about the English language. My belief was that the

participants would concentrate their attention on conceiving

effective answers in French rather than on finding the right

expressions to answer the questions in English.

3. Space

The interviewing took place at my home, in turns and on

a différent day for each participant. This interview was

friendly and not committed with any personal biases within

the University premises.

4. Time

No time prescription was taken into considération and

no rush was put on the answers. The participants could check

and revise previous answers as they wished.

\
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CHAPTER THREE

Answers Contents and Content Analysis

A. Answers Contents

Inconsistent answers, unanswered questions and some

other answered questions will not be dealt with hère ; they

were or will be indirectly touched upon in various sections

of this study. As to the following answers they are not a

case by case analysis. Neither are they a content analysis

of separate sets of questions. Rather, it is a compilation

of answers, remarks and perceptions that ended up in the

following generalizations:

- English orthography, not English sound system was

the starting point in the language learning.

- The participants do not give much crédit to

phonetic studies and related areas.

- They were and still are reluctant towards phone

tics because taught for the sake of phonetics ;

interest, if any, was/is arisen by taking and

passing the compulsory examination at the end of

the course.

- However, the participants had great fun with

phonetic transcriptions.

Pronunciation was assessed through listening and

compréhension exercises.

- Phonetics was not taught to meet reading goals.
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Pronunciation is always unpredictable in English.

The participants check a word's pronunciation only

when the word cornes up several times in a text and

when its meaning remains unclear. Otherwise the

participants make random guesses at words.

It is sometimes quicker for the participants to

check words in the dictionary than to attempt to

identify them through a conscious grapho-phonolo

gical analysis.

The participants hâve never been made aware of the

many identification potentialities provided by pho

netic analysis in order to understand the meaning

of words.

The participants admitted that classmates are sel-

dom equal in their knowledge of English or phonetic

and reading abilities.

The participants admitted that the learning of the

speaking and listening skills contributed more to

improving their pronunciation than phonetics or

reading.

This is mainly because reading has never been tau

ght as a total process but as a subsidiary activi

ty necessary for the achievement of other language

skills.

For this reason, the students were rarely made to

feel strong reading materials-student relation

ship ; they read a few sentences and passed on the
reading to someone else. Consequently, they hâve

no time to think, reason or solve problems as their

attention is disrupted by the various changes of

untroubled, unconcerned and indiffèrent readers.
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Phonetic courses hâve always ended up in practical
applications through the listening, speaking and
compréhension skills ; they hâve found no appli
cation in the reading skill.

With respect to this, the participants put forward
the idea of "controlled" and "guided" reading

instruction.

As regards phonetic theoretical materials, much
criticism was made: they were not successfully
adapted to EFL learning in the particular Algerian
environment ; they presented disheartening charts
and diagraphs ; too many complex theoretical argu
ments were developed instead of clear and intelli
gible points relevant to the students' needs.

Generally the participants think that either the
published materials or the revised and summed up
versions provided by teachers do not help better
understand the systemic level of English, nor do
they help use the language.

As concerns the teachers' expertise and the tea
ching of phonetics, the Institute of translation
and Interprétation has this peculiarity: trans-
lators teach translation, interpreters teach in
terprétation and language teachers teach language,
whatever the language skills. For example, phone
tics was taught by the teacher who was in charge
of the Oral Expression and Compréhension Course:
the teacher had no clearly defined expertise in

phonetics.
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Finally, the participants admitted they were

puzzled by English varieties and the clash bet

ween the British and American standard pronuncia

tion and spelling. They wished they could hold

more instruction on thèse.

Thèse answers, remarks and beliefs attained various

degrees of importance and insistance. In the following sec

tion I shall discuss some points that were consistently and
repeatedly touched upon, with a view to elucidating problems,

mismatches and beliefs in relation with my subject.

B. Content Analysis

In order to meet the students' needs and teaching

approaches and goals the following points resulting from the

participants' answers will be analyzed: bridging the gap

between phonetics and the students, combining phonetics with

related skills areas and defining the objectives of teaching

phonetics.

1. Phonetics and the Students: Bridging the Cap

In teaching phonetics, the primary task is to re-es-

tablish the students' confidence in the grapho-phonological

system of English. This can be done in several steps.

a) Sensitizing students

The first step is to sensitize reluctant students

towards grapho-phonological analysis in reading. If

students are told that phonetics is not taught for
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the sake of phonetic rules but for the sake of mee

ting reading goals and if thèse reading goals are
clearly explained, they will give more crédit to

phonetic studies. They will mostly understand that
phonetic instruction is only a transitory step
towards learning how to read.

b) Persuading Students

The second step is to persuade students that pro
nunciation is important in a way that a small dif

férence in sound and stress can and does make a

big différence in meaning.

c) Restoring Confidence

The third step is to restore confidence both in the

spelled and oral forms of words in those students

who had English orthography, not the English sound

system, as the starting point in learning English.

Common and exceptional grapho-phonological idiosyn
crasies should be emphasized in the most exhaustive

way possible.

d) Relieve Pronunciation Trauma

The fourth step is to teach students to practise

pronunciation in the most automatic way possible ;

not to rely on too long descriptions of accurate

phonetic rules. Thèse are endless, confusing and

sometimes contradictory. They are difficult to

learn and easy to forget. For this reason, the

best short-cut to theoretical rules is teaching ge

neralizations and exceptions with instruction words

selected from the students' vocabulary. Also, a

constant corrective behaviour is often more useful

than recapitulating the rule.
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2. Phonetics and Related Skills Areas

According to the participants two language skills con-

tribute to phonological accuracy - listening and speaking.

One may add the contribution of the reading skill and that

of phonetic theoretical materials.

a) Theoretical Materials

According to the participants in the questionnaire,

the phonetic theoretical materials available in this country

are inaccessible to most students. Even those destined to

EFL teachers appear too complex for EFL students to consult

- they put forward too many abstract arguments in a speciali-
zed terminology, as already mentioned in the questionnaire's
answers. In my own point of view, what students wish to con

sult are some ordinary materials adapted to students' levels

and needs which may help them clarify and reinforce the re

vised and condensed versions of course provided by the tea

cher. Either published or revised, phonetic handouts should

hâve the following qualities:

- clarity in the présentation and terminology so as to

be consulted and understood without the help of the

teacher.

- understandable diagrams and charts.

- additional "notes" and "advice" related to possible

différences or similitudes between English and the

mother tongue or the other learnt languages.

- prescription of immédiate and direct application
exercises - In the participants' words, practice

takes place only after a long theoretical section
on phonetics was dealt with. This delay between
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theory and practice allows students to think that

there is no relationships between theory and the

exercises proposed as illustration.

In fact what students wish to hâve at hand are phonetic

manuals and guidebooks with an Algerian immersion taking into

account the learning problems of Algerian Students with a

French linguistic history. "Guided phonetics" is not so bad

an idea ; since students are already used to "guided composi

tion", "guided compréhension" and "guided dictations".

b) Listening

Most often, the participants said, listening compréhen

sion practice favours understanding over auditory discrimina

tion. When this is assessed, it is in a high corrélation

with comprehending. In fact, students do not contest that

auditory discrimination and compréhension are highly correla-

ted skills ; they merely wish some listening materials that

emphasize auditory discrimination and the picking up of the

right pronunciation. But listening materials destined to

auditory perception and discrimination often appear boring,

pointless, too easy and too manipulative to adult students.

To be interesting and to lead to increased attention, this

material should be adapted to the âge, sex, class maturity

and needs of the learners. This is why listening materials,

with a view to teaching pronunciation are of concern. When

the materials exist, teachers often need to adapt and supplé

ment them in order to meet teaching objectives. Adaptation

and supplementation , in their turn, do not work systemati-

cally. It is often better to design one1s own materials

than render printed materials inappropriate by destroying

their main features.
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In this country the task is very difficult to carry

out. Teachers can neither survey the book market looking for

publications susceptible of covering the teachers and stu

dents' needs, nor keep up to date with published catalogues

as a référence for their own designing of materials.

The alternative that remains for teachers who wish to

design their own materials is for them to see that teacher-

made materials look like professional materials ; for this

purpose, the active help of native-speaker professionals and

a minimum equipment granted by the teaching institution - a

language laboratory or a high quality copier, an overhead pro-

jector with transparencies and tape-recorder, are requisites.

On the other hand, for teachers who wish to adapt and supplé

ment existing materials, the main requisite is that the

latter do not end up less good than the published or taped

alternatives.

On the whole, either published, taped, adapted or tea-

cher-made, listening materials that emphasize auditory discri

mination and pronunciation should be relevant to the students'

needs, related to other taught skills, brief, manageable, re

flect natural speech, pauses, rhythm and intonation, and pré

sent clearly target phonological features. My remark hère,

is that most frequently, listening materials with a focus on

phonological items hâve too simplified a vocabulary and gram

mar. Listening séquences must hâve enough meaningful content

in terms of grammar, vocabulary and point to approximate stre

tches of speech in real-life. On the other hand, listening

séquences should not be piled up with a crop of similar target

phonological features, on the basis that répétition may help

memorization. On the contrary, if too many similar target

features are presented together, the sélection will sound
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unnatural ; and if too many différent target features are

presented together, students will concentrate their attention

only on one part of them and will disregard the other part.

Listening materials are a must in mastering the English

sound system. But just exposing the students to the English

sound system through listening is not sufficient to learn it.

It is necessary for the students to be able to practise the

language through the speaking skill.

c) Spreaking

The participants mentioned the speaking skill as con-

tributing more to improving their pronunciation than theo

retical materials and listening pattern drills. Yet, the

gênerai impression I hâve had from the participants is that

the speaking skill is one of the hardest skills to be maste-

red in EFL classes. This contradiction can be explained by

the following arguments put forward by the participants:

The teaching of phonology emphasizes more the au

ditory and compréhension skills than the speaking

skills.

No efficient background basis of the English spoken

language has ever been given.

The students' ability to listen and to understand

is greater than their ability to speak, mainly be

cause speaking occurs essentially during oral in

terviews, role-playing and when delivering a paper

previously prepared at home to the rest of the class

This is of course a self-defeating attitude towards
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the speaking skill: the students are asked to inte-

ract in order to be tested and given a mark ; it is

not the speaking skill that is assessed but a

particular subject matter.

- As students preparing a "licence" in translation

and interprétation, the participants said they did

not benefit from a sound programme in speaking voca

bulary ; a lack of active vocabulary is that blocks

interaction and communication in the classroom and

also a lack of activities that allow for interaction

and communication.

- Translation exercises are believed to promote passi

ve vocabulary expansion but this vocabulary does not

find immédiate use in the classroom or in the out-

side world. Consequently, the stock of acquired

vocabulary remains dormant in the students' memory
and is rarely transformed into a stock of speaking

vocabulary.

- The participants assumed that, in gênerai, students
hâve very few opportunities to use the language out-

side the university and even outside the classroom.

Chances to speak the language with natives are sca-

rce indeed and Linguistic stays in countries where

the language is spoken are not considered at ail by
the teaching institution, except in post-graduation
cases. Private initiatives of linguistic stays are

near-to-non existent.

My remark hère is that our failure as teachers in hav-
ing students speak is mainly due to the fact that we do not
give them enough autonomy in their learning expériences. In
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the classroom, besides the usual activities of reporting,

story-telling, role-playing, statements or proverbs to com

ment on, posters to analyze orally and oral book reviews,

more spontaneous activities should be inserted. For example,

students should be encouraged to talk to one another about

what they understand or don't understand. They should be

taught to share problems and knowledge. Communication in

English between ail the members of the class, including the

teachers, is a necessity. Why silence them? Communication,

plus constant corrective behaviour is that builds up the

students' confidence in the pronunciation of English and

gradually strengthens in them pronunciation associative

habits in speaking or in reading.

d) Reading

According to the participants, most students in the

classes they attended were poor readers on a double plane:

poor readers in class and poor independent readers. The

arguments given are as follows:

Reading instruction was sorely lacking ; since

students could listen, speak and write, it was

assumed that they could read.

The sole opportunities to read were those leading

to some ensuing activities: reading a text and

then discussing it, reacting to it or translating

it.

Less or no emphasis was put on literary reading. As

a resuit, no motivation was awakened for reading

novels or short stories in real-life.
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Reading and phonetics were not associated: Phone

tics was a part of oral expression and compréhension

courses and thus related to speaking, listening and

comprehending. Consequently, phonological accuracy

through reading was not assessed.

- With respect to this, students would hâve wished a

doser association between phonetic practical exer

cises and the reading skill. For example, instead

of the manipulative sentence patterns or paragraphs

with target phonological items, students would hâve

wished to transcribe more independently words or

expressions from real literary excerpts, which of

course is more meaningful and useful to them.

It appears from the participants1 remarks that teachers

failed in meeting the students' needs and concerns. Yet, as

EFL teachers we often suppose that our students' cognitive,

learning and reading styles hâve been acquired and success-

fully developed in the mother tongue ; for this reason we do
not often feel responsible for making instruction in reading

a target in the curriculum. In a language classroom it is of

ten difficcult to provide time, sélect appropriate materials

and create a "social environment" for reading for the sake of

reading. Something has to be done, though, to help students

acquire interest in and motivation for reading in English ;
for this, we teachers should be prepared to give instruction

in reading that extends the often-narrow scope of reading in
class - aloud for phonological accuracy, silently for visual

discrimination and for the rapid perception of concepts, eues,

words, etc..., to that of reading that continues successfully
outside the classroom and whose accepted goals are compréhen

sion, concept and cultural development.
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The next point is an attempt at defining some teaching

objectives.

3. Defining Objectives:

In defining the objectives of phonetic teaching, three

main concerns should be considered: the teacher, the English

variety, and the finality of teaching phonetics.

a) The Teacher

In teaching phonetics, the instruction, the exercises

and the other activities in class or laboratory should be

done in English. The choice of English as the instruction

language will certainly minimize possible forms of native

language interférences in concept development. Moreover, the

use of English will create and strengthen in the students the

associative habits which underline the English language.

For this reason, the teacher himself must be apt to

teach phonetics. What is required from him is:

- mastery of the language to be taught ;

knowledge comparable to that of a native educated

speaker ;

expérience, both as a linguist and pédagogue ;

- he must avoid personal, isolated and uncontrolled

"methods". As Bloomfield puts it, "phonetics does

not accept amateurs" .

(1) L. Bloomfield, "The Teaching of Languages" from "An Introduction to
the Study of Language" in F. Smolinski, éd., Landmarks of American
Language and Linguistics, USIA, Washington, D.C., 1986, p. 3.
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b) English Varieties:

In teaching phonetics, it is important to keep one sin

gle model of production in class. It must necessarily belong

to standard pronunciation. However, perfect pronunciation

cannot and should not be the teaching goal. To emphasize na

tive speaker's pronunciation may carry the students' attention

away from the very purpose of teaching pronunciation in rela

tion with EFL learning, which is for the learners to be able

to listen, speak read and comprehend.

-

The aim of instruction should remain correct articula

tion and pronunciation without difficulty or hésitation, and

correct auditory discrimination.

On the other hand, one cannot confine students to the

only standard English "good" pronunciation, when in the média

the American and British geographical varieties of English are

being used in the most anarchie way ever, and when the sour

ces of information are as varied as can be. For this reason,

students should be made to appreciate as many varieties of

English pronunciation as possible in, for example, listening

compréhension practice. In teaching varieties of pronuncia-

tions, the teacher should emphasize the idea that through

thèse varieties intelligibility and content is what is aimed

at, not the ways of pronouncing .

(1) M.A. Dwyer, "Some Stratégies for Improving Reading Efficiency"
English Teaching Forum, XXI, 3, 1983, p. 5.
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c) Finality

Instruction in phonetics for a better reading compré

hension should concentrate on the reading triad:

CERTAINTY FLUENCY SPEED

Thèse are psychomotor abilities which should intervene after

ail the levels of reading compréhension hâve been mastered,

that is, mastery of the grapho-phonological, the syntactic

and the semantic Systems of English .

Corning first, mastery of the grapho-phonological system

of English appears to pave the way to certainty, fluency and

speed in reading. The définition Taschow gives of thèse abi

lities further confirms the importance of a good knowledge of

the grapho-phonological system of English. He assumes that

reading certainty is the level at which a student has "no

doubt in recognizing the grapho-phonic system of English" ;

that fluency is the acquisition of a "cohesive, cohérent and

smooth pronunciation ; and that speed is "reading flexibility",

that is, a stage at which the reading rate matches the thinking
2

rate in order to maintain meaning .

Although thèse abilities cannot be acquired until the

students are at an advanced level of reading compétence, they

should remain the goal at which phonological accuracy aims.

(1) H.G. Taschow, The Cultivation of Reading, p. 34.

(2) IBID, pp. 34-36.
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Conclusion

In this corpus, I hâve attempted to cover the main rea

sons that dietated my choice of this thesis subject-matter.

The di$crepancies and shorteomings revealed by the professional

literature regarding the contribution of grapho-phonological
analysis to reading compréhension, on the one hand, and the

idiosyncrasies of the English grapho-phonological system, on

the other hand, led me to investigate some students'reactions

and attitudes to the problem. The information gained through

the questionnaire permitted me to delineate students' needs,

problems, beliefs and hopes concerning the teaching of

phonetics and related-skills areas.

The points analyzed and discussed in this corpus also

served as incentives to describing some grapho-phonological

idiosyncrasies that are frequently overlooked by theoretical

hypothèses or that hâve not been exhaustively dealt with.

Therefore, the following part of my study will be a descrip

tion and a discussion of thèse idiosyncrasies ; it hopes to

provide students with a near-to-exhaustive corpus of words

whose spelling and pronunciation are misleading. Students

may also find the following descriptions and discussions par

ticularly helpful in re-interpreting, re-evaluating and

synthesizing already known grapho-phonological rules,

generalizations and exceptions.



PAR T THREE

DESCRIPTIVE STUDY OF ENGLISH GRAPHO PHONOLOGICAL

SYSTEM

PURPOSE CHAPTERS

I- Grapheme-phoneme Correspondences

11. Syllabification

III- Stress
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INTRODUCTION

With the following description of the grapho-phonolo
gical system of English I do not prétend to an exhaustive
description as it may appear in theoretical référence books.
Most phonetics and grammar books offer excellent descriptions
of the system. Some of them hâve been planned with arranged
descriptions for the benefit of users of English as aForeign
Language. Ail descriptions serve the useful function of sup
plying hypothèses about gênerai principles established
through theory for the learner to understand and to apply.
They also help organize factual information about the langua
ge 's system and to lend cohérence to the system as a scienti-
fie discipline.

However, very few descriptions actually arrive at cove-
ring ail possible aspects of the systemic level of the Engli
sh language which EFL students are confronted with in class,
in académie concerns or in real-life environment. Students!
and teachers, keep on discovering "things" about the systemic
level of English of which theoretical hypothèses hâve hardly
said a word. More to the point, we, and by that I mean stu
dents and teachers, now and then get a number of "shocks"
when we find out that we hâve been mispronouncing some words
for years simply because their pronunciation was taken for
granted and that it had never occured to us to look it up in
the dictionary.

"Taking for granted" the pronunciation of a category of
words may mean to join other people in their pronunciation,
to assimilate words' pronunciation to the pronunciation of'
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cognâtes in the mother tongue or in other learnt languages
or simply t0 assimilate by analogy the pronunciation of '
hese words to the pronunciation of other English words. As
learners of English we can also consider ourselves the vic-
tims to such "advice to the learner" as "Remember that the
more common the word is the more important it is to get it
nght, the more unusual the word is the less you need to
worry about it" .

Unfortunately, as the students advance in their learning
expérience they do not meet common words only ,knowing the
gênerai principles of the systemic level of English and hav-
mg internalized the pronunciation of those common words
either at intermediate or advanced levels of proficiency
students go on hesitating on, stumbling over, vocalizing!
and mispronouncing unusual words.

The participants in the questionnaire agreed that what-
ever they say or read aloud (the feeling may be similar when
they read silently) results in the impression of saying or
reading something wrong. This feeling never leaves them
they said, when they happen to meet unknown words or those
words which they recognize -from the habit of seeing them -
and which they are unable to identify. Should the pronuncia
tion of unusual words that corne out by surprise in a text re
main guesswork? Reading, as a total process, can be guess
work for the anticipatory prédictions it involves ,pronun
ciation cannot. Pronunciation can be guesswork in beginning
reading only and students may hâve great fun at such tries
However, at intermediate or advanced reading levels, random
guesses at pronunciation can be a tremendous waste of time
jeopardizing reading accuracy, fluency and speed.

(D J. Windsor Lewis, AConcise Pronouncing D1rMnn„™ p. vlil.
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The présent part of my study hopes to reconcile stu
dents with word lists. Thèse will be presented in contrast
to emphasize spelling, pronunciation and meaning idiosyncra
sies. My main purpose in using word lists -a much critici-
zed procédure to teach vocabulary out of context, is not for
students to be confronted with low and high-frequency voca
bulary, but for them to build up word-recognition at sight
This is supposed to help students store the words together
with their pronunciation, transcription and meaning in "ail
three memory 'banks' involved -the visual, the auditory and
the muscular" . Ihâve already used word lists for this pur-
pose, pinning them on the blackboard or on the wall for stu
dents to look at, or to photocopy.

This part of my study will therefore concentrate on
those essential points that theoretical hypothèses overlook
because, rightfully, they émerge not from gênerai principles
but from teaching and learning expériences on the ground and
which, unlike most théories, are supported by awide variety
of teaching évidence.

The grapho-phonological analysis of the English system
will deal with the following points:

- grapheme-phoneme correspondences

syllabication

stress

The first point will emphasize the classical grapheme-phoneme
correspondences students can identify on their own through

(D J. Windsor Lewis, AConcise Pronouncing Dictionary. p. viii.
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generalizations presented in a diagram. A discussion follows,
stating those grapheme-phoneme correspondenses students can-'
not identify on their own or apply generalizations to. Thèse
include such pecularities as exceptions to the rule or to the
generalization, foreign words pronunciation and a near-to-
exhaustive corpus of high and low frequency words presenting
idiosyncratic pronunciation.

The second point will deal with the graphie and phonemic
identification or récognition of syllabic units, and with
élues in syllabication that may help students extract meaning
from words , pick up the right pronunciation or décide on
stress placement.

The third point is a study of aspects of stress varia
tions, stress placement, stress in words as related to
pronunciation, syntactic and semantic dues.

As can be seen, the common feature to thèse three
points is grapho-phonological analysis as related to word
identification or récognition at first sight in reading, that
involves, at the same time, an identification and récognition
of words' meaning.

Relation! to Theoretical Materials and Références

Most theoretical définitions and arguments in this des
criptive study are based on Randolph Quirk, Sidney Greenbaum,
Geoffry Leech and Jan Svartvik, A Grammar of Contemporary
English , A.C. Gimson, An Introduction to English Pronun
ciation , Daniel Jones, An Qutline of English Phonetics3.

(1) London, Longman, 1972.
(2) London, E. Arnold, 1970.

(3) Cambridge, C.U.P. 1975.
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J. Windsor Lewis, A Concise Pronouncing Dictionary of British
and American English and Longman Concise English Djçtionary2

Ail other practical détails and notations are owed to
Personal research and observation, specially the élaboration
of word lists and the idiosyncratic pronunciation features
the words involve.

For practical reasons, and also because grapho-phonolo
gical analysis is related to reading compréhension, and thus
to the visual identification of words, phonetic transcription
will not appear systematically ;it will be made use of only
in descriptions calling for it.

With respect to phonetic symbols, the phonetic trans
cription employed is fully in accordance with the principles
of the International Phonetic Association (I.P.A., référence
Gimson).

The description will make use of some other kind of
symbols:

- Slants, not square brackets, will be used for prac
tical typing reasons, even when the transcription
of words calls for square brackets.

- The Signs + and - appearing under target consonant
letters mean respectively "sounded" and "silent".

(1) London, O.U.P., 1972.

(2) London, Longman, 1985
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- Syllable division is indicated by a blank space.
Similarly, two consonants separated by a blank space
mean that they belong to two separate syllabic units.
On the contrary, when no such space appears, it
means that the two consonants are part of the same
syllabic unit.

- Syllabic division by a blank space will also appear
in the phonetic transcription, as quite often the
phonetic and the graphie division of syllables do
not correspond.

- 0 : accounts for silent letters

9e : différent from

Temiimology

I hâve tried to simplify phonology and syntax termi
nology and classifications as far as possible, not only for
readability but to stick to classroom habituai terminology.
In this study, the terms "phonetic" and "phonological" may be
used interchangeably as often done in the literature. However,
it seems worth mentioning that theoretical linguisticians use
the term "phonetic" when they refer to the substance or phy
sical entity of any language's sounds. They use the term
"phonological" when they refer to the form and pertinent
function of sounds .

(1) J. Lyons, General Linguistics, p. 77



Adj: adjective

Phon: phonème

VL: voiceless

VD: voiced

N: noun

V: verb

F: French

LV: long vowel

SV: short vowel

Ad: adverb

C: consonant

Der: derivatives

Sing: singular

Plur: plural
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CHAPTER ONE

Graphème/Phonème Correspondences

The English alphabet can be divided into two catégo
ries: letters which represent consonants and letters which
represent vowels. Thèse are dues to identify their parti
cular correspondLng phonèmes. The following section is a
description and a discussion of thèse dues.

A. Consonants

Consonants are devided into single consonants,
digraphs and clusters.

1. Single Consonants

Problem-single consonants are about twelve: b-c-d-g-
h-k-1-n-p-r-s-t-w (for the purpose of this section, "w" will
considered as a consonant) and x.

Ail thèse consonants hâve been proven to cause pronun
ciation difficulties at several varying levels. Generaliza
tions about them can be stated as follows:

b. The letter "b" is pronounced /b/ in ail positions
within the word. The letter "b" is generally silent when
preceded by the letter "m" in the same syllable. However,
when letters "m" and "b" occur in différent syllables, the
letter "b" remains sounded. Occasionally, letter "b" is
silent when preceded by "t" in the same syllable. A diagram
may illustrate this generalization:



DIAGRAM

Position Prohuhiciation

1 ail letters /b/

2 m + b /mb/

3 m + b /m/

4 b + t

Discuis s ion :

/t/
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Exammples

bad, about, grab

am ber
+

lamb

debt

Most words in the English language including the let
ter b fall in case 1 and 2. In this description I shall deal
only with problematic cases such as 3 and 4.

Those words belonging to 3 and 4 are presented toge
ther with their derivatives l or compounds in order to show
pronunciation idiosyncrasies.

List - Case 3.

Mords

lamb

comb

thumb

numb

Derivatives

lam baste lam bent
+ +

lambing lam brequin

benumb

Coinpouiuntds

lambskin lambswool

(1) Hère, "derivatives" include both semantically and graphically
related words.



aplomb

womb

bomb bom bard
+

bom ber
+

dumb

limb lim ber / lim bo

climb climber / climbing /

climbable

crumb crum ble
+

plumb plumber / plumbing

tomb

plum bago/plum bic
+ +

tom bola
+

List - Case 4.

debt

doubt

debter

doubter

dumbbell dumbfound

dumb-waiter

climb-down

plumb-line

tombstone
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Note: "climb" /claim/ is note to be confused with "clime"
/claim/ and "limb" /lim/ with "lime" /laim/.

c. The letter "c" is represented by the sound /s/ when
followed by vowels i, e, and y, and by the sound /k/ when
followed by the vowels a, o, and u. In combination with other
consonants or groups of consonants, it is either associated

with the sound /k/, /s/, /ks/, or /sk/.



Position Proraunciation Examiples

1 c + i,e,y /s/ centre

2 c + a,o,u /k/ cake

3 c + k
block

c + q /k/ acquaint
c + c + a, o ,u /k/ accord

4 c + c + i, e y /ks/ accident

s + c + a, o »u /sk/ scold

s + c + i,e,y /s/ scent

Discessioi
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This generalization is accurate enough to be applied to
most words in the English language. No lists of words are to
be set. However, some exceptions are worth mentioning.

In case 1, there are a few exceptions to the
generalization:

c + e are pronounced /k/ in "celt" / "celtic"

c + e are silent when "s" follows as in

"Leicester" / "Worcester" / "Gloucester" / "Bicester".

c + e are pronounced /tj / in "cello" / "cellist". Attention:
the word "cellophane" maintains /s/.

c + i are often pronounced /J/ in most words ending in "cia"
or "cious" or "cient", e.g., "acacia", "capacious",
"efficient".
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In case 4 some foreign words hâve distinctive pronun-
'-iations. For example:

"ci" in "Da Vinci" is /F/.

"cz" in "czar" is /z/.

"cz" in "Czeck" is /t\/.

Also in case 4 :

c + c + y is pronounced /kl/ in the word "baccy".

Finally, the letter "c" is silent in "victuals" /vitlz/ and

in "indicte" /rndaxt/ most probably because of the influence
of "t".

In case 5 one exception deserves to be mentioned:

"sceptic" and its derivatives. Thus:

s + c + e are pronounced /sk/ in "sceptical" but /P/ in
"crescendo".

In s + c: "c" is silent in the word "muscle".

It is also silent in the word "suspiscious"

d. The letter "d" is represented by the sound /d/ in

ail positions. However, after voiceless consonants in the

same syllable it is pronounced /t/ as in "talked". "d" is

silent when it occurs before letter "g", "k" or "s" in the

same syllable.



DIAGRAM

Position

1 d

2 VL.C. + d

3 d + g

d + k

d + s

4 n + d

Prononciation

/d/

/t/

/d /

/k/

/s/

/n/
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Exarauples

door bed address

talked

gadget

handkerchief

handsome

Windsor

Discussion

In case 1, "d" is exceptionally silent as in the three
words: "handsome", "handkerchief" and "Windsor".

The difficulty in case 2 can be solved by having stu
dents memorize the nine voiceless consonants in the order
indicated:

/p, t, k, f, 0, s, j , tj , h/.

In case 3, ail English words falling in the category
of "gadget" hâve a silent "d". Therefore, a list of those
words seems unnecessary.

g. The letter "g" is one of the most complex probl,
consonants. This letter is associated with the letter "j"
and thus is pronounced /dj/ when followed by i, e, y in ail

.em-
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positions. In certain words, however, and under the same
conditions, the letter "g" is associated with the sound /g/.
It is also /g/ in ail positions when followed by any conso
nant including the letter "g". When preceded by letter "n"
in the same syllable, the comprehensive sound of "n + g" is
/r)/. Nevertheless, when "ng" occurs in différent syllables,
each letter is sounded.

The letter "g" is often silent when followed by let
ters "n" or "m", except when each of them occurs in différent
syllables.

DIAGRAM

Position Prononciation

+ i, e, y /d /

g + i, e, y

3 - "- g

4 g
consonants

a, o, u

5 n + g .

6 n + g

7 £

n

+
m

g + n

/g/

/g/

/g/

w

/n/

/m/

/gn/

Exammples

;in, magician, apology,

gill, (measure).

|yny, get, give,
gill (of fish)

big, fig, dig

bigger, God, meagre,

game, gut

long

Ion ger

gnat

flegm

cog nate
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Diseuss ion

It is obvious that 1 and 2 are the cases which are
bound to cause pronunciation troubles. There are no accu
rate rules for the students to décide whether g+e i y
will be realized as /dj/ or /g/. Acorpus of ail possible
words susceptible of being mispronounced seems agood at-
tempt to solve the problem. The words may be presented in
contrast, as in the list below, together with the meaning
of the words as in most cases meaning helps to détermine
pronunciation and vice-versa.

Words in category 3 and 4 are in the majority. They
need not be listed. However, words in catégories 5, 6 and
7 are few. They can be memorized, together with some
exceptions.

List 1: Catégories 5 and 6

To détermine if "ng" will be realized /fl / or /y g/, the
following rules of thumb hâve proven trustworthy:

II] I occurs usually only after avowel and /Q g/ occurs only
before a vowel or il/.

i^i /g g/

lin gual

lonê rinê Ion ger fin ger
sinS binê sin ger trian gle
being among sin gle Un ger
fling bring min gle lin gQ
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List 2: Category 1 and 2

High-frequency words such as "get" "sive" »<rW
gent ; French and English cognâtes such as "gênerai"
"génération" and derivatives such as "gym" /"gymnastics",
do not appear in this list because their pronunciation is
rather automatic. Thus, the following corpus présents only
some low-frequency words and foreign words.

/dj' /g/
Gerald Gilbert
gill (measure) gill (fish)
gyro iBJ gynycologist
gee-gee geese
gist gift

gemini gimlet
gibber gibbon
gibblets giddy
Gibralter gild

gym gimcrack
gibbet gimmick
gin Gingham

gelid

gear

geisha

geld

gesso geyser

gib gig
gipper giggle

gimbal

gerb

bogey

gimp

boogie-woogie
girt

germ gird

girbil girdle
girth

gem gemsbok
gorge
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Discussion

Certain French words commonly used in English skip both
/d3/ and /g/ sounds and maintain the French sound associated
with English sound /j /as in the words "vision" /«vijn/ •

courgette, camouflage, badinage, garage, dressage,
genre, gendarme, gigolo, corsage, cortège.

Note: the exceptional pronunciation of the word "gaol" /à-zeUl
is in contrast with that of words in category n° 4, and
specially with the pronunciation "goal" /gav-tf/.es

List 3: Category 7

"gn---" M---gn(e)" "—gn—"

/n/ /gn/

gnarled impugn Ag nés
gnash deign diag nose
gnat coign cog nate
gnome (con)sign con sig na tory
gnu foreign dig ni fy
gnesis campaign mag ne tic
gnosis align ag nos tic

benign be nig nant
reign drag net
Champagne mag ne sium

condign/condignly
design de sig na torv

List 4: Category 7

/m/

flegm

paradigm

but

but

/gm/

fleg ma tic

pa ra dig ma tic
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h. The letter "h" is another complex letter. Its com-
Plexxty is mainly due to its being sounded in certain words
and silent in others. The letter "h" never occurs in final
position, except in certain foreign words. It is generally
sounded in initial and medial positions in most English words
However, in words of French origin, initial "h" is silent. It
is also silent when it follows letters "k", "g", "p", »r" and
"w" at the beginning of aword. When the letter "h"'follows
the letter "x", it is generally silent except in a few words.

DIAGRAM

Position

h—/—h—

(F) h—-

f

P

g + h

k

r

w

x + h

X + h

Discussion:

Pronunciation

/h/

0

les

hen, behave, hâte

hour, honest

/t/ thyme, Thames

/p/ shepherd

/g/ ghost

/k/ khaki

/r/ rhyme

/w/ what

/igz/ exhibit

/eks'h/ ex haie
+

In case 1, the exceptions are few. They, therefore,
can be listed and memorized. In case 2, French and foreign
words with silent "h" also represent a small corpus which
students can memorize.
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In case 3, though, the students hâve to be taught to
distinguish between consonant combinations with silent "h"
and consonant combinations falling in the category of
digraphs, in which the sound obtained is différent from
either of the two letters:

Compare

shepherd / éléphant

/p/ /f/

ghost / sigh

/g/ /sai/

rhyme / catarrh

/r/ 12 /

thyme / this / ethics

/t/ /3/ IQI

In thèse examples, "gh" in "sigh" and "rrh" in "catarrh" are

not digraphs but a silent combination of consonants.

Case 4 is very complex. Syllable division and stress

placement détermine whether "h" is sounded or silent. In the

Windsor Lewis Pronouncing Dictionary, one can notice that

"h" is silent in most words in which "ex" is followed by a
stressed syllable. Thèse words hâve "ex" phonetically

broken into a weak syllable /ig/ plus a stressed syllable
starting with the remaining /z/ sound.

Exaraples:

ex haust ex hib it ex hil a rate ex hort

/rg'zDrst/ /ig'zibit/ /rg'zilr reit/ /ig'zD:t/
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On the contrary, "h" is generally sounded in those words in
which "ex" is a contrastive prefix. Let us consider the
word "exhale".

J. .

2.

"haie" exists as an indépendant word with thi
same meaning as in "exhale".

"ex" has a clear meaning (out of, from):
exhale = force out.

The letter "h" is graphically part of the stem, and the syl
lable to which it is attached is stressed. It is thus pho-
nologically maintained. In this case, the pronunciation of
"ex" is generally /eks/ as in "exhale" /eks'herl/ or
"exheredate" /eks'her^dert/.

List ls

The following list includes approximately most words
in which /h/ is silent together with contrastive words in
which /h/ is sounded. However, the list may be non-exhaustive

0

F Mords Certain Foreign English Mords

Words

doh Deborah

bonhomie Allah Graham exhort

hour annihilate exhibit

heir Brahmane vehicle exhilarate

honest Buddha véhément exhume

honour + Der. kohbrabi Durham while

hors d'oeuvres kolkhoz Clapham which

hors de <:ombat Delhi exhaust when

Dimah ghost what

Rayah khaki

thyme

Thailand

shepherd

Anthony

Thames
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In this list, no words with "rh" in initial position
hâve been listed: they ail hâve a silent "h". When "—rh"
occurs in final position the whole combination of consonants
is silent, such as in "catarrh"

"Why", "where", "when", "what", in which "h" is silent
may be constrasted with "who", "whose", "whom", in which "w"'
is silent.

List 2:

Initial Position

homage, horizon

harm , harmony

human, héritage
Harlequin

Harlem, harass

hectogramme (meter)

Hector, hegemony
hermit, hero

herb , hésitant

hilarity

horror, hormone

hostile, hospital
hostess, humble

humid, humour, humus

/h/

hara-kiri

Hallelujah

Hadji

hades

Hindu

Hebrew

Hawaii

Havana

harem

haricot

harangue

bohemia

alcohol

hacienda

Medial

ex haie

de hydrate

re hearse

co habit

ad 'hère

be hâve

co herent

be hind

ad hoc

ex heradate

in herit

co hesion

Thèse words hâve been selected mainly because their pronun
ciation is often assimilated to that of French cognâtes in
which "h" is silent. An informai test has demonstrated the
students' total lack of mastery of
thèse very words.

"h" pronunciation in
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The students' attention can be attracted to the idio-
syncratic pronunciation of:

"héritage" - "in herit" and "heir"

and to some English words in which a sounded "h" is not
évident or easy to pronounce because those words are
monosyllabic:

"hair" - "huge" - "hew" - "hedge" - "hue" - "ho"
+ + +

k. The letter "k" is always associated with the sound
/k/, whatever the position . However, the letter "k" is
silent in initial position when followed by

List:

Position

k

k + n

Pronunciation

/k/

/n/

"n"

Rxanimples

keen, skin, brink

know

Although the rule is accurate enough to do without a

list of those words with silent "k", it is worthwhile listing
high-frequency words falling in this category, together with
their meaning.

"k" 0

knack knap

kneel knell

knit knock

knave knead

knickers knife

knoll knot

knee

knight

knuckle
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1. Students will be perfectly intelligible if they
use only clear II, in reading. Hence the following genera
lization: the letter "1" is pronounced /!/ in ail positions
It is silent when followed by the lett
same syllable.

DIAGRAM

Position Pronunciation

1 1 /l/

2 lm /m/

3 lk /k/

List:

"lm" /m/

Discussion:

aims

palm

almond

calm

balm/embalm

psalm/psalmody
Holmes

Several observations can be made:

ers "m" or

positions

"k" in the

Ëxannples

love, bottle, milk

calm

stalk

"lk" /k/

folk

stalk

balk

talk

chalk

walk

IV is deleted in the words listed mainly because
it is preceded by a long vowel /a:/ and /o :/.
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It is also deleted in a few exceptional words in which
it is followed by other consonants than "k" or "m" and not
necessarily preceded by a long vowel:

Holborn Ralph would
/hauban/ /ra:f/ /wv d/

should half halfpenny

'/V d/ /ha:f/ /heipm/

Words with "lk" or "lm" maintain /!/ when preceded by a
short vowel:

realm bilk milk silk bulk hulk
~r + + + +

Words having "1" followed by other consonants than "k" or
"m" namely "t" and "d" maintain /!/ when preceded by a short
vowel:

doit tilt boit bilge belt sait built
T T T + + + +

Finally "1" is naturally maintained in ail words when it is
followed by /k/, /m/ or any other consonant in a différent
syllable.

Bal kans bal sam bal tic bal moral

n. This letter is represented by the sound /n/ in ail
positions, unless it is followed by "g" or "k" or "c" /k/ in
the same syllable. Then it is associated with the sound /h/
as heard in the words "sing" or "sink". "n" is generally '
silent when preceded by "m" in the same syllable and in final
position.



DIAGKAM

1

2

3

4

Position

n

n + g

n + k or n + c

m + n

Discussion:

Pronunciation

/n/

/o/

/m/
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Examples

nose, burn, Bernard

sing

sink, uncle

column

Words falling in case 1, 2 and 3 are in an overwhelming
majority and the generalization of the grapheme/phoneme
relationships présents no exceptions.

However, the generalization about case 4 présents some
particularities which can be brought to the students'
attention:

- Words having "mn" in final position are very few:

col umn au tumn con temn

con demn damn Sol emn"

- As a resuit of suffixation, syllable division and
stress placement, the derivatives of such words
maintain /n/:

Note:

au tum nal
+

dam nable
+

damn ed

con dem na tion
+

so lem nize
+

co lumn ist

"mn" may occur in initial position, in this case
/m/ is deleted, not /n/: e.g., "mnemonic" and its
derivatives.
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Note in case 3, maybe students should be made to notice the
following contrasted words with "ne".

"une---"

uncle /*A*)kl/

unction /'AJJkJn/

unctuous /'Aktjvas/

and "un c---"

un clear /An'kli:n/

un common /An'koman/

un cover /An'k/wa/

p. This letter is usually represented by the sound
/P/ as heard in the word "poor", whatever the position. It
is^sometimes silent, in initial position, when followed by
"s", "n" or "t" in the same syllable. It is also silent in
certain words of French origin, in final position.

DIAGKAM

1

2

3

4

5

6

List:

Position

p +n

p + s

p+t

---p

p + b

Pronunciation

/p/

/n/

/s/

/t/

0

/b/

P 0

Exammples

poor, reptile, creep

pneumonia

pseudo

ptarmigan

coup

cupboard

"pn" "pS" "pt" --p(s)" "pb"

pneumonia

pneumatic

pneumeter

psychology

psalm

psalmody

psalter

pseudo

psammite

psoriasis

psoas

psoric

ptarmigan

pterodactyl

ptomaine

Ptolemy

pteropod

coup

corps

cupboard

campbell

raspberry
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Discussion:

It should be noted that "pn", "ps" and "pt" in initi
al position are combinations inherited from Greek and that
the gênerai tendency in english is to leave them out. They
mostly occur in médical and pharmaceutical terminology.

Case 5: English words generally maintain final "p" as
in "plump>", "pump" and "camp".

"plump" /pUmp/ should be differentiated from the two
homophones "plumb" /pUm/ and "plum'VplAm/.

Case 6: In certain compounds and in words in which "p"
and "b" occur in différent syllables, "p" is maintained:

"caimo-bed" "camo-fire" "puimo-room" "pumokin"

Note: "Corps" is /'k>:(r)/ in the singular and /k>:(r)z/
in the plural ; it should be differenciated from
"corpse" /kD:pS/. In the word "recoup" A>x'ku:p/
and its derivatives, the letter "p" is sounded.

r. This letter is represented by the sound /r/ only
before a vowel, in initial or medial position, such as in
"red", "garage", "hearing", "arrive , etc...

After a vowel, in final or medial position, "r" is
usually silent, as in the words "car", "hère", "verse".

In other cases, the pronunciation of "r" undergoes the
influence of the vowels beginning neighbouring words:

!
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In related speech, a liaison is established bet

ween the final "r" in a word and the vowel in

initial position of the next word. Thus, "r"

is silent in "wear". However, it is sounded in

"wear out".

By analogy, in related speech, an intrusive "r"

is added between words that end in /3/ and

words that begin with a vowel. Thus:

"Malta and Libya" -> /no:ltarn Hbj3/.

In certain combinations grouping a vowel + "r",

a vowel + "r" + vowel or vowel + "r" + consonant,

"r" is generally silent. Occasionally the sur-

rounding vowels or consonants are silent too,

e.g., "modernize" /'modnalz/.

DIAGMM

Position

1 r + vowel

vowel + r

2 vowel + r + vowel

vowel + r + const.

3 linking "r" + vowel

4 — /3/+v

v + r

v + r + v

v + r + c

Pronunciation Kxauples

/r/ red
+

car

0 hère

verse

/r/ wear out

intrusive /r/ idea/r/of

0

0

0

modernize /modnalz/

temporary /'temprl/

government /'g^vm^nt/

(1) Current style of most B.B.C. announcers. In J. Windsor Lewis,
A Concise Pronouncing Dictionary, p. xix.
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Discussion:

The mastery of "r"'s pronunciation or elision together
with its linking or intrusive pronunciation is much a matter

of constant practice of the speaking skills than of examples
like the following:

Linking "r" Intrusive "r"

far off a drama of Ibsen

four^aces Amelia and Ann

near it Russia and China

answer it drama and music

far inside idea of

wearjDut lawwand order

poor Ann vanilla ice

The teacher may design more examples of his own. How

ever, it is advised to use thèse examples in meaningful

units and/or in contrastive alternatives:

I want a vannila ice as a dessert.

Malta^and Libya hâve concluded a commercial

agreement.

China and India hâve waged a ruthless war.

I prefer the sonata in f.

2
They keep a gorilla and chimp

(1) Examples borrowed from A.C. Gimson and O.Jespersen. Op., Cit.

(2) IBID.



Silent "r" Linking "r"

Far below far^above
more méat morewof that
their things theirjuncle
dear Paul dearjfcnn
our friend ourjnemy
better paid better off l
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- Where did you hide the pen? Where is it?

- I usually don't like béer, but I like the béer on
the table. w

Your marks are lower than mine ; they actually are
going lower and lower.

Note: some intrusions of /r/ are debatable or just
impossible, such as in the following examples:

+ I saw /r/ a fish

+ Stalla /r/ asked the way .

The students' attention can be brought to those debatable
or impossible intrusions.

s. In gênerai, the letter "s" is pronounced /s/ in
initial position, as in "seen".

In final position it is /s/ after voiceless consonants
and /z/ after vowels and voiced consonants, such as in:

(1) IBID.

(2) IBID.
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/kaets/

pens

/penz/

sees

/si:z/

In ail other positions it is either /s/ or /z/
according to usage, such as in:

préserve présage

/s/

resuit

/z/

resource

/s/
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However /s/ or /z/ are predictable in certain words
under syntactic or semantic influence, e.g.:

e.g.: close (adj.) - /s/ close (v) - /z/

loose (not tight) /s/ lose (money) /z/

When the letter "s" is double, it is always pronounced
/s/ in final position as in "miss".

In medial position /ss/ are either pronounced /s/
/z/, such as in:

or

passage or scissors

/s/ /z/

DIAGRAM

Position Pronunciation Exaiiples

1 s /s/ set

2 vl. c + s /s/ cats

3 vd. phon.+ s /z/ arms - sees

t\ s in adj./n. /s/ 'refuse
5 s in v. /z/ re'fuse
6 ss /s/ miss

7 ss /s/ or /z/ passage - scissors
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List: 1

It would be an exhaustive task to list ail possible
words belonging to the above catégories presenting a choice
between /s/ and /z/. The following words hâve been selected
after checking students' ability to décide for /s/ or /z/ in
an informai test.

débris

thermos^

canvas

breathejs

deaths

passage

possess

dessert

abysmal

cosmetic

misuse (n)

misuse (v)

misunderstand

disease

disaster

dismal

misery

miser

0

/s/

/s/

/z/

/s/

/s/

/z/ - /s/

/z/

/z/

/z/

/s/ - /s/

/s/ - /z/

/s/ - /s/

/z/ - /z/

/z/ - /s/

/z/

/z/

/z/

dissolve /z/

scissors /z/

curious /s/

disappear /s/

disorder /s/

disown /s/

dismiss /s/ - /s/

misbehave /s/

absolute /s/

absolve /z/

absorb /s/

chasm /z/

charisma /z/

désert (n) /z/

désert (v) /z/

bas^e (n/v) /s/

case /s/

cease /s/

(1) Hère, the underlining is meant to attract attention on target
letters "s" and "ss



resemble /z/

research /s/

resuit /z/

préserve /z/

présent (n/adj .) /z/

présent (v) /z/

resource /s/

présage /s/

resale /s/

persuade /s/

persist /s/

insert /s/

inset /s/

decease /z/

expensive /s/

consul /s/

consider /s/

falsify /s/

conversation /s/

forsake /s/

answer /s/

cosmos + der. /z/ - /s/

Theism /z/

dose (n/v)

increase

release

purchase

purpose

lose

loose

mouse

obtuse

promise

compromise

comprise

premise

concise

précise

choose

bajsis

bases_

oa^is

oases_

refuse (n)

refuse (v)

thes_is

thèses

/s/

/s/

/s/

/s/

/s/

/z/

/s/

/s/

/s/

/s/

/z/

/z/

/s/

/s/

/s/

/z/

/s/ - /s/

/s/ - /z/

/s/ - /s/

/s/ - /z/

/s/

/z/

/s/ - /s/

/s/ - /z/
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Discussion

Several remarks are to be made about the above corpus
Let us consider them from their degree of importance in rea
ding compréhension. Only those pronunciation shifts of the
letter "s" which affect meaning and syntax are worth
emphasizing.

i. The shift from /s/ to /z/ dénotes a change in mea
ning. Very often it is spelling that détermines the
choice between /s/ or /z/.

dose /s/ doze /z/

loose /s/ lose /z/

cease /s/ seize /z/

decease /s/ disease /z/

It is obvions that not ail ambiguities of /s/ and /z/ pro
nunciation are raised by spelling. Still, spelling may
claim its contribution in elucidating the meaning of certain
words.

ii. The shift from /s/ to /z/ dénotes syntactic
changes of various sorts, ail equally important:

Function: usually nouns and adjectives hâve /s/ and
verbs hâve /z/, as generalized in diagrams
4 and 5.

'house (n) - 'house (v)

a'buse (n) - a'buse (v)

'refuse (n) - re'fuse (v)
'use (n) - "use (v)

'diffuse (n) - di'ffuse (v)
'close (adj.) - 'close (v)
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However, this generalization is in contradiction to

some other words in which /z/ or /s/ is maintained for verbs

as well as for nouns and adjectives:

/s/

/z/

'decrease (n)

'converse (n/adj )

'présent (n)

'désert (n)

de 'crease (v)

con 'verse (v)

pre 'sent (v)

de 'sert (v)

Yet, it is still possible for students to détermine the

the functions of thèse words by taking into considération the

vowel shift and/or the accent placement.

/'dikri:s/ - /de 'kri:s/

/'kDnvjts/ - /kan 'v3:s/

/'preznt/ - /prr'zent/

/'dezat/ - /dr 'z3:t/

Some other words hâve their function differenciated only by

shifts of accent.

•insuit /'InsAlt/ (n)

in 'suit /In 'sAlt/ (v)

'excise /'eksaiz/ (n)

ex'cise /ek'saiz/ (v)

Finally, some other words are differenciated neither by a

vowel shift, nor by a shift of accent. In this case context

détermines function.

'dose /'daiTs/ (n) 'dose /'daiTs/ (v)

'présage /'presidW (n) 'présage /'presidj/ (v)

'base /'beis/ (n) 'base /'bers/ (v)
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The generalization about N° 2 and 3 is a rule.

Préfixâtion:

Some words beginning with "dis" hâve the "s" pronoun
ced /s/ when "dis" is regarded as a contrastive prefix with
the meaning of "apart", and is followed by a stem with a
meaning of its own. In the other cases, the "s" or "dis"
is pronounced /z/. This is rather a rule of thumb.

Compare:

Contrastive Préfixes

/s/

dis 'order

dis 'miss

dis 'gorge

dis 'arm

dis 'own

di-JL 'grâce

dis 'tort

Other Cases

/z/

di 'saster

di 'sease

dis mal

Dis ney

This rule of thumb may be valid for the following préfixes:

m

Contrastive Préfixes

/s/

in 'sight, in 'side

in 'sert.

is-- mis 'use, mis 'behave.mi

re re 'search, re 'source

pre-- pre 'suppose

-Contrastive Préfixes

/z/

mi £ery

re 'sume, re 's_ult,

re semble.

pre 'sent, pre 'serve,

pre 'sume.
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Suffixation:

The "s" in the suffix "ism" is pronounced /z/ as in

"journalism", "seism".

However, the suffixes -esque, -ious, -uous, -eous' hâve

/s/.

Finally, in words with "ss", the /s/ is maintained when

suffixes such as -ing, -âge, -ed, are added:

Compare:

/s/ /z/

cross ing scissors

pass âge possess

miss ed dessert

In conclusion, the letter "s" appears far more problematic

than the other letters. In reading compréhension, students

should focus their attention on spelling différenciations

as they affect meaning and détermine the choice between /s/

and /z/. Syntactic compréhension is effectively helped by

an accurate discrimination between /s/ and /z/ sounds. Hère

again, the choice between /s/ and /z/ is determined by

vowel shift and shift of accent.

t. This letter is associated with the sound /t/ as

heard in "term", "bit", "molten". It is generally silent

when followed by "ch" as in "watch", or by "s" as in

"listen". It is also generally silent when it occurs in

final position in certain French words such as:

"béret" /berel/
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DIAGRAM

Position
Pronunciation Exannples

1 t
/t/ bit , molten, term

2 t + ch /t/ watch

3 s + t /s/ listen

4 F. - t 0
béret

Discussion:

Words included in case n' 2need not be listed as the
elision of "t" is quasi natural. Those in case n' 3, on
the contrary, can be listed together with words of French
origin.

List 1-

listen

christen

christendom

christening

List 2

"st" /s/

epistle

ostler

fasten

adjustment

bristle

castle

bustle

waistcoat

French Words "et" = /«/

béret bidet
crochet

ballet bouquet

buffet (food)

croquet

hasten

christmas

wrestle

Not ail French words ending in "et" are pronounced as
"buffet" /bu=fel/. Son, other words hâve "et" that 1. gêne
rai pronounced /rt/, *t/ or /et/, after the EngUsh pat-
raiiy plu thèse French and
tern of words with similar et . A list or
English words is thus necessary:
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List 3.

billet /-It/ buffet /bAfit/ (strike)

bonnet /-it/ clarinet /-et/

claret /-t/ cornet /-it/

cosset /-it/ corset /-it/

blanket /-it/

couplet /-it/
closet /-it/

coronet /-et/

cricket /-it/

bullet /-it/

Note:
F. "début" has a silent "t" /debju:/

In list 1 the students should be made to consider some words
which présent idiosyncratic pronunciation:

Compare:

hasty / haste

fast / fastidious
+ +

Christian

"J'

and

and

and

hasten

fasten / fastener

christen

/s/

w As a consonant, the letter "w" is associated with
the initial sound M heard in the word "way". It i. sor
tîmes silent in initial position when followed by r or h ,
as in "wreath" or "whole". In other positions, "V rs
generally associated with the vowel sound M as in mow or
"coward".

DIAGMAM

Position Pronunciation Examplc

1 w
/w/ way

2 w + r /r/ wreath

3 w + h

w + h

/h/

NI

whole

while

4 w

--w--

1*1 mow

coward
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List 1.

Words included in 1 and 4 are in an overwhelming majority.

Those in 2 présent no idiosyncrasies and the generalization

about them is a rule. Pronunciation of words in 3 may be

problematic ; but thèse are very few and can easily be

memorized.

"wr" /r/

wreath (e)

write

writhe

wrinkle

wrist

wring

wright

wretch

wrestle

wrapper

wrangle

wraith

wrack

wrick

wrong

wry

wrought

wrath

"wh" /h/

whole

who

whose

whom

whew

whore

whoop (cough)

"wh" /w/

while

where

when

what

white

whori

whoop (it up)

Discussion:

It is important for students to memorize the meaning of

the words in the first column. This is to avoid confusions

over meaning with homophones .



are: List 2.

write / rite

wrack / rack

wrap / rap

wrick / rick

wrest / rest

Note: The words:

wright / right

wretch / retch

wring / ring

wrung / rung

wry / rye

1. "whore" /'hO:(r)/ and

"whorl" /'w3:l/.
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The Homographs: 2. "whoop" (cough) /'hu:p/ and
"whoop" (it up) /'wu:p/.

x. This letter corresponds to four différent sounds:

in initial position it is either associated with the sound
combination /eks/ as in "x-ray", or with /z/ as in "Xeros".
The letter x is often preceded by a vowel. In this case, it

is pronounced /gz/ as in "exert" or /ks/ as in "extrême".

In final position, the letter x is generally pronounced

/ks/.

DIAGMM

Position Pronunciation rc-xaimnpH ps

1 x /eks/ x-ray

2 x /z/ Xerox

3 v + x + V /gz/ exert

4 v + x /ks/ extrême

5 X /ks/ index

List: Examples in 1 and 2 are very few and can easily be
memorized by students. The list of words included in 3
and 4 is suggestive.



"x" /eks/

X, (the letter)

x-ray

XL (extra large)

v + "x" /gz/

exécutant

example

exempt

exert

exist

exonerate

exorbitant

exotic

exude

exult

"x" /z/

xenophon, xeric

xenophobia, xylem

xylophone, Xerox

xenolite, Xavier

xelography, xénon

xyster, xeno

xenophile, xénophobe

Xerces

v + "x" /ks/

exceed

excel

exit

exodus

excise

expel

expert

explain

excess

exploit
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Discussion:

In the first set of the words on the right-hand side,
some specialized and technical words beginning with x are
not in the list, their frequency of occurence being very low

In the second set of words, for both columns, the
following remarks hâve to be made:
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the vowels generally preceding the letter "x" are

"a", "o", "u" and "e". Very few words actually

begin with "ax", "ox", or "ux". One may quote:

"ax": axe, axium, axis, axle.

"ox": ox, Oxbridge, Oxford, oxide, oxon, oxygen.

"ux": uxorious

Ail thèse words hâve a /ks/ sound.

As can be noticed in the list, word with"ex 'are

far more numerous. The problem is, for the reader,

how to décide between the /gz/ and the /ks/ sounds.

Moreover, the reader has also to décide whether the

"e" of "ex " will be realized as /i/ or /e/. For

this choice, the following generalization may be

useful: always try and break down the word into

units. Identify the stem. The stem is the élément

in a two-syllable word which is generally stressed.

The prefix "ex " is therefore unstressed and is

pronounced /iks/ or /igz/. If no stem can be iden

tified , "ex " is stressed and is pronounced /eks/

or /egz/. In longer words, stress shifts should be

taken into considération.

Compare:

"ex " /iks/ or /igz/ "ex " /eks/ or /egz/

exceed /ik'si:d/ exit /'eksit/

except /xk'sept/ expert /'eksp3=t/

expel /ik'spel/ exodus /'eks9d"3s/

exult /ig'zAlt/ exultation / ' egzAl, teljn/
explain /ik'splem/ explanation / ' ekspl"3,neljn/



This generalization may also apply to noun/verb

différenciation:

n.

excise /'eksalz/

exploit /'eksplDlt/

export /'ekspD:t/

v.

excise /ik'salz/

exploit /îk'sploit/

export /lk'sp3:t/
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two conditions at the same time are required to obtain the

/gz/ sound:

"ex" is in the immédiate environment of a vowel.

"ex" is in the immédiate environment of a stressed

syllable including the /z/ or /gz/.

In ail other cases, there is a /ks/ sound.

2.

e.j exonerate /ig'z^nBreit/

exorbitant /ig'zo:bit3nt/

exit

explain

/'eksit/

/ik'splein/

Digraphs

Digraphs are combinations of two letters which repre

sent a sound différent from either of the two letters. In

English there are five digraphs: "ch", "th", "sh", "gh",

"ph". Naturally, the problematic ones are "ch" and "th".

ch. This digraph is associated with the sound /t\/
as heard in the word "chain" or "much". In most words of

French origin, it is generally pronounced /J/ as in "machine"
or "chef". In words of Latin, Greek, or Italian origin, "ch"

is represented by the sound /k/ as in "choir".



DIAGRAM

1

2

3

Position

ch

ch

ch

tunciation Exaimples

/tj/ chain

/J/ machine

/k/ choir, chord,

chianti.
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List:

Words having "ch" represented by /tj/ being in the ma
jority , the list will include only those words in which
"ch" is associated with the sounds /JV or /k/. The corpus
will be as exhaustive as possible.

'S'

chamois

chaise

chagrin

chute

chalet

chaperon

charabanc

Champagne

charade

charlatan

Charlotte

chartreuse

châssis

chauffeur

échelon

douche

Chopin

crèche

couchette

chevron

chevrolet

chevalière

cheroot

chester

chenille

chemise

chef

chef-d'oeuvre

chauvinism

chic

chicago

chicanery

chichi

chiffon

cloche

French

Chester

/k/

choir

écho

eunuch

eucharist

Czech

ache

Christ

chronic

chrysanthemun

chrome

chrysalis

Chrysler

choral

chlorine

Chloe

chemist

choiera

chiaroscuro

chianti

chiropedy

charisma

chaos

chameleon

character

Charybdis

scheme

chasm

chord

chorus

chronic

archives

archétype

anchor

Achiles

Buchanan

choler
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Discussion:

It seems necessary to attract the students' attention

to the shift of articulation points resulting in idiosyn

cratic pronunciation in the following words:

Charlotte

Cheste

Charles

"J'
Chesterfield

châssis

/J/

Chopin

'1'

chaste

"J'
chopper

th. the digraph "th" is essentially associated with

the sounds /6/ and /%! in ail positions as heard respecti

vely in the words thick, ethics, lengthy and this, gather,

with.

Position

1 th

2 th

List:

Pronunciation

/e/

Exammples

thick

this

Only two suggestive lists can be presented in contrast

/e/ IV

Smith

loath (n)

mouth (n)

bath (n)

north

wreath (n)

thigh

worth

breath (n)

cloth

ether

Smithy

loathe (v)

mouth (v)

bathe (v)

northerly

wreathe (v)

thy

worthy

breathe (v)

clothe (v)

either
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Discussion:

Only usage can teach students whether "th" in a word

is realized as /6/ or /$/. However, some syntactic and

semantic dues may help deciding for /6/ or /'S/:

- In gênerai, nouns ending in "th" hâve /6/ and verbs

hâve 1^1. Sometimes, spelling and/or shift of point

of articulation help to identify the latter.

Compare:

(n) mouth /ma\T0/ (v) mouth /mavtf/

(n) bath /ba:6/ (v) bathe /bel?/

(n) wreath /ri:6/

(n) north /nO:8/

(v) wreathe /ri:^/

northerly /no-.'âll/ (adj)

Spelling dictâtes /S/ or /V in the following words:

thigh /6al/

ether /i:63/

thy /^al/

either /i:^3/

- Most words ending in /6/ in the singular retain /6s/

in the plural:

sing. /6/

birth

breath

death

depth

length

moth

month

myth

sixth

wrath

wraith

wealth

plur. /6s/

births

breaths

deaths

depths

lengths

moths

months

myths

sixths

wraths

wraiths

wealths
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Some other words ending in /6/ in the singular hâve
1^1 in the plural.

sing. /6/

youth

bath

'' mouth

* path

ur. fâz/

youths

baths

mouths

paths

"Truth" and "wreath" usually hâve either fff or
/6/ in the plural.

Finally, the digraph "th" should not be confused with

the letter combination "th" in which "h" is silent.

The choice between /6/, /t/ and /*£/ being generally

arbitrary, a comparative list of words is necessary.

/e/ m iti

Ruth thus Anthony

Arthur this Thomas

Agatha either Thames

Edith other Thailand

menthol

Dorothy

Timothy

Bertha

arthritis

* In the J. Windsor Lewis Pronouncing Dictionary "mouth" and "path"
retain /9/ in the plural.
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3. Clusters

Clusters are combinations of two or three letters

blended together and in which the sounds of each letter is

maintained

In English, the following arrangements are possible:

bl, br, cl, cr, dr, dw, fl, fr, gl, gr,

pi, pr, se, sk, si, sm, sn, sp, sq, st,

sv, sw, tr, thr, shr, thw, sôr, spl,
„ 2

spr, str .

Like many other students of English as a foreign lan

guage, students at the Interprétation and Translation Insti
tute (I.T.I) hâve occasional difficulties with clusters.

They quite often mispronounce those clusters which occur
across one or more morphème boundaries, such as in sixths

/slksOs/. Otherwise, no difficulties in the transition from

one consonant sound to the next one hâve been observed in my

students' pronunciation of clusters. However, the addition

of intrusive vowels between the consonants is sometimes

witnessed.

In reading compréhension, it is important to pronounce

clusters correctly. Accurate pronunciation of clusters mi-

nimizes improper syllable division and stress placement in

words. It also helps avoiding shift of meaning.

B. Vowels

This section will include the study of vowels length,

diphthongs, semi-vowels and vowel-consonant combinations.

(1) D. L. Bouchard et al., op. cit. p. 12.

(2) IBID.
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In reading compréhension, as far as grapho-phonolo
gical analysis is concerned, what is most important for the

reader to observe is the quality relationship existing bet
ween short and long vowel sounds. The non-observance of

the length of a vowel does indeed affect the meaning of
words. For example, "reason" and "risen" can easily be
confused.

In fact, the length of the vowels dépends on the pho
netic context. It is thus important to examine the position
of the vowel in relationship to consonants and other vowels

in the same syllable.

Before examining thèse conditions, let us recall that

the vowels "a, e, i, o, u" are represented by twelve sounds:

III, /i:/, /ae/, /a:/, /a/, /e/, /3 :/, /o/,

/O:/, AU/, /u:/, M/.

1- Yowels ' LenjKth

The conditions which détermine whether a vowel sound

is long or not may be generalized as follows:

In stressed syllables, long vowels are fully long
when they are final:

e.g.: 'sea /'si:/ , 'me /mi:/ or 'too /'tu:/

In stressed syllables, long vowels are fully long

when they are followed by voiced consonants:

e.g.: 'seed /'si:d/ or 'tool /'tu:l/
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When the long vowels occur before voiceless conso

nants they are still long. But their length is

considerably reduced, almost by half, compared with

the length of vowels followed by voiced consonants.

This can be exemplified in the following

illustration:

+ lonj

'bee 'dead

/'bi:/ /'bi:d/

y. - reduced

'beet 'bid 'bit

/'bi:t/ /'bid/ /'bit/

The above generalizations are also valid for the following

long phonèmes:

/u:, a:, D:, 3:/

2. Semii-

w. The vowel "w" acts as the sound IVI in medial and

final positions as heard in the word "cow", "bowing" or
"foui". It would be useful, therefore, to set a compara

tive list between the semi-vowel "w" and the vowel "u" as

associated with the sound /IT/.

List:

cow Ikairl

crown /krairn/

drowsy /dratfzl/

allow /3la\r /

/IT/

u"

out lavtl

mouth ImavQ/

count /kaunt/

loud /laAîd/

foui /falîl/

bough Ibaifl
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y. The semi-vowel "y" is associated with the letter

"i" whose pronunciation is close to the diphthong sound /ai/

in one-syllable words and in final position:

e.g.: cry, my, fly, etc..

In words of more than one syllable and when it is in

final position, the vowel "y" is realized /I/ as in happy

/haepl/ ,jolly /'dpll/.

3. ¥owel-Consonant Connnlbinations

What is important to recall in this section is that

certain vowels affect the quality of a consonant in the

following way: "d" and "t" acquire a palatalized sound

when followed by the vowel "u", as in :

"éducation" and "future"

/edru-'kel Jn/ /fju:tja/

The consonants "f, s, h, n, c, 1 and g" may require

an intrusive sound /j/ when followed by the vowel "u", as

in "suit" /sju:t/ or "huge" /hju:d-z/.

When the vowel "i" follows the consonants "c", "s" or

"t" the resulting sound is /J/ as in "station" /'steljn/ or
hl as in "fusion" /fju:Tn/.

The letter "q" is always followed by the letter "u".
The combination "qu", however, represents either the sounds

/kw/ or /k/ as in "queer" /'kwI3/ or "pique" /pi:k/. The

combination may be preceded by the letter "c" which

generally remains silent.
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Finally, in the combination "es" representing the

plural mark of certain words showing "is" or "e" (generally

silent) in final position in the singular, the produced

sound is /i:z/.

e.g.: crisis

/'kralsls/

An'tipode

/aen'tlp3d/

DIAGIMM

Position

1 d + u

2 t + u

f

s

h

3 h + u

c

1

g

c + i or t + i

s + i

(c) q + u

es

crises

/'kralsi:z/

An'tipodes

/aen'tlp3di:z/

Pronunciation

/d "J /

/fj /
/sj /

/hj /

/nj /

/kj /

/lj /

/gj /

'3'

/kw/

IVI

/i:z/

ExainpXes

éducation

future

fuse

suit

huge

nuisance

cure

lure

regulate

glacial, station

fusion

queer, acquaint

racquet

crises, Antipodes
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Lists:

Words falling in category 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 are so

numerous that only a suggestive corpus can be proposed to
the students. Yet it is useful to list high-frequency words

comprehended in 6 and 7.

/kw/

Don Quixote

delinquent

éloquent

equal

équation

equilibrium

equinox

equity

aquatic

conquest

exquisite

squad

squalid

aborigènes

antipodes

"(c) qu"

squash

squat

soliloquy

square

squint

squirrel

squeeze

squaw

squire

squirm

squirt

squeak

squeal

"es" /i:z/

crises

oases

IVI

coquette

brusque

chèque

conquer

genèses

analyses

neuroses

Discussion

In the first list, it seems worth remarking that gene

rally ail words starting with "equ" and "squ" hâve a /kw/
sound. Very few words actually hâve a "k" sound. They
mostly are of French origin.
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Note: The plural of "base" /bels/ is "bases" /belslz/ and

thus its pronunciation is différent from that of

/belsi:z/, the plural of "basis" /belsls/.

C. Diphthongs

A diphthong is a single sound différent from either of

the sounds usually associated with the two vowel combina

tions . In the English language, there are 22 such

combinations. Eight phonèmes only represent them:

Vowels counlbination

ai ea îe oa ue

au ee oe ui

ay ei oi uy

aw eo

eu

ey

ew

oo

ou

oy

ow

le.II page

/BIS/ home

/ai/ five

/ai? / now

/DI/ join

/I3/ near

/e"3/ hair

ITS Zl pure

Discussion:

In teaching or reviewing diphthongs, emphasis should

be laid on the practice of peculiar pronunciation of diph

thongs in high-frequency words. Besides practice, students

should note the following observations:

(1) D.L. Bouchard, et al., op. cit., p. 14.
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Not ail vowels combinations are diphthongs. In the

former sometimes the first vowel is represented by

a long sound while the second remains silent.

are:

cruel /kr"0*ai/

fear /fI3/

cereal /slrlal/

geography /djlDrgraf1/
queer /kwI3/

rein /rein/

eue /kju:/

feat /fi:t/

realm /relm/

Geoffry /djefrl/
keen /ki:n/

receive /rlsi:v/

A diphthong may be represented by one single vowel

letter.

dry /dral/

pipe /palp/

came /kelm/

océan /3"b"]n/

Semantic value conditions the représentation of one

single vowel by a diphthong or a single phonème:

(v) 'intimate /'Intlmelt/

(adj) 'intimate /'Intlmlt/

Meaning variations may affect the pronunciation of

diphthongs:

bow /bais I

bow Ib'hlSl

"greating", "stoop1

'weapon", "knot", "arch"

Stress variations may influence the pronunciation

of certain groups of vowels.
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"ow" is /3o"7 when it occurs in an unstressed sylla

ble as in '"yellow" /'jelair/ 0r '"narrow" /'naerav/

"ow" is IavI when it occurs in a stressed syllable,

as in "a'ilow" /3'laU/.

Some exceptional pronunciations skip any possible

generalization:

/:>:/ as in "laud /lD:d/

ID/ as in "laurel /IDrel/
"au"

/ei/ as in "gauge" /geidj/

/a:/ as in "laugh" /la:f/

"ao" is /exl in "gaol" /d^eil/

"ao" is /o:/ in a few exceptions:

broad - boar - coarse

/brD:d/ /bD:(r)/ /k*>:s/

lèVI in most words, as in

toast - boast - etc..

/tWst/ /bWst/

"ew" is
/IXJ/ in new /nltT/

/•3tT/ in sew Is2Vl



"oo" is

"ow" is

lAl in blood /blAd/

/u:/ in doom /du:m/

12VI in brooch /br31TtJ /

I2TSI in row /r37J/

/aTT/ in now /nax//

177

/ai/ can be found in various vowel combinations

I aisle eye buy height

/al/ /ail/ /al/ /bal/ /hait/

my lie

/mal/ /lai/

On the whole, practice remains the sole means to memo

rize accurately diphthongs' pronunciation. Students may be

urged to keep a copybook with a corpus of words containing

peculiar vowel combinations and their représentative sounds

The corpus should be updated as the students meet ambiguous

samples in their reading materials.



CHAPTER TWO

Syllabification

The syllable is the basic unit of grapho-phonological
analysis in reading . Syllabification being the breaking
down of words into manageable units, enables the reader to
cope with very long words as well as with shorter ones in
several ways:

- speedy identification of the letters arrangement
in the syllable.

- speedy identification of stems, préfixes, suffixes
and inflectional endings.

- appropriate syllable division at the end of a line
in scripts.

- speedy décision on stress placement.

A. Graphie Syllabification

The following syllable divisions can be pointed out to
the students. They indicate consonant or vowel points for
end-of-line hyphenation.

The pattern vowel - double consonants - vowel (vccv)
implies a split between the two consonants, each one
being a part of a separate syllable:

'ham mer - at 'ten tion - 'din ner

- However, if the consonant is x, the latter joins the
first vowel: 'ex ist, 'ex act.

(1) D.L. Bouchard, et al., op. cit., p. 14.
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- Consonant - finalvv le": in this pattern the

consonant generally joins the le":

'a ble - 'mar ble - 'lit tle

- Préfixes, suffixes and inflectional endings in words

function as separate syllables:

re 'fund - 'noise less - 'bon dage

'bi cycle - di 'vid ed - 'lift ed

(if the "ed" follows any other consonant than "t"

or "d", it does not form a separate syllable:

"grasped" /graespt/ ; "asked" /'a:skt/).

Syllabification is not as simple as generalized above.
The foreign learner, in reading compréhension, should be made
aware of those dues in syllabification which can help him

extract meaning from the printed word, such as the syllabic
division between stem and suffixes, préfixes or inflectional

endings. The reader should understand that the placement of
vowels and consonants determining syllabic units together

with the number of syllables helps him décide on stress pla

cement. On the other hand, syllable division at the end of

a line, generally marked by a hyphen, shows the reader that
there is more to corne. Skilled readers usually anticipate

what is to corne after the hyphen, which indeed saves reading

time.

B. Phonological Syllabification

Students should note that when they read silently they

pick up syllabic units through the graphie - thus visual
composition of words. On the contrary, when they read oral-
ly, they pick up syllabic units through the phonological
structure of words.
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Compare:

la 'bo ra to ry and /l3'bo:r3 tri/

,sup per 'fi cial and /,su : pa 'fljl/

'prac ti cal ly and /'praek tl k 11/

In some cases there is a correspondance between the

syllable divisions of the phonological structure and those

of the graphie structure, such as in:

vol 'ca no and /v3l 'kei n3tf/

vo 'ci fe rate and /va 'si fa reit/

con 'nect and /ka 'nekt/

It appears therefore that both the graphie and phono

logical syllabifications contribute to word récognition and

identification. The graphie syllabification generally helps

students to guess or anticipate long words or split words at

the end of a line (parents know well how guesswork opérâtes

in their youngsters' reading attempts ; sometimes, it is suf

ficient to utter the first syllable of a given word for them

to guess what the whole word is. On the other hand, the

literature on this subject matter admits that proficient

adult readers guess more than they actually read .

Still, knowledge of the graphie and phonological con

figuration of syllabic units has an important rôle to play

in stress placement.

(1) Ph. Pigallet, l'Art de Lire, p. 32. H.G. Taschow, The Cultivation
of Reading, p. 82.
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CHAPTER THREE

Stress

A good knowledge of stress patterns is important in

order to pronounce words, internally or loudly. English

word stress is difficult to predict and apply, namely to

unusual words. The stress patterns of native or other

learnt languages may resist the generalizations or rules of

thumb of the English stress patterns. Students must be tau

ght that English is not one of those languages where word

stress can be decided simply in relation to the syllables

of words, as can be done in French, where the last syllable

is usually stressed. In English, stress varies according

to the word's root or stem, the number of affixes it has,

whether it is a compound or not, the grammatical category

to which it belongs, the number of syllables it has and the

phonological structure of thèse. Stress may also vary in

connected speech. The following sections aim to discuss

thèse points.

A. Stress in Isolated Words vs Stress

in Connected Speech.

The study of stress variations, stress placement,

stress levels and the resulting intonation patterns in words

and in connected speech is more valid if the objective is

reading aloud. Such features are lost if the objective is

reading silently. They, however, are still perceived inter

nally by native readers. EFL readers should not be led to

internalize incorrect models by assuming that they need know

only the essentials of English stress patterns. On the con-

trary, they should know as much as native speakers to be

able to internalize correct models in reading silently.
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My approach to stress patterns will be focused on the

study of words in isolation, rather than on the study of

words in connected speech. The following considérations are

nothing but generalizations about stress resulting from

rules of thumb. If one considers that stress is one of the

properties of the individual word that should be learnt

when the word itself is being learnt, it appears more signi

ficant to study stress at word-level than to study it at

connected speech level. More to the point, transfer from

word stress to connected speech stress and intonation pat

terns is best achieved through a lot of practice in reading

aloud, listening and speaking than through descriptions of

stress placement in connected speech.

B. Stress and Its Relationship With the Vowels'

Quality, Syntactic and Semantic Clues.

In reading compréhension, what should be emphasized

is stress placement which différenciâtes between substantives

or adjectives and verbs, stems and inflectional endings,

stems and affixes. Students should note the distinction bet

ween contrastive and non-contrastive préfixes as they hâve a

différent accentuai rôle. It seems important to set lists

of those stress-shifting suffixes and those which do not af

fect stress placement. Finally, stress in counpounds should

be given particular attention, as it détermines sense-units

in them.

1. Stress and Vowel Quality

a) Single-syllable words are read with primary stress,

e.g.: 'help, 'cow, 'nice, 'hère.
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b) Two-syllable words usually hâve the accent on the

first syllable, when the second syllable contains

a weak vowel sound ISr, 1,157. Consequently it

remains unstressed,

e.g.: 'enter
/'enta/

'happy 'awful
/'haepl/ /'0:fl/

money

/'mfvnl/

'suffix

/'sAflx/

if the two syllables contain a weak vowel sound,

/3/ is considered the weakest. Thus the syllable

containing /3/ remains unstressed,

e. 'butcher

/'bi3t]3 /
per'mit

/pa'mlt/

'bishop

/'bijap/

syllables with long or strong vowel sounds /i:,

3:, a:, 0:, u: ,0 ,A , e, ae/, or with diphthongs

/ai, 315, ei, au 01/ are usually stressed,

e.)R. : a' pply

/a'plal/

even

/'i:v3n/

'aspect

/'aespect/

open

/'3tfp3n/

'early

/3:H/

can 'teen

/kaen'ti:n/

a'lone

/a'iaun/

'polish

/PDUJ/
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syllables containing the diphthong /3VI are

usually unstressed when the preceding syllable

has a strong vowel,

e.; 'follow

/'fDlBV/

'yellow

/'jel-3o7

'mellow

/'mel-3^/

However, if the preceding or following syllable

has a 121 vowel sound, the syllable with /3/o"/

is stressed,

e.g.: be'low

/ba'iau/

'focal

/'f3c5kal/

1focus

/'f315k3s/

c) Three-Syllable Words Usually Hâve

Varying Stress Placement

Those words ending in --y, --ate, --ise/ize,

carry the stress on the third syllable before

the last,

e.i

e.;

'verify 'activate 'organize

/verlfal/ /' aektlvelt/ /'0 :gsnalz/

Thèse are not to be confused with two-syllable

words with the same suffixes and which carry

the stress on the last syllable,

de'fy

/dl'fai/

in'flate

/In'flelt/

sur prise

/sa'pralz/
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. The stress tends to fall on syllables containing
a long vowel, a diphthong and/or ending in more
than one consonant,

e.R.:
•accident 'holocaust e'iusive
/'aeksldant/ /'holakost/ /I'lju:slv/

to 'mato 'insolent important
/t3 'ma: t3W /'Insalant/ /lm1 partant/

When the medial syllable of some three-syllable
words contains a weak vowel, the word usually car
ries a primary and a secondary stress. The pri
mary stress is on the stem, if any, or on the
syllable containing a long vowel or adiphthong,

e.g.:
•stalac ,tite '^el 'lect

/'staelak ,talt/ /'Int3,lekt/

'resur .rect

/ 'reza ,rekt/

2. Stress and Syntactic Clues

a)
Stress and verb/noun or adjective

différenciation:

i.
Two-syllable Words

In most two-syllable words, the stress falls on
the second syllable when the word is averb. It falls
on the first syllable when the word is a noun.
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Students should be provided with a near-to-exhaustive
list of thèse words and made to find out pronunciatron
différences:

Verb

ex'tract /Ik'straekt/
ex'port /lk'sp^:t/
es'cort /I'skD:t/

es'say /e'sel//
dis'count /dls'katfnt/

de'coy /dl'kDl/
de'crease /dl'kri:s/

con'test /kan'test/
con'verse /kan'v3: s/
con'trast /k3ntra:st/
pro'cess /pr3-o'ses/
in'cline /In'klaln/
in1censé /In'sens/

im'print /lm'print/
im'press /Im'pres/
in'dent /In'dent/
in'stinct /In'stP]kt/

in'suit /In'sAlt/
in'tern /In't^:n/
in'valid /irivaelld/
con'duct /kan'dAkt/
con'script /k3n'script/
con'vict /k3n'vlkt/
ex'cise /Ik'salz/
con'tent /kan'tent/
com'press /kam'pres/
an'nex /3'neks/

al'ley /3'lal/
con'fine /kSn'faln/
con'flict /kan'fllkt/

Nouira

'extract

'export

'escort

1essay

1discount

1decoy

'decrease

1contest

'converse

1contrast

'process

'incline

'incense

1imprint

1impress

1indent

'instinct

1insuit

1intern

1invalid

1conduct

1conscript

'convict

'excise

1content

'compress

'annex

'alley

1confine

1conflict

/'ekstraekt/

/'ekspO:t/

/'eskO:t/

/'eser/

/dlskatfnt/

/'di:k3l/

/'di:kri:s/

/kontest/
/'kDnv3:s/(adj/n)

/'kontra:st/

/'praTJses/

/'Inklaln/

/'Insens/

/'Imprint/

/'Impres/

/'Indent/

/'Instl^kt/

/'InsAlt/

/'Intan/

/'Invaliïd/

/'kondAkt/

/'konscrlpt/

/'konvlkt/

/'eksalz/

/Montent/

/'k^mpres/

/'aeneks/

/'aelal/

/'konfaln/

/'konfllkt/



con'sort

con'sole

ad1vert

ab'stract

fore'cast

over'through

under'line

ab'sent

ac'cent

fre'quent

ob'ject

pre'sent

re'bel

re'cord

sub'ject

/kan'S0:t/

/kan'ss^l/

/ad'v3:t/

/3b' straekt/

/fa'kaest/

/3l5va,er3'C/

/AndB'laln/

/3b' sent/

/ak'sent/

/fri:'kwent/

/âb'd^ekt/
/prl'zent/

/rl'bel /

/rl'ko-.d/

/s 3 b'diekt/

'consort

'console

'advert

'abstract

'forecast

'overthrouÉ

'underline

'absent

'accent

'fréquent

'object

'présent

'rebel

'record

'subject
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/'konsD:t/

/ 'kons305l/

/'aedv3:t/

/'aebstraekt/ (adj/n)

/'fD:ka:st/

;h /'3^va0r3ir/
/'Andalaln/

/'aebsnt/ (adj)

/'aeksnt/

/'fri:kw3nt/(adj)

/'Obd/jlkt/
/'preznt/

/'rebl/

/'rek3d/

/s/\b?Ikt/

Discussion:

Students should be reminded of the following:

- Most of the words listed generally undergo a

stress-shift and a vowel-shift when they change

grammatical category,

e.g.: ad'vert 'advert
/3d'v*:t/ /'aedv3:t/

- Besides stress-shift, some of thèse words undergo

a double vowel-shift,

e.

ob' ject /3 b'diekt/
sub'ject /sgb'djekt/
in'valid /In'vaelld/

•object /bbdTlkt/
'subj ect /'sAbd^Ikt/
'invalid /'Invaliïd/
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Some change only stress placement,

e.g.: dis'count 'discount

/dls'ka-tfnt/ /'dlskaVnt/

Some change neither stress nor vowel as nouns, verbs

or adjectives,

e.R. : a1lert a'ward con' trol.

ex'cuse 'preview 'service

dis'use 1contact 'shovel

mis'use 'section

The grammatical distinction in some of thèse words

opérâtes at the level of consonantal shift. Some

words ending in "use" or "ise" change /s/ for /z/

(see treatment of letter "s", p.149). The word

"inwards" does not shift stress or vowel as a noun

and as an adverb ; in the former the grammatical

différenciation is however marked by a silent

consonant, "w".

Compare: (n) /'In3dz/ (adv. ) /'Inwadz/.

ii. Longer Words

In longer words and essentially in words with a

final ate, the verb/noun or adjective distinction is usu

ally marked by a vowel-shift as already seen in page 175, no

stress change takes place:



/elt/ in verb

i'nibriate - in'corporate
cer'tificate - ar'ticulate

as'sociate - ap'propriate
con'federate - 'aspirate
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/It/ in noun/adjective

'animate - 'delegate
ap'proximate

'advocate - 'alternate

e'iaborate - de'liberate

Three-syllable words with final ---ate sometimes change
stress besides the vowel-shift:

verb /elt/

'alternate

'consumate

noun/adj. /It/

al'ternate

con'sumate

b) Stress and Inflectional Endings

It is the root-syllable, the most important and signi
ficant item in two-syllable and longer words, which receives
the stress. The syllable generally containing the inflec
tional endings --s, --es, --'s, --s', --ed, --ing, --en,
--er, --est, remains unstressed:

singing

'purest

'chosen

con'forming
'added

at'tempted

c) Stress and Préfixes

Students should note the distinction made between con

trastive and non-contrastive préfixes as thèse affect stress
differently.
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i. Contrastive Préfixes

Contrastive préfixes are those words which exist

as whole meaningful units and which do not change the mean

ing of the stem they are attached to. Having equal impor

tance in the word, both the stem and the prefix carry a

primary stress:

ab—

anti

dé

dis—

un

re

semi

half—

vice

super

in

ab'normal

anti'climax

de1carbonize

dis'embarkment

un'natural

re'read

semi'circle

half'way

vice'président

super'man

in'capable

11. Non-Contrastive Préfixes

Non-contrastive préfixes may hâve the same morpho-

logical structure as contrastive préfixes but they are not

considered independent meaningful units in the word. The

stem is not independent either. If they are taken apart

they hâve no definite meaning by themselves. Therefore both

the prefix and the stem are interdependent. In this case,

the stem always carries the stress and the prefix remains

unstressed, if it is monosyllabic. If it is disyllabic', the

prefix may carry a secondary stress on its first syllable.

e.g.: re'cite pre pare under'stand
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List of the most common non-contrastive préfixes:

ab—

ad—

con

de---

dis

en

ex

in

contra

over

super

under

ab'stain

ad'vice

con'ceive

de'tach

dis'tract

en'title

ex'ist

in'spect

icontra'dict

iover'turn

isuper'vise

,under'stand

mis

ob---

per

re

pre

sub

sur

trans—

mis'take

ob'tain

per'spire

re1ceive

pre'pare

sub'mit

sur'prise

trans'late

d) Stress and Suffixes

They are easier to deal with than préfixes. However,
they are so many that only a small portion will be dealt

with, including the most common and productive ones, that
is, the usual ones which can be applied to make more new
English words. There are several catégories of suffixes:

i. Suffixes Carrying Stress

They carry a primary stress while the stem re

mains unstressed, if it is monosyllabic. If the stem has

two syllables, the first one may hâve a secondary stress.
List of thèse suffixes and examples follow:

ain ,enter'tain

ese ,Peki'nese

ee .refu'gee

eer .mountai'neer

ette .ciga'rette

esque

oon

oo

ique

,pictu'resque

bal'loon

,kanga'roo

u'nique



ii. Neutral Suffixes

Thèse do not affect stress placement. Stress

falls on the stem while the suffix remains unstressed.

able comfortable âge anchorage
al re'fusai ---fui wonderful

ish devilish ---like ladylike
less powerless — ly hurriedly
ment punishment ness yellowness
ous poisonous wise otherwise

y funny ship friendship
ward southward hood brotherhood

dom kingdom ways sideways
some troublesome or contributor

let booklet ess 'actress

ism communism ist 'sociologist

Note: Even longer words do not shift stress:

e.g.: ,underde'velop

,anthro'pology

,underde'velopment

,anthro'pologist

m. Stress-shifting Suffixes
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They hâve the particularity of shifting the prima

ry stress of the stem to the syllable before the suffix.

They are underlined in the following examples:

generate

climate

library

memory

family

luxury

gym

gène'ration

cli'matic

li'brarian

me'morial

fa'miliar

lu'xuriance

gym'nasium

super

'courage

abo'lition -

'document

su'perior

'proper

su'perfluous

cou'rageous

a'bolish

docu'mentary

superi'ority

propr'iety
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Note 1: A note should be made about words with ic.

Some common exceptions are: 'politic

'politics - 'rhetoric - 'Catholic -

'heritic - 'Arabie and A'rithmetic. However,
if thèse hâve the neutral suffixes --al or --ally
added to them, they obey the gênerai rule.

Compare: eco'nomic eco'nomics

eco'nomical eco'nomically

'politic 'politics

po'litical poli'tically

2: The verbal suffixes " ish" does not change

stress in only one word, admitted to be the

exception:

im'poverishment im'poverish

3. Stress and Semantic Clues

Compounds are words whose accentuai characteristic is

directly linked to meaning. On the other hand, in some

homographs, accent détermines meaning in absence of a

précise context.

a) Compounds

Two-word compounds can be analysed as two indepen

dent English words. For the foreign learner, is the

stress to be put on the first, the second or both words?

What meaning is conveyed in each case? The following ge

neralizations can be applied, but they are not completely

reliable:



i. Compounds Receiving Stress on the First
Elément.
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They are usually spelled as one word and represent
one sense-unit. There are two kinds of such compounds:

Noun + noun combination generally answer the
question "what is its function?":

'stateman 'postman 'bookcase

1suitcase 'textbook 'footbrake

'landlady 'teapot

- Adjective + noun combinations generally hâve a

spécial meaning différent from the meaning
conveyed by each separate word:

'goldfish 'blackbird 'hothouse

'darkroom 'strongbox 'heavyweight

ii. Compounds Receiving Equal Stress on the
Two Eléments.

They are spelled separately. There are two sorts of

such compounds.

Noun + noun combinations usually answer the

question "what is it made of?"

'lead'pencil 'rubber'stamp

'cotton'dress 'diamond'ring

'steel'safe 'enamel'bowl
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Adjective + noun combinations answer qualifying

questions: the meaning conveyed is related to

both words:

'black 'bird 'hot 'house 'orange 'box

'heavy 'weight 'strong 'box 'dark 'room

iii. Hyphenated Compounds

Hyphenated compound usually hâve a primary stress on

the first élément and a secondary one on the second dément

'pencil-.box 'tin-,opener 'chèque-,book
'pocket-,watch 'cigarette-,lighter

It seems necessary to advise students to be careful

with compounds, for not ail compounds are compound entries
in the dictionary. Students ought to list systematically

ail compounds which hâve a spécial meaning and which are
entered in the dictionary as if they were one word. They

may or may not hâve a hyphen. Hère are some examples:

hot dog spelling bee white éléphant
black arm red tape bed and breakfast

cloud chamber rooming house room and board

white tie white paper white collar
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Conclusion :

In this part of my study, I hâve tried to show that in

reading compréhension grapho-phonological analysis is an
important step towards word identification and récognition.
Phonetic analysis permits the student to be able to recog-
nize grapheme-phoneme relationships, that is the letters
and their corresponding sounds in the particular word envi
ronment. It also permits them to identify syllabic units
within words and to place accent correctly, while doing
real reading.

Using grapho-phonological analysis, students learn to

recognize words at sight and even identify unknown words.
Nevertheless, phonological analysis should not be the sole

means to this end. If it were, students would become too

dépendent on single words to read effectively, a fact which
defeats the very purpose of reading. Grapho-phonological
analysis is therefore a primary step towards word identi

fication and récognition that should be used together with
other identification stratégies, namely the syntactic and
semantic ones. Grapho-phonological analysis, if not an

absolute necessity, is more than a désirable tool for stu

dents to identify words in order to integrate them as
temporary or permanent members of their vocabulary.

In the next part of my study, I shall attempt to pres-

cribe ways and approaches by which the components of the

English grapho-phonological system may acquire a dynamic
life. The contexts in which thèse will be analyzed empha
size the real uses of language - including the créative

uses of language, the ludic and absurd functions of lan

guage, the poetic function of language as well as its

communicative function.
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INTRODUCTION

The teaching of phonology, if it is to help reading

fluency, accuracy and speed, should acquire a degree of

reality or what Asher calls "believability". It is well

known that comparatively to textbooks incorporating or con-

textualyzing the rules of English grammar in real communi

cative activities, materials with functional or communica

tive contents for the development of English phonological

practice hâve been sorely lacking in any teaching environ

ment. This part of my study takes advantage of this short-

coming by contributing to the development of English

phonological practice in a communicative context.

In various parts of this study, I touched upon a

category of language stretches that are examples of natu

ral language both in their form and in their content. As

a teaching tool, they contextualize target phonetic featu

res in meaningful situations calling for a phonological

behaviour as well as for a communicative one. Moreover,

thèse materials hâve the advantage of containing a message

that is not only linguistic but also paralinguistic, and

socio-cultural. My approach to such materials, namely

discourses, is influenced by research into speech-act,

semantic and communication théories. However, thèse théo

ries hâve not yet found a real place in the practice of

language instruction. My purpose is therefore to attempt

to analyze some discourses in order to demonstrate what

they can actually teach in terms of linguistic, kinesic

(1) J. Asher, Learning Another Language Through Actions, the Complète
Teacher's Guidebook, California, Skyoaks Productions, 1979,
p. 177.
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and socio-cultural behaviour. My points of view will be

supported by current theoretical arguments derived from the
above théories whose biases are my own responsibility. As

can be seen, my approach will be empirical and will develop

from facts to theorizing, not vise-versa.

Some aspects of this prescriptive study and the

objectives it intends to meet bave to be stated:

Aspects of the Prescriptive Study

It is obviously impossible in the scope of this study
to analyze ail of the linguistic, paralinguistic, kinesic
and socio-cultural aspects of the proposed materials, let
alone give a useful treatment of each of them. My policy
will be to concentrate on a number of points that seem of

central importance to the fulfillment of this thesis.

Among major aspects I shall go into:

- the linguistic aspects of materials, namely their

phonological aspects.

- the most pertinent phonological aspects to the ex
clusion of any other aspects, however interesting

and useful they may be, on other grounds.

discourse analysis as related to:

- the communicative aspects of the materials
(kinesics, cross-purpose speech-acts, non-res-

ponding acts, non-linguistic vocal utterances),
intonation, covert intentions, etc...
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their phonatory effect on meaning, or sound-

sense associations triggered by the phonological

and semantic nature of the context.

the ludic and absurd functions of the language

calling for particular phonological behaviour.

the significant catégories of the system of

pronunciation, namely the segmentai and the

prosodie éléments.

the perception of sounds and its contribution

to the meaning and information extraction.

comparing, when possible, between the usual mani

pulative procédure and the communicative procédure

of teaching phonological features.

comparing the communicative aptness of and the

linguistic behaviour suggested by such materials

with real-life communication and linguistic

behaviour.

Objectives of the Prescriptive Study

The main objectives will be:

To provide the students with expériences in the

English speech-sounds and the pronunciation of

English as anchored and practised in meaningful

types of communication: in certain types of stret

ches and discourses, as we shall see later on, the

clear understanding of the message will dépend, to

a certain extent, on the accuracy of the pronun

ciation of target words in the message.
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To help the students discover phonological rules

by themselves in real functions of language with

out having to rehearse them through arduous or

meaningless pattern drills.

To permit the students to discover something other

than purely manipulative points through modelling

and practice of sounds at word, phrase, sentence

and paragraph levels ; discrète points of articu

lation, minima.L pairs, for example, are not piled

up in ramshackled paragraphs concocted for class

room usage ; they are naturally présent in dis

courses or language stretches describing real-life

situations, and in utterances in which the phonato-

ry déments are dominant without being the point

in the sélection.

To involve the students in a real exchange of

ideas while practising pronunciation and to trig

ger their interest in the phonatory and articula

tory effect of language, not only for the purpose

of language acquisition but for the purpose of

communication as well.

To achieve a high rate of motivation for phonology

among reluctant students, of memorization through

pleasurable learning expériences, and hopefully

of internalization of the phonological "game" of

English.

To présent the prescribed materials like certain

types of publicity spots that we commonly see on

T.V.: a brief scène with a point that the viewer
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(hearer, reader) is meant to discover by himself.
Being genuine, the materials, unlike pattern drills,
are not supposed to présent a systematic, orderly
and progressive présentation of English speech-
sounds. Rather, they contain phonological items
of ail levels of complexity. Their progression is
not as clearly defined as in structurally-based
materials. For this reason the phonological items
may seem random or unplanned, as in real speech-
acts, the aim being the communication intent they
achieve, not their orderly acquisition.

- To prescribe thèse materials, not as amethod of
teaching phonology but as an approach to the sé
lection of materials which involve a phonological
behaviour that is close to real-life phonological
behaviour ;this sélection strays from habituai sé
lections in which materials are artificially desig-
ned with neatly classified notions and situations.

- A final objective hopes to convince students that
the mastery of the grapho-phonological system of
English is not a painful and détestable expérience,
but a pleasurable one and that phonology is not a
stiff discipline but a flexible one.

In the following chapters I shall analyze materials
such as dialogues, poems, proverbs, limericks, tongue twis
ters, newspaper headlines, commercial ads, political slogans
and cartoon-strips.
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CHAPTER ONE

DIALOGUES

Introductory Characteristics

Dialogues appear in countless textbooks. They are

acknowledged to be probably the oldest of ail language tea

ching aids. Lado, Bennet and Burton agrée that words, mini

mal pairs and sentences come to life in the context of a

dialogue . They offer excellent material in the pronuncia

tion of speech-sounds, the rendering of rhythm, stress,
2

intonation and juncture, J. Dobson says

Not ail dialogues, though, are good for this purpose.
3According to Dobson again, a good dialogue is one which

is short: two exchanges with brief statements

is balanced (one speaker does not do most of the

talking)

compact

- has ail the characteristics of listening materials

includes sentence "fillers" such as "you know",

"you know what I mean", "you see", "well", "OK",
"sure", etc..., to implicate in turn the speaker

and the listener.

(1) R. Lado, Language Teaching, A Scientific Approach, New York,
McGraw-Hill, 1964, pp. 49-60. W.A. Bennet, Aspects of Language
and Language Teaching, London, C.U.P., 1968, p. 133. D. Burton,
Dialogue and Discourse, London, Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1980,
p. 5.

(2) J.M. Dobson, "Dialogues, Why, When and How to Use Them", Guide-
posts in EFL, A Collection of Monographs for the Qverseas Teacher
of English as a Foreign Language, Washington D.C., USIA, 1986, p. 7

(3) IBID.
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One may add an extra dimension to the criteria of

good dialogues: they should ail be pedagogical enough to

include précise teaching targets.

A. Dialogues With No Précise Teaching Target Features

Dialogues H" 1.

Steve: Excuse me. I wonder if you can help me.

Mike: Sure. What is it?

Steve: I want to hâve my hair eut, but I can't find
a barber shop.

Mike: I know where one is. Come on - I'il show

you .

Dialogue N" 2.

Connie: That's a beautiful cat. I wonder who it

belongs to.

Gary: It belongs to the Browns. They live across
the street from us. They hâve three cats,

two dogs, and a canary.

Connie: They certainly must like pets. But how do
ail those animais get along with each other?

2
Gary: Don't ask me. Ask the Browns .

The first dialogue is a casual "asking for informa

tion" dialogue and the second one présents nothing inte

resting but a bit of humour.

The following dialogues are interesting examples of

dialogues with a pronunciation démonstration:

(1) J.M. Dobson, Dialogues, When and How to Use Them, p

(2) IBID.
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B. Dialogues With a Pronunciation Démonstration

Dialogue NT 1.

A. I'm looking for the pins, can you help me ?

B. Did you say "pens" ? They're in aisle 7.

A. No, I said "pins".

B. Oh, pins ! In that case you should turn left and

go to aisle 6.

A. Can I pay by checks ?

B. Only if you spend two dollars or more .

Dialogue H" 2.

A. Did you eat lunch yet ?

B. No. But I had a snack at eleven o'clock.

A. Oh ! What did you eat ?

B. I had a pièce of pizza, a little bit of cheese,

and a beet salad.

A. How would you feel about eating again around three

o'clock ? There's a new place down the street. I'd
like to try it.

B. In that case, I'il go.

Thèse dialogues contribute to pronunciation accuracy by

emphasizing discrète phonological points. The naturalness

of the whole text is such that the teaching targets would go

unnoticed by the students if not pointed out to them.

(1) T. Pica, Pronunciation With an Accent on Communication", op. cit.,
P. 4.

(2) IBID.
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Both dialogues conform to real communication plus to
a teaching manipulation. But it is not always easy to find
ready-made materials for that purpose. Designing them is
not an easy task either. However, some generally acknow
ledged guidelines may help to utilize dialogues as "step-
ping stones" from simple manipulation of language target
features to free communication . A word, though: it
should be kept in mind that however "free" the communica
tion utilizing dialogues may be, it should remain instruc
tional in the setting of the classroom.

C. Guidelines

The dialogue format with a view to teaching or ascer-
taining pronunciation must maintain its former status sti-
pulated in the audiolingualism of the 60's where the exploi
tation of the dialogue was based on mim-mem (i.e., récogni
tion, imitation by répétition and remorization) together
with what Bouchard calls "cognitive code-language learning

. „ 2
stratégies

Cognitive code-language learning stratégies view dia
logues as speech-acts to develop accuracy in pronunciation
and intonation but also to develop ail of the language
skills - speaking, listening, reading and writing.

There is, however, two récent dimensions that should
be considered in designing dialogues. Thèse go far beyond
the notions of language mimicry and code in dialogues ;
they are the kinesic and discourse features.

(1) J.M. Dobson, "Dialogues", p. H-
(2) D.L. Bouchard, "Techniques for Teaching Dialogues", Guideposts in

EFL, op. cit., p. 15.
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1. Kinesic Features

The kinesic system is the broad term defining paralin-

guistic features in social interactions. They include ges

tures, (finger, hand, head movements), eye contact, posture,

facial expressions and non-linguistic vocal sounds (uhuh,

mmmm, er, brr, etc..) . Integrated in dialogues structu-

rally-based on phonetic features, thèse non-verbal signs

will certainly relieve the tension very often felt among

adult students who, generally, regard pronunciation practice

with appréhension and reluctance.

Another study on the process of communication in real

life analyzing gestual and proxemic behaviour is to be found

in J. Cosnier's "Gestes et Stratégies Conversationnelles".

Such features analyzed in real-life conversations can be ap

plied to the teaching situation as they show how non-verbal

signs are an intégral part of natural conversation and
2

contribute to meaning extraction

2. Discourse Features

In the récent literature, research lays emphasis on the

study of such discourses as real-life conversations in which

human speech-acts and language activities are analyzed accor

ding to the principle of the theory of information and com-
3

munication . The teacher may find in such analyses relevant

stratégies to study and apply to the teaching situation. In

(1) J. Gosling, "Kinesics in Discourse". In R.M. Coulthard and M.
Montgomery, eds., Studies in Discourse Analysis, London, Routledge
and Kegan Paul, 1981, pp. 154-184.

(2) J. Cosnier, "Gestes et Stratégies Conversationnelles", in Stratégies
Discursives, Actes du Colloque du Centre de Recherches Linguistiques
et Sémiologiques de Lyon, 22-2 Mai 1977, PUL, Lyon, 1978, pp. 9-16.

(3) J. Schwitalla, "Essais Pour l'Analyse de l'Orientation et de la
Classification des Dialogues", in Stratégies Discursives, op. cit.,
p. 167.
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a) The Sinclair-Coulthard Model of Dialogues .

In this model of dialogues the thematic and inten-

tional orientation of the interaction is very clear ; it
is generally a teacher-learner, doctor-patient, mother-
child, pal-pal conversation with a manipulative frame and
content. The one asks the questions and the other answers
them invariably with a perfect linguistic fluency, highly
coordinated speaking times and turns and a follow up pro
gression in the speech-acts. No such things occur in a
real dialogue.

b) Real dialogues orientations

In a real dialogue, the following features can be

observed:

i. Disruption of linguistic fluency

Régressions, hésitations, cross-purpose utterances,
purposeful interruptions or silence may disrupt linguistic
fluency in a conversation. One may even include the vari
ous, sometimes unsuccessful, attempts of the listener to
speak in place and time of the locutor .

ii. The Listener's Signais

In most real dialogues, the power of directing the
dialogue may rest with one of the participants. In this
case refusai to give what Schwitalla calls the "listener's
signais"3 to the locutor may seriously jeopardize an in
terview or an examination, may end up in a monologue if

(1) J. Sinclair and R.M. Coulthard, Towards an Analysis of Discourse,
London, O.U.P., 1975.

(2) J. Schwitalla, "Essais...", Op. Cit., p. 167.

(3) IBID.
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the listener does not make use of such kinds of émissions

as "well, well", "jolly good", "oh!", "dear", "I know",

"that's right", "oh! no!", "don't tell me", etc..

Thèse émissions of words hâve various communication

functions: the locutor understands that what has been said

is accepted or rejected and how ; the listener confirms

that he knows what is talked about and somehow commits

himself without doing any talking himself .

Tags hâve a différent function, though, in their

contribution to a dialogue's orientation.

iii. Tags

Let us look at the following examples:

You know her, don't you?

You know her don't you.

The explanation R.M. Lewis gives of the two uses may

certainly help those teachers who prefer to design their

own dialogues, to build up an internai structure in the dia

logue which takes into account the repartition of the speech-

acts according to the intention they convey. Lewis writes:

"One of the most important mistakes made by compétent

non-native speakers of English is to misunderstand

the significance and use of the (...) two examples.

It is helpful to ask not 'what they mean1 but 'why'

the speaker said each of them. Although similar in

structure, they are used differently.

(1) IBID.
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The first is said with a slight pause before the tag

and with rising intonation. The speaker uses it to

seek 'factual confirmation' of the idea he has expres

sed. Such tags can reasonably be called question tags.

The speaker expects an answer. (Examples of this kind
are followed by a question mark). The last example has

only a very slight pause and is said with falling in
tonation. Many such sentences are obviously not

questions :

It's a lovely day, isn't it.

Clearly both speakers 'know' what kind of day it is.
It would be absurd for one to ask the other. Such

tags 'invite the other speaker to comment' on the
topic proposed by the main questions. (Such examples
are not followed by question marks)" .

What is important to remark on the usage of tags in
a dialogue, as explained by Lewis, is that each tag calls
for a spécifie verbal response and that the specificity of
the response helps détermine types of dialogues. As alrea
dy mentioned, silence or no response, cross-purpose utte
rances, abrupt speech acts, nonverbal signs and other lin
guistic or paralinguistic signs of the kinesic system
contribute to the classification of dialogues into types.

(1) R.M. Lewis, Out and About, A Course to Encourage Fluency for More
Advanced Students, Brighton, Language Teaching Publications, 1982,
p. 38.
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c) Types of Spontaneous Dialogues

It is in the light of the récent research into spon

taneous dialogues that D. Burton has proposed modifica-
2

tions to the Sinclair-Coulthard model of dialogues. His

purpose has been to make it suitable for analyzing

conversation.

i. Burton's Analysis of a Conversation

Burton analyzes in each utterance in the dialogue the

concepts of "move" (commonly called 'exchange') and of

"act". Hère follows an example of Burton's analysis. I

hâve underlined target phonological features.

Utterance

A: I'm going to do some

weeding.

B: Yes, please.

A: What ?

B: Yes, please.

A: You don't listen

to anything I say.

B: I thought you said

you were going to

pour some drinks.

A: No, I said I'm going

to do some weeding.

Move

Opening

Act

Informative

Supportive Acknowledgement

Challenging

Opening

Opening Informative

Challenging Informative

Challenging Informative

(1) D.Burton, "Analyzing Spoken Discourse", in Studies in Discourse
Analysis, Op. Cit., pp. 61-81.

(2) J. Sinclair and R.M. Coulthard, Towards an Analysis of Discourse,
Op. Cit.
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It seems too obvious that there is a multitude of
moves and acts in a spontaneous dialogue. It is, however,
necessary to take into considération the unpredictable turns
a conversation may take in a spontaneous dialogue as well as
in a taught one. For example, responding moves may be sup-
porting or challenging and opening. Acknowledgement acts
may be déniai acts. There may also be a non-responding act

N1
(zéro response) .

ii. Sharma's Unpredictable Turns
of a Conversation.

Sharma's further three illustrations of dialogues
show well how teaching can be embedded in a real communica
tion. Sharma took the material from P. Mortimer's story
Saturdav Lunch With the Brownings and rearranged narrative
séquences in the form of dialogues. Ibave underlined
target phonological features.

Dialogue I

A: Hallow.

B: Hallow. Look what we got at the party_.

A: Very niée. Was it a good part;y_ ?
B: Quite. Rachel came too.

A: Jolly_ good. Where's Mummy_ ?
B: Downstairs.

A: Well, good night then. Slee£ well.

(1) R.S. Sharma, "Dialogues and Dialogue Teaching", Op. Cit., p. 23
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Dialogue II

A

C

A

C:

A:

Hallow. How's i.t going?

Oh, j.t's you.

I'm t>orry_ about ail that business this afternoon.
Forget it.

Oh ; that's ail right (some activity). I suppose
you don't know anything about the Gulf Stream ?

Nothing at ail.

Dialogue III

Hallow.

(silent)

I've been asleep.

(silent, engaged in work)

Funny thing. I went out like a light. How do

you feel ?

(silent, quiet activity)

What's happening? What's the plan?

(silent, turns head away)

I've made it up with Rachel and C. I suppose

it's going to take a good deal longer with you

Well, I suppose we can just sit hère.

Dialogues like thèse ones are interesting in the way

that they effectively bridge the gap between manipulation

and communication ; they feature a level of language that is

colloquial, sentence types that approximate real-life sen

tence types and a simple vocabulary. Thèse dialogues are

just natural dialogues ; they stray from usual teacher-made

or published dialogues in which target phonological items

are heavily emphasized and in which the lexical items belong

to clichés or idioms.
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How to use dialogues effectively in class dépends on

a certain dynamics.

D. Dialogues' Dynamics

Linguistic features - phonological and discourse ones,
for my purpose - thus embedded in a real communicative fra
me, not just piled up in artificial patterns of language,
are expected to influence the students' perception of a
learning method that is comprehensive and that is not limi
ted to just learning language items in isolation. A dialo
gues' comprehensive teaching/learning dynamics can be
suggested.

1. Visual Aids

Doing with audiovisual aids in teaching dialogues
with a phonetic manipulation cannot be overemphasized. One
reason why one cannot ignore them is that they bring about
action in the teaching task.

Through dialogues recorded on tapes, videotapes or
even télévision lessons the teaching points at stake are
better accepted by the students and a long-term memoriza-
tion of thèse points is made possible. Audiovisual aids
are an exellent means for the students to see themselves
on télévision and hear themselves perform a dialogue, with
the possibility of auto-correcting pronunciation, gestures
or attitude .

(1) The Démonstration of this experiment was carried out by a group
of experts from London British Council and a group of Assistants
Contractuels from the Institute of Foreign Languages, University
of Algiers, in salle des Actes, Algiers, April 1974.
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2. Procédures in Absence of Visual Aids

In absence of visual aids, the following guidelines

in teaching dialogues can be observed:

+ Students hear the dialogue (tape, lab, teacher).

+ Students are made to retell the dialogue, even

in disordered séquences.

+ Students read the written form of the dialogue.

+ Students do exercises based on the target phonetic

features in the dialogues.

+ Students transform the dialogue without dimini-

shing its effectiveness by substitution drills

using the same phonetic features.

+ Students perform the first dialogue with the text

at hand.

+ Students perform the transformed dialogues without

the texts. (Thèse are supposed to be readily me

morized, as they are the students' product).

In following this procédure, one is fully aware that

the students are working in a tightly controlled situation.

Some final concerns may help students use dialogues more

creatively.

3. Final Concerns

In teaching dialogues with précise target features,

the teacher should keep in mind that the final goal is not

to hâve students perform or act out dialogues but, as
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Sharma puts it, "to prépare them for participation in a
natural dialogue situation" or to prépare them for reading
a dialogue in the most natural way possible .

A good start towards less controlled language prac
tice leading to free expression would be allowing students
to suggest some more exchanges to the taught dialogue, to
paraphrase the lines of the dialogue, or to improvise and
perform totally new dialogues. Dialogues with missing
words or missing questions/answers can also be proposed.
The teacher can also sélect a narrative text and ask
students to transform it into a dialogue.

(1) H.S. Sharma, "Dialogues and Dialogue Teaching", Op. Cit., p. 24
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CHAPTER TWO

POEMS

A. Sélection

Anthologies of poetry sometimes contain very short
poems which call for a phonological behaviour without see-
ming to do so. I hâve found particularly interesting those
poems compiled by D.L. Bouchard in Odds and Ends . Hère
are two of them:

1. The Chair

A funny thing about a chair:
You hardly ever think it's there
To know a chair is really it

You sometimes hâve to go and sit.

- Théodore Roethke

2. Maie vs Fennale lamgiuiage

A woman has a figure, a man a physique ;
A father roars in rage, a mother shrieks in pique
And female bosses supervise, maie bosses boss.

Lads gulp, maids sip ;
Jacks plunge, Jills dip ;

Guys bark, dames snap ;

Gobs swab, waves mop ;

Braves buy, squaws shop.
A gentleman perspires, a lady merely glows ;
A husband is suspicious ; a wife, however, knows.

- Unknown

(1) D.L. Bouchard, Odds and Ends. Resource and Idea Manual for EFL
Teachers, English Language Division, Bureau of Educational and
Cultural Affairs, USIA, Washington, D.C., 1985, p. 54-56.
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Furthermore, the best sélections of such poems, not
ail for fun, could be found in Voices, An Anthology of
Poetry and Pictures1: "brillant and highly original" ;
"totally unsolemn choice" ;"fresh, exciting and irrestible" ;
"insouciant" ; "directly enjoyable" are the essential pièces
of criticism which appear on the back-cover.

I personally selected several poems from the three
volumes of voices and studied them in class to strengthen
the students' pronunciation. On the whole, the resuit was
summed up by a student who said at that time: "thèse poems
made me friends with phonetics" (sic). Hère they are:

Poems Selected fin the Second Volume

3. Times Change

Man to the plough

Wife sow

Boy flail

Girl pail
And your rents will be netted.
But man, tallyho !

Miss, piano,

Boy, Greek and Latin,
Wife, silk and satin
And you'11 soon be gazetted.

- Traditional

("i) G. Su^erfield. éd., Voire», An AntholofiV of Poetry and Pictures,
3 Vol., Hardmondsworth, Penguin, 1968.



4. Written on the Adder's Belly

If I could hear as well as see,

No man or beast should pass by me.

- Traditional

5. Beyond Words

That row of icicles along the gutter

Feels like my armoury of hâte ;

And you, you... you, you utter...

You wait.

- Robert Frost

6. An Answer to the Parson

"Why of the sheep do you not learn peace"?

"Because I don't want you to shear my fleece'

- William Blake

7. Fragment

As for him who

finds fault

may silliness

and sorrow

overtake him

when you wrote

you did not

know

the power of

your words

218

William Carlos William
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8. Phlzzog

This face you got,

This hère phizzog you carry around

You never picked it up for yourself, at ail,

at ail - did you.

This hère phizzog - somebody handed it to you -

am I right ?

Somebody said, "Hère's yours, now go see what you

can do with it".

Somebody slipped it to you and it was like a

package marked :

"No goods exchanged after being taken away" -

This face you got.

- Cari Sandburg

9. Ages of Man

1 As foolish as monkeys till twenty or more ;

As bold as lions till forty and four ;

As cunning as foxes till three score and ten ;

Then they become asses or something - not men.

2 At ten a child ; at twenty wild ;

At thirty tame if ever ;

At forty wise, at fifty rich ;

At sixty good, or never.

- Traditional

lu. Parents and Children

As tall as your knee, they are pretty to see ;

As tall as your head, they wish you were dead.

- Traditional



11. I Play It Cool

I play it cool and dig ail jive,

That's the reason I stay alive.

My motto, as I live and learn;

Is: Dig and be Dug in Return.

- Langston Hugues

12. To Know Whom One Shall Marry

This knot I knit,

To know the thing, I know not yet,

That I may see,

The man that shall my husband be,

How he goes, and what he wears

And what he does, ail days, and years.

- Traditional

13. Who ?

He that loves Glass, without a G,

Takes away L ; and that is he.

- Traditional
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14. Girl, Boy, Flower, Bicycle

Girl, Boy, Flower, Bicycle

This girl

Waits at the corner for

This boy

Freewheeling on his bicycle.

She holds

A flower in her hand

A gold flower

In her hands she holds

The sun.

With power between his thighs

The boy

Cornes smiling to her

He rides

A bicycle that glitters like

The wind.

This boy this girl.

They walk

In step with the wind

Arm in arm

They climb the level street

To where

Laid on the glittering handlebars

The flower

Is round and shining as

The sun.

- M.K. Joseph
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15. Earth Walks on Earth

Earth walks on Earth like glittering Gold ;

Earth says to Earth, ail's made of mould ;

Earth builds on Earth, Castle and Towers,

Earth says to Earth, ail shall be ours.

16. Mortality

Grass of levity,

Span in brevity,

Flowers' felicity

Fire of misery,

Wind's stability,

Is mortality.

- Traditional

- Anonymous
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17. On John Pye , a Fanmer

Hère lies John Pye !

Oh ! Oh !

Does he so ?

There let him lye.

- Anonymous

18. An Epitaph at Great Torrington, Bevon

Hère lies a man who was killed by lightning

He died when his prospects seemed to be brightening

He might hâve eut a flash in this world of trouble,

But the flash eut him, and he lies in the stubkLe.

- Anonymous



19. The Shades of

The shades of night were falling fast

And the rain was falling faster

When through an Alpine village passed

An Alpine village pastor.

- A.E. Housman

2©. That"s Ail

There was an old man,

And he had a calf,

And that's half.

He took him out of the stall

And put him on the wall,

And that's ail.

- Traditional

Poems Selected from the Third Volunnne

21. Go By Brooks

Go by Brooks, love,

Where fish stare,

Go by brooks,

I will pass there.

Go by Brooks,

Where the eels throng,

Rivers, love,

I won't be long.
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Go by océans,

Where whales sail,

Océans, love,

I will not fail.

22. For Anne

- Léonard Cohen

With Annie gone,

Whose eyes to compare

With the morning sun ?

Not that I did compare,

But I do compare

Now that she's gone.

23. Love Comes Quietly

Loves cornes quietly,

Finally drops

about me, on me,

in the old ways.

What did I know

thinking myself

able to go

alone ail the way.

- Léonard Cohen

- Robert Creeley
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Lovers in Winter

The posture of the tree

Shows the prevailing wind ;

And our, long misery

When you are long unkind.

But forward, look, we learn -

Not backward as in doubt -

And still with branches green

Ride our weather out.

- Robert Graves

25. Tea

When the éléphant's - ear in the park

Shrivelled in frosts,

And the leaves on the paths

Ran like rats,

Your lamp-light fell

On the shining pillows,

Of sea-shades and sky-shades

Like umbrellas in Java.

- Wallace Stevens
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B. The Poems'Characteristics

The poems above were chosen not to introduce poetry

to University students, but to introduce phonology. A

study of the poems1 characteristics may clarify the point
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1. Poems as Ordinary Information

Thèse poems are intended to make students practise
pronunciation and at the same time manipulate phonologi
cal target points. In terms of form and in terms of

discourse they do not differ from ordinary speech.

a) Ordinary punctuation, ordinary spelling are
almost strictly adhered to and perfectly
conventional.

b) Phonemic patterns and phonème strings do not
show a déviation from the phonological norm in

banal everyday speech. Rudigoz has demonstra

ted that in some poems phonemic patterns may

match almost exactly in proportion those found

in ordinary speech or composition of the same

length .

c) In terms of organization, stanzas in poems may

stand for breath-units in speech or paragraphs
in a composition.

d) In terms of grammar, morpho-syntactic norms

are conventional. Contractions and ellipsis

do not prove déviant grammar and are surely

not the apanage of poetry ;everyday speech

provides many examples of them.

(1) C. Rudigoz, In and Between the Linej pp. 44-50. See the
stunning comparison between Roger McGough's "Icingbus" and an
extract of scientific literature through which C. Rudigoz cornes
to the conclusion that "non-poetic ordinary speech is involun-
tarily as alliterative and assonant as the works of Shakespeare
and Wordsworth are deliberately so" (p. 49).
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e) In terms of vocabulary, the stock of words in

the poems is colloquial and the word strings

are not as déviant as they may be in other

poems . Moreover, the words used are mono-

or bisyllabic just as used in simple

conservation.

f) The setting and characters are familiar and

reflect ordinary persons in brief scènes with

a point.

g) Tone, intonation, rhythm and meter (regular

pattern of stressed/unstressed syllables) are

as conversational as in ordinary speech.

2. Poems as Discourse

In this section I shall analyze poetic discourse

only in relation to the teaching of pronunciation. When

R. Jakobson suggests that a poetic message is one uttered
2

"for its own sake" , he means for the sake of its combi

nation of sounds (also its rhythm, word order, etc...).

In poems speech sounds are made deliberately domi

nant and conspicuous. They acquire an amplified phonetic

quality which gives them an extra dimension that is not

(1) Déviation from the conventional use of language is a characte-
ristic feature of most poems, Tennyson's or Hopkins's, for
example. This is why poems for the purpose of teaching
pronunciation should be carefully selected.

(2) R. Jakobson, "Closing Statement: Linguistics and Poetics",
Op. Cit., p. 356. In T.A. Sebeok, éd., Style in Language,
M.I.T. Press, Cambridge, Mass., 1960, pp. 330-377.
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to be found in ordinary information or prose: they be-

come a source of pleasure. In ordinary information or

prose, speech-sounds usually pass unnoticed as mère sig

nais, except when it is deliberately decided that they

should not - for example, in types of créative prose,

the language of the press, commercial ads, political

slogans or cartoon-strips.

If students are made aware of how this source of

pleasure is exploited in poetry, they may be brought to

regard phonetics as a source of pleasure too. In fact,

what is most pleasurable in poetry is the occurrence and

récurrence of phonemic patterns.

a) Poems and Phonemic Patterns

The occurrence and récurrence of phonèmes and pho

nème strings becomes a pleasurable expérience to the

hearer, the speaker and the reader thanks to several

devices. Some of them are:

i. Assonances, or the répétition of the same

vowel or diphthong, as in "park" and "paths"

where the sound /a:/ is repeated as well as

/ai/ is repeated in "like", "light" and "sky"

(poems 25).

ii. Allitérations, or the répétition of the same

consonantal sound /n/ as it appears in "knot",

"knit", "know" and "not" (poem 12).

iii. Phonème strings, or the occurrence of a sé

quence of two or more phonèmes, as in "learn"

and "return" (poem 11), or as in poem 16 where

the string /Itl/ occurs five times.
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iv. Syntagmatically reduplicative words, or
lexical units in which one or several phonèmes

are repeated in the very word, such as "Gogol",
"crackle", "doodle", "tatter", etc.. . A
number of thèse reduplications deserve the
name of onomatopeas ; "hip-hop", "bang bang",
"hush-hush", "hoo-hoo-hoo" .

Paradignmatically reduplicative words, or
forms which the reader, speaker or hearer
reads, utters or hears and immediately compa
res with one or several that are not présent
in the text, or utterance, and that are seman

tically and phonetically related. For example,
in The Nose 3 the word "snout" makes one
thing of "sneer", "sneeze", "sniff", "sniffle",
"snigger", etc.. Thèse words are phoneti
cally related to the nose. This sound-sense
association is commonly referred to as "sound-
symbolism" and such words, "phonaesthenes" .

(1) In G. Summerfield, Voices, The third book, poems Nos. 29, 81,
94.

(2) IBID., poems Nos. 31, 75.
(3) "The Nose" by Andrei Vognesenski, in G. Summerfield, Voices,

The Third Book, p. 32.

(4) IBID, line 22.

(5) In C. Rudigoz, In and Between the Lines p. 14. The word
(5) "pVonaesthene" has probably been coined by J.R. ^"^T

ceable sources. As to sound-symbolism, it is roughly a notion
that attempts to find meaning in the expressive and semantic
values of sounds, as first exemplified by L. Bloomfield.
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Students should be sensitized to "play" with the

phonemic patterns as described above, this being certain-
ly more meaningful drills. The following récurrences can

be added:

vi. Mord répétition (poems 1, 2, 5, 9, 14, 15, 18,

19, 21, 22).

vii. Syntagmm répétition (poems 8, 10, 19).

viii. Sentence répétition (poems 8, 14, 21).

Thèse last three points contribute to natural and

meaningful memorization of words or sentences and may help
to skip the usual "repeat" or "rehearse" attempts.

b) Poems and Graphie Patterns

i. Listening to vs reading poetry

In studying poems for phonetic accuracy, one may

think that poems are thus intended to be "heard". This
is a wrong view. The purpose of this study being the
contribution of grapho-phonological analysis to reading

compréhension, poems are intended to be read and heard at
the same time. In fact, can we make a différence bet

ween reading and hearing? The hearer usually perceives
sound and the reader, letters. However, the plus a rea

der has over a hearer is that mentally, or internally,

he perceives sounds too.
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ii.
Importance of spelling

But although sounds are dominant in the grapho-
phonological system of English (forty-four as against
twenty-six letters to represent them), and also dominant
in poetry, letters are and remain graphie symbols the
reader has to distinguish visually, to identify and to
transform into speech-sounds.

Poetry, perhaps better than prose, concentrâtes on
few but sélective words. As its main form is a play on
words, poetry offers the students an opportunity to pay
close attention to the form of thèse words as well as t
their spelling. Spelling acquires a spécial importance
in poetry. The visual discrimination of the letters corn
posing aword must be accurate enough to allow for the
identification of maximum or minimum différences or simi
litudes in homonyms, often utilized in poetry for the
purpose of rhyme.

o

3. Poems and Communication

In most phonetic teaching materials, EFL students
are mostly required to listen, repeat, memorize, trans-
cribe and read. During thèse rather mechanical activi
ties, the students remain patient and passive receivers.
They'have no input in what is being taught to them. How
can poetry humanize the teaching and learning of
phonetics ?

a) Communication vs Feeling

Communication begins with the manifestation of
feelings or reactions to feelings. Children learning
their mother tongue respond more to the perceptions of
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language than to theorized teaching of the language. EFL

learners may react much in the same way. I base my as-

sumption on Jakobson's description of the factors regu-

lating human communication which lead to functions of

communication. For the purpose of this section I shall

consider only the "émotive" and the "poetic" functions .

Jakobson's émotive function of language is the ex

pressive one or the one that expresses the speaker's or

writer's feelings and émotions. It is the function of

language that correlates with the factor called "messa-
2

ge" . If target phonological features are embedded in

contexts that enhance the émotive and poetic functions

of language, students may respond more positively to

phonetics and related areas. The following sections

give examples and arguments.

i. Emotive/Poetic Function of Language and the

Teaching of Pair-words.

- Minimal Pairs in the Usual Teaching Procédure

In teaching minimal pairs the usual procédure

présents words in contrasted lists.

ate/eight pull/pool

debt/date pill/bill

(1) R. Jakobson, "Closing Statement: Linguistics and Poetics",
Op. Cit.

(2) IBID, p. 356.
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Thèse lists are generally followed by drills using the
same words in full contrastive sentences, with or without
extensions:

Did the doctor give a pill ?

Did the doctor give a bill ?

or

Did the doctor give a pill? Yes, I swallowed it.
Did the doctor give a bill? Yes, I paid it.

Two statements can be made regarding this procédure:

- The students perceive thèse structures as in
formation and do not feel or produce any reac
tions. They, however, get involved in oral
mimicry when the teacher asks them to repeat
the structures until memorized.

- The teacher: either he dépends on published
materials and sticks to them whatever the needs
of his students, or he designs his own drills.
In this case, it is often very difficult to
come out with contrasted sentences including
pair-words which are short, balanced,
grammatical and meaningful.

- îtLnimal Pairs in Poems

Poems provide endless minimal pairs in contrast and
in a real communicative context. The students are invol
ved in a true-to-life exchange of ideas (the message).
They are emotionally overcome by the linguistic cohérence
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and sensitivity of the story which entails a real, mean

ingful expérience in the pronunciation of words. From

mechanical, the teaching of pair-words becomes communi

cative in the sensé that interest and commitment are

triggered. See pair-words in poems 3, 20, 21, 24, etc.

The quality of teaching poetry is further enhanced

by the manageability of poems to be memorized. Highly

organized materials are believed to appeal to the long-

term memory of the learners

ii. Emotive/Poetic Function and Other

Target Areas.

Through poems, students may practise the following

phonology target areas:

Rhythm: Rhythm in the English system is accen

tuai, that is to say, regulated by alternative

accented and unaccented syllables ; English ver

se is thus structured in séquences whose number
2

of accents is regular . The teacher may well

take advantage of the English verse in order to

introduce stress, intonation and rhythm in

connected speech. Though one may argue that

poetic rhythm and speech rhythm cannot be

matched (it would be too risky to assume they

can), one may consider only those aspects of

rhythm which obey strict accentuai rules and

which are common to poetry and speech.

(1) J. Deese, The Psychology of Learning, London, McGraw-Hill,

1958, p. 177.

(2) C. Rudigoz, Les Jeux du Signifiant Dans le Discours, p. 109.
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For exatnple, students may learn to identify lexical
or content words, which usually carry the accent, and
those function words which remain unaccented in the ma
jority of cases, but which can be accented only under
précise conditions (a further section will exemplify
thèse).

Students can better recognize and produce rhythmic
patterns in verses than in banal sentences. Compare
sentence rhythm and verse rhythm.

Thère was no traffic on the road at first, but

gradually it increased .

He rnl^hl ha've cul aflash in this world of trouble.
(Poem N°. 19).

One may add that studying verse rhythm allows for
interesting, sensible and motivating counting of syllables,

- Spelling Distinction: Spelling distinction can
be discussed. In poem N'. 19 there is a spelling
distinction between "er" and "or" (faster/pastor)

The teacher may enlarge upon the distinction by
comparing the similarity of "er"/"or" pronunciation in
unstressed syllables at the end of words, which usually
is /a/ The teacher may also point out that in medial

(1) Med. Heliel &T. McArthur lonmlnf Khvth. and Stress,
of Enelish N° 5, London, Collms, 1974, p. 11.
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position "er'V'or" hâve a différent pronunciation such
as in:

lpo:kl pork perk /p3:k/

/p3:t/ porch perch' /py:t /
/pp:t/ port pert /p3:t/

- Prépositions and their prononciation in connected

speech: Prépositions coming before objects form

with the object a prepositional phrase which is

pronounced as a breath group without pauses

between words:

Thus, the pronunciation of "made of mould" (poem 15)
is more likely to be:

/meid aymatfld/ than /meid ay mTUld/ or
/meida v m^Tild/ .

Similarly, "span and brevity" (poem 16) is likely to
be realized:

/spaen anbrevatl/

On the contrary, prépositions placed after verbs

usually are pronounced as a breath group with the verb:

"he lies in the stubble" (poem 18)

is likely to be realized:

/laizn-^3 st/vbl/

This generalization is also true of articles and

pronouns (poem 18)

"he might hâve eut a flash"

/kKtl flaeJV

"the flash eut him"

/kAtim/
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- Inflectional endings such as /s/, /z/, /Iz/ can

be practised in poems 5, 1A , 15, 23, 2A, 25, /d/,
/Id/, /t/ can be practised in poems 3, 18, 19.

- Maximal and mininmal différences or similitudes in

sounds can be observed in a wide range of words:

Poems 20 and 21, 22 and 23: the letter "o" is:

/31T/ in old and go, océan, won't

PI in on, long, gone, throng, not, drops

/A/ in love, come

/u:/ in do

Poem 20: the letter "a" is:

/O:/ in stall, wall, ail

la:/ in calf, half

Poem 12: the letters "oe" and "ea" are

respectively:

/A/ in does /ea/ in wears

/3V/ in goes /II/ in years

Poem 6: the letters "ea" are:

13: I in learn

/i:/ in peace

/I3/ in shear

To conclude, poetry in the teaching of phonetics
should be regarded as a sensitizing approach: it does
bring a change in the too often mechanical drills of
usual activities as it curtails routine and créâtes

enj oyment.
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CHAPTER THREE

PROVERBS, LIMERICKS AND TONGUE TWISTERS

Introductory Characteristics

Proverbs, limericks and tongue twisters involve the
use of the same linguistic déviées as used in poems. They
could prove interesting and enjoyable materials provided
that one regards them as discourses or semantic units
with a form and a meaning, not as empty jingles or innane

gimmick.

Besides presenting complète semantic units - inclu
ding a thesis sentence, a story or message, phonemic pat
terns, reduplications and phonaesthenes, thèse discourses
contain absurd and ludic éléments ;a discussion comparing

their semantic and phonological potentialities with those
a native child is attracted to while learning his mother
tongue may justify the line of arguments followed in the
section.

My approach has a sound theoretical foundation in
the psycholinguistic nature of the child's learning of
language. The linguists who dedicated some of their pu
blications to the learning problems of the child agrée

that the oral stage of the baby is nothing but a pleasu
rable expérience of articulatory phones regulated by the
principle of pleasure 2 through the mère répétitions of

(1) M.A.K. Halliday, Learning How to Mean, Op. Cit. ; P. Aimard,
l'Enfant et son Language, Simep, Paris, 1972 ; D. Taulelle,
l'Enfant à la Rencontre du Language, P. Mardaga, éd., Bruxelles,
1984 and R. Jakobson, Child Language, Aphasia and Phonological
Universals, Op. Cit., as discussed by C. Rudigoz, Les Jeux du
Signifiant dans le Discours, Op. Cit., pp. 55-118.

(2) In the Freudian sensé
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sounds or words. Later on, it is said, the growing child

or the adult re-discovers most of thèse linguistic games

in nursery rhymes, limericks, songs, jokes, puns and spoo-

nerisms, in which the phonological game is particularly

dominant .

It is unfortunately impossible to go further in

analyzing the learning processes of the child in this stu

dy. The short and somewhat unconfirmed views given hère

aim to approximate the learning processes of adults, whi

ch are usually manipulative in a teaching/learning con

text, to the learning processes of the child, which are

essentially natural and communicative. Hence what pro

verbs, limericks and tongue twisters can teach at the

level of grapho-phonological analysis.

A. PROVERBS

As axiological statements proverbs imply value-jud-

gements on various topics of gênerai interest that relate

to true-to-life situations. On the linguistic points of

view, the following phonological features can be

mentioned:

1. Phonemic Patterns

a ) Allitération :

Let a sj-eeping dog lié.
Look before you j^eap.

(1) According to C. Rudigoz, in In and Between the lines, p. 14.,
"Jokes, puns and spponerisms are motivated by a sublimated
form of oral eroticism". This assumption finds theoretical
grounds in S. Freud's "Wit and Its Relation to the Unconscious",
in J. Strachey's Standard Edition of The Complète Psychological
Works of Sigmund Freud, 1953-1966.



What is good for the goose is good

for the gander.

b ) Assonance :

Variety is the spice of life.

When the eat's away, the mice will play

c) Phonème Strings:

Birds of a feather flock together.

A friend in need is a fiend indeed.

Health is better than wealth.

d) Word Récurrence :

A place for everything and

everything in its place.

He laughs best who laughs last.

e) Syntagm Répétition:

It's better to hâve loved than

never hâve loved at ail.

Take care of the pennies, the Pounds

will take care of themselves.

2. Inflectional endings:

/d/ Forewarned, forearmed

A penny saved is a penny earned.

240
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/t/ A watched pot never boils.

When a man is wrapped up in himself,

the package is small..

/id/ A fool and his money are soon parted.

/s/ Too many cooks spoil the broth.

/z/ The pot calls the kettle black.

/iz/ Contentment is better than riches.

3. Stress

a) Mord-Stress and Suffixes

'Idleness is the mother of evil.

In the 'kingdom of the blind, the one-eyed man

is king.

'Contentment is better than riches.

'Brevity is the soûl of wit.

Cur'iosity killed the eat.

Va'riety is the spice of life.

Dis'cretion is the better part of valor.

b) Word-Stress and Préfixes

Fore'warned, fore'armed.

A friend in 'need is a friend in 'deed.

c) Stress and Content Words vs Unstressed

Function Words.

Compare proverbs with content words only and
those with content and function words.
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'Like 'father, 'like 'son.

'Haste 'makes 'waste.

'Silence 'gives 'consent.

'Practice 'makes 'perfect.

The 'early 'bird 'catches the 'worm

To 'see an 'old 'friend is as a'greeable as a

'good 'meal.

A 'cloudy 'morning often 'changes to a 'fine

'day.

'Marry in 'haste, 'repent at'leisure.

4. Elision

Where there' s a will, there's_ a way.

You can't teach an old dog new tricks.

Oil and water don't mix.

You'd better quit while you're ahead.

When the eat's away, the mice will play.

To conclude, as a change-of-pace activity in order

to practise pronunciation, proverbs give the students a

reason to think in the English language while practising

pronunciation. As discourses with reasonable arguments,
proverbs provide an interesting environment in which the
students can both concentrate on target phonetic features

and enlarge schemata in a meaningful way, by discovering

linguistic, social and cultural pecularities.
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B. LIMERICKS

1. Characteristics

Limericks are referred to as "nonsense poems" . In

English they are mostly Irish créations. The best author
2

of limericks is Edward Lear. Hère are two limericks :

I. There was an Old Man of Nepaul

From his horse had a terrible fall ;

But through quite split in two,

With some very strong glue

They mended that Man of Nepaul.

II. There was an Old Man from Darjeeling

Who went on a train from London to Ealing.

It said on the door:

DON'T SPIT ON THE FLOOR
3

So he spat on the ceiling

a) Limericks as Poetic Biscourses

One may apply to limericks Jakobson's définition of

"poetic" language, that is a language whose main poetic

function correlates with the communication factor called

"message". Let us recall that the Jakobsonian poetic

message is one uttered "for its own sake", that is, for

the sake of its "combination of sounds" (also its rhythm,

its word order, etc..)

(1) C. Rudigoz, Les Jeux du Signifiant dans le Discours, p. 100.

(2) Untraceable références.

(3) I regret the racialist connotation.

(4) R. Jakobson, "Closing Statement: Linguistics and Poetics",
Op. Cit., p. 356.
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What is interesting to remark for the purpose of

this section is that, thus considered, the poetic func

tion of limericks induces the hearer, speaker, or reader

to pay attention not only to the meaning of the story

but also to the phonetic quality of that story.

b ) Linnnericks as Monsense, Absurd and Ludic

Discourses

The fact that limericks display nonsense, absurd

and ludic éléments in the message can be related to

Halliday's définition of the "imaginative function" of

the child's language. This mainly concentrâtes on the

imaginative uses of language tending to create phonologi

cal games (phonèmes, plus pertinent supra-segmental fea

tures), ficticious characters and stories, or taies and

role-playing in order for the child to build up a world

of his own and perhaps in order to prépare himself to

explore the world around him . Halliday adds that such
2

imaginative uses of language usually generate laughter

and laughter is often described as showing distance with
3

respect to reality . For her part, D. Taulelle puts it

in the following words:

"Les manipulations du langage à caractère ludique

ou poétique (ou absurde) sont constitutives de

l'acquisition du langage. A moins d'en être

empêché (enfant que l'on empêche de s'exprimer,

(1) M.A.K. Halliday, Learning How to Mean, pp. 20, 37 and 131.

(2) IBID., p. 100.

(3) C. Rudigoz, Les Jeux du Signifiant dans le Discours, p. 69.
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chantonner, que l'on ridiculise...), un enfant a

recours à de telles manipulations lors de l'acqui

sition du langage. Elles sont un effet autant

qu'une nécessité de l'acquisition du langage"

If such manipulations of language - imaginative

uses of language with poetic, absurd and ludic éléments

- are described both as an effect and as a necessity of

the child's language acquisition, they may also be an

effect and a necessity of foreign language acquisition

contributing to the language maturation and rétention.

Such manipulations should therefore be tolerated and

exploited in EFL classes. Two points of analysis can be

considered.

2. Phonemic Patterns

Both limericks are structured on an interplay bet

ween allitérations and assonances, phonème strings and

word or syntagm récurrence.

a) In I and II, one can mention the various

allophones of 11/. Compare:

I. Old, Nepaul, terrible, fall, split, glue

II. O^d, Darjee^ing, London, Ea^ing, floor,

ceiling

b) In I, the main assonances are /o :/ as in

Nepaul, fall, horse and /u:/ in two, glue.

(1) D. Taulelle, l'Enfant à la Rencontre du Langage, p. 220.
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In II, the most striking assonances are /i:/

as Darjeeling, Ealing, ceiling, and /d :/ as

in floor and door.

c) Phonème strings appear in mended/man, in I,

and in sp_it/s£at and Parjeeling/Ealing/ceiling,

in II.

d) Word Récurrence in II:

on the floor

on the door

on the ceiling

e) Syntagm Récurrence in I:

man of Nepaul

man of Nepaul

3. Kinesic Function

Limericks can be acted out by the students. In the

two limericks quoted hère, the contextualization is such

that it allows for communicative behaviour patterns such

as shrugging the shoulders, eye movement and spitting

(in II), or the shaking of the head, hand motions and

facial expressions (in I).

Limericks can be ranked with dialogues, poems, and

proverbs as communicative materials ; they are pièces of

créative language with a story which demand maximum

phonological behaviour and minimum kinesic behaviour.
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C. TONGUE TWISTERS

1. Characteristics

Tongue twisters are valuable exercises to practise
pronunciation. They are interesting in several ways:

- they mainly operate on the level of phonemic pat
terns. Assonances and allitérations will not be

studied hère for the simple reason that they hâve
been dealt with in the previous sections.

- they are essentially based on syntagmatically and

paradigmatically reduplicative words.

they concentrate on word répétition.

- most important, they allow for an accurate prac

tice of clusters and thus demand a high level of

articulatory skills.

- because they are amusing (ludic and absurd func

tions), they obtain and retain the students'

attention.

finally, they help students control the processes

of elision and assimilation.

2. Sélection of Tongue Twisters

1. She sells sea shells by the seashore.

(1) D.L. Bouchard, Odds and Ends, pp. 68-69.
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2. Three gay geese on three green hills.
Gray were the geese and green were the hills.

3. Peter Piper picked a peck of pickled peppers ;
A peck of pickled peppers Peter Piper picked.
If Peter Piper picked a peck of pickled
peppers, where is the peck of pickled peppers
Peter Piper picked ?

A. Sara sits by six sick city slickers.

5. Three throbbing thumping thrush thoroughly
thwarting thirty thrashers.

6. Round the rough and rugged rock the ragged
raskal rudely ran.

7. How much wood would a woodchuck chuch

if a woodchuck would chuck wood ?

8. Nine nimble noblemen nibbling nuts.

9. Fresh flesh of fresh fried fish

10. Seven serious southern soldiers setting sail
south suddenly.

11. One obstinate old ostrich ordering ordinary
oranges.

12. Four fat friars fanning flickering fiâmes.

13. Two tiny timid toads trying to trod to
Tarrytown.

1A. Sarah in a shawl shoveled soft snow softly.

15. Six thick thisle sticks.

16. How many cans can a canner can if a canner can
can cans.

17. I thought a thought. But the thought I
thought wasn't the thought I thought. If the
thought I thought had been the thought I
thought, I wouldn't hâve thought so much .
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3. Analysis of Some Tongue Twisters

a) Tongue twisters and syntagmatically and

paradignncatically reduplicative words :

i. Syntagmatically reduplicative words

Pip_er - Pepper (3)

Nine - noblemen (8)

Tarrytown (13)

ii. Paradigmatically reduplicative words

In 5: Throdding-thumping-thrush-thwarting

-thrashers are paradigmatically related to

thug, thud, thrum and thrust: they ail hâve

a connotation with beating.

In 8: Nimble-nibbling are also phonetically

and semantically motivated. They relate to

the gentleness of the act or the qualification.

In 6: Rough-rugged are related to "uneven".

The effect of such phonaesthenes is considered to be "a

sublimated form of oral eroticism" by those linguists

who also are disciples of S. Freud . As for me, I

shall only consider the sound-sense association of

thèse words and the articulatory practice they permit.

b) Tongue Twisters and Word Répétition

i. Examples of word répétition

In 2: "geese", "green" and "hills" appear three

times each.

(1) In C. Rudigoz, In and Between the Lines, p. 14. After
S. Freud1s "Wit Its Relation to the Unconscious", Op. Cit.
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In 3, content words are repeated four times, each
time in a différent order.

In 7, "wood", "woodchuck" and "chuck" are

repeated twice each.

In 16, "canner" is repeated five times. Can

(verb) can (auxiliary) and cans (substantive)
occur four times each.

ii. Word répétition and Style

The répétition of words in tongue twisters is not

arbitrary or weird. Though the répétition of words or
longer strings of words is certainly a stylistic blemish
in ordinary prose, it plays a fairly important part in
the phonemic structure of the tongue twisters, namely
for their:

- semantic aptness, i.e., a remarkable syntactic
and semantic distribution of words.

- musical fitness

- contribution to the éducation of the ear and

auditory training.

The last point deserves some comments: teachers

know well that everything in the teaching task that goes
in at one ear is out at the other. What is being taught
has to be repeated over and over again before it sinks

in. Hence the recapitulation and revision which are

adduced.

Tongue twisters, however, offer répétition within

their own structure. Tongue twisters hâve to be heard

and repeated, not just read and "felt". Since hearing is
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first, let us put it in P. McCarthy's words: "the édu

cation of the ear... is a prerequisite for efficient

foreign language study"

Tongue twisters are auditory phenomena whose

répétition of the répétitions is the only way to ensure

their rétention.

c) Tongue Twisters and Clusters

i. Characteristics

Consonant clusters appear to présent spécial dif

ficulties of articulation in ail languages. In English,

"agglomérations of consonants, whether by consonant clus

ters occuring in the body of words or by juxtaposition in

connected speech, are always liable to cause problems of
2

articulation" . For this reason, tongue twisters are

thought to be an appropriate activity to help résolve

problems of clusters' articulation. On the one hand ton

gue twisters présent good examples of clusters ; on the

other, they contain the very structure which is of course

just needed to practise thèse examples: répétition.

Therefore, tongue twisters offer a natural environ

ment to practise clusters, "first slowly enough to get

the succession of movements right, then with gradually

increasing speed until greater skill has been obtained" .

(1) P. McCarthy, The Teaching of Pronunciation, p. 14.

(2) IBID., p. 49.

(3) IBID., p. 50.
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ii. Clusters in Isolated Words

In the clusters listed below the main potential

structure of the monosyllable is the pattern CCVCCC or
CCVCCCC or CCVCC.

thr appears six times

gr appears three times

si appears once

thw appears once

fr appears four times

fl appears three times in initial position
tr appears twice

st appears once

sn appears once

Ils appears four times

ck(e)d appears four times

ckl(e)d appears four times

ts appears twice

ld appears once

kl appears once

gg(e)d appears twice

mbl appears once

ms appears once

ds appears once

v(e)l(e)d appears once

ft appears twice

stl appears once

ns appears four times

eks appears once

ght appears thirteen times

idnt appears once

As repeatedly said in most pronunciation books,

'the learners should avoid pronouncing any intrusive

sounds between the consonants of thèse clusters or
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adding a sound before initial clusters" . The rapidity

with which tongue twisters are uttered may help minimize

intrusions.

iii. Clusters at Word Boundaries

Two examples of clusters at word boundaries can be

found in the list of tongue twisters:

woodchuck - 7 and noblemen - 8

Hère again, no intervening sound, a vowel or an

aspirated "h" should be perceived in the students1

pronunciation.

vi. Clusters in Connected Speech

In connected speech, strings of words tend, under

certain conditions, to be pronounced as if they were one

word. Therefore the séquence of articulatory movements

is différent from that of the articulation in an isolated

word.

Two processes are used by native speakers or rea

ders of English in a désire to avoid complicated séquen

ces of consonantal sounds in connected speech: assimila

tion and elision.

Assimilation

Assimilation is defined by McCarthy as a process
2

of simplification of complex consonants'articulation .

The phenomenon, he adds, is "due to the tendency to

(1) A.C. Gimson, A Practical Course of English Pronunciation, A
Perceptual Approach, London, Edward Arnold, 1980, p. 1.

(2) P. McCarthy, The Teaching of Pronunciation, p. 50.
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economize effort"1, in speaking or in reading. Gimson
further clarifies the point by admitting that it is by
varying the place of articulation of the final word's
consonant that the speaker/reader anticipâtes the first
consonant of the following word .

In reading, however, the three tendencies of

simplification

anticipation

economizing effort

are three important steps towards finer points in the
pronunciation of English. A regular practice of assimi
lation will gradually lead the students to reading
certainty, fluency and speed.

Hère are a few examples of assimilation (the arrow
shows the variation of place of articulation):

at word boundaries such as in

(7) wood chuch /d/—> /tj7

- in connected speech, such as in

(1) she sells sea shells
/z/->/s/

(3) pickled peppers
/d/->/p/

(8) nimbling nuts
/>J/->/n/

(10) soldiers setting sale
/z/—>/s/

(13) timid tods
ldl-x>ltl

(1) IBID., p. 101.

(2) A.C. Gimson, Practical Course of English Pronunciation, p. 31.
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Students should be reminded that assimilations may

not be systematically possible. Therefore, they should

be careful with their use. More to the point, assimila

tions in reading should be executed only in varieties or

types of discourses calling for them.

Elision

As a process of simplification, elision results

in the non-pronunciation of one consonant in a group of

consonants . Contractions are excellent cases of eli

sion: "can't", for "cannot", "shan't" for "shall not".

Elision also appears in shortened words, which

hâve come to be definitely adopted as such: "at ail" is

often realized /3to:l/ ; "nice and cool" is realized
2

/'naisn'ku:1/ as a resuit of "form-merging" .

Thèse points should be brought to the students'

attention, namely in informai reading. The following

examples of elision can be quoted:

(2) gray were the geese and green were the hills

/'gi:sn'gri:n/

(3) Where is the peck...

/waz/

(6) rough and rugged

/rAvfn ' rAgd/

(17) I wouldn't hâve thought so much

/wudnt/

(1) P. McCarthy, The teaching of Pronunciation, p. 101.

(2) This word is mostly used by socio-linguists and functionalists
such as U. Weinreich in Languages in Contact, Op. Cit., and
by discourses analysts, in C. Rudigoz, In and Between the
Lines, p. 8.
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To conclude: In this section I hâve tried to

provide some examples of what tongue twisters can teach.
The grapho-phonological analysis of thèse is not meant
to be ail inclusive ; only a much wider sélection of
tongue twisters may show points of interest that hâve
been overlooked hère.

Proverbs, limericks and tongue twisters, as dis
courses, emphasize verbal games in which the phonologi
cal one is dominant. On the other hand, the thesis
sentence in proverbs, the story in limericks and the
point in tongue twisters are consistent enough to per
mit the use of thèse materials in adults class

instruction.
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CHAPTER FOUR

Newspaper Headlines, Commercial Advertisements
and Political Slogans

Introductory Characteristics

Newspapers, commercial ads and political slogans
use forms of discourse that are oriented towards collec
tive information and communication. The language used
is therefore adapted to the purpose of providing unknown
information, selling a product, an idea, a service or a
belief to many différent people1. This can be referred
to as content ; the form in which this content is pre
sented is most obviously one that is short, striking
efficient and économie. Ail thèse factors contribute
to enhance the value of the message.

What is interesting to emphasize for the purpose

of this section is that the message thus transmitted
hits the purpose at stake thanks to the phonetic proper
ties of the words used. Thèse, as we shall see later on,
sometimes appear to be more salient than the words' se
mantic properties. Publicists are convinced that the
"physical" 2 form of words may be more effective in
attracting people's attention and in suggesting to them
sensé associations or ideas associations than the actual
meaning of the words in the message.

The "physical" form of words can be determined by

(1) M. Chariot, G. Hery, R. Palacin, Guide de Civilisation Britan
nique, Paris, Armand Colin, 1973, p. 91.

(2) Word employed by M. Randall in "Word Association Behaviour in
Learners of English as a Second Language , Polyglot, z, z,
1980, pp. B4-D1.
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their grapho-phonological analysis, which this thesis at
tempts to rehabilitate. Newspaper headlines, commercial
ads and political slogans use a form of language that is
based on a very tight spelling-sound-sense association.
Because they are not concocted for classroom use they
appear to me valuable materials to be used in the class
room in order to strengthen the students' awareness of
phonemic patterns in discourse, of their importance in
helping understand messages and of the pleasurable and
witty linguistic expériences they may provide.

D. Taulelle, on the line of R. Jakobson, describes
the function of such language as a "poetic function".
She writes:

"Dans l'usage que les adultes font du langage,
la fonction poétique - la manipulation du lan
gage par lui-même, pour le plaisir de jouer
avec les mots et les mécanismes du langage -
reste une des fonctions essentielles du lan
gage. Elle apparaît bien sûr de façon carac
téristique chez ceux qui ont profession de
jongler avec les mots: poètes, romanciers,
chansonniers, chanteurs, conteurs,comédiens,
publicistes"

My remark hère is that language teachers should
be ranked with poets, novelists, chansonniers, singers,
storytellers, players and publicists ;their professio
nal ability is much like the latter's, since they also
juggle with words with enough sleight of hands to impress

(1) D. Taulelle, l'Enfant à la Rencontre du Language, p. 20.
(I hâve underlined).
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learners. Unfortunately, if they hâve not been listed

with language manipulators it is perhaps because they
remain too submissive to theoritical proposais, ideas

and rules, which indeed stops them from teaching
1

language m a créative way .

What is noticeable, provocative, enjoyable and

"teachable" in newspaper headlines, commercial ads and
political slogans are words with a vast set of sounds
that suggest or seem to suggest meanings, ideas, hints
and cultural complicity, in an unpredictable way. Natu-
rally, this involves thinking in order to find out and
involves an interprétative behaviour. Consequently,
such materials call for the active participation of the
students. What thèse materials can teach is the next

sections concern.

A. Newspaper Headlines

1. Characteristics of British Newspaper Headlines

British newspapers hâve a style of their own. The
main characteristic though is the notorious difficulty of
headlines. Most of the time headlines are highly compli-
cated content-packed phrases or sentences. In Geoffrey
Land's words, "The English reader scans the headlines to
find out what the news stories are about ; the foreign
student has to read the stories to find out what the

2
headlines mean" .

(D

-•-ty
"LinguîstlcTheory"', F. Smolinsky, éd., Landmarks..., Op. Cit.,
pp. 263-264.

(2) G. Land, What's in the News, Op. Cit., p. 1.
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This is so because the placement of sentence parts

and the internai organization of information in the head
lines undergo some variations. For example, the standard
pattern at the sentence level is:

NOMINAL SYNTAGM + VERBAL SYNTAGM

With

FUNCTION WORDS

In headlines, though, the standard pattern of the

sentence changes into:

NOMINAL SYNTAGM + VERBAL SYNTAGM

Without

OR WITH 1 OR 2 OCCASIONAL FUNCTION WORDS

OR PASSIVE CONSTRUCTION

a) The Native Reader

For the fluent native reader, the placement of
sentence parts in the second pattern is quite predicta-
ble. According to N.J. Krowitz, native readers hâve
"basic grammatical expectations... that are satisfied
most of the time so that they don't hâve to waste mental
energy on sorting out which part is which. ... This
gives (them) time to reflect, judge and react" ..

b) The EFL Reader

For the non-fluent or EFL reader, however, the
placement of sentence parts is not predictable. His

(1) M.J. Krowitz, English for Professionals: A Teacher's Perspec
tive, Bureau of Educational Affairs, USIA, Washington, D.C.,
1985, pp. 62-63.
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knowledge of the foreign language has not yet reached the
level of "expectations". He has to concentrate both on
the grammatical structure and on the information conveyed.
Without the redundancy of function words, which act as

signais in and as support to the logical organization of
the information, the EFL reader, unlike the native reader,
wastes mental energy on sorting out the sentence parts ;

he takes no time to reflect over, judge or react to the
message. This is mainly why, as Land says, "the foreign
student has to read the stories to find out what the

headlines mean" .

Used in the classroom, headlines can teach various

phonological features.

2. What Headlines Can Teach

a) Strong/Weak Foras

Headlines can be more effective than most exercises

based on the identification of stressed words vs un

stressed ones. Consider the following exercises:

- Identify the accented words in the following
sentences (2):

+ It's 'ail 'very 'well.

+ He 'gave us 'ten 'days 'notice.

+ It's 'no 'good "crying over 'split 'milk.

- Strong form practice in expanded sentences (3)

+ The 'car 'stopped.

(1) G. Land, What's in The News, Op. Cit., p. 1.
(2) In A.C. Gimson, A Practical Course of English Pronunciation,

p. 44, A. 64.

(3) IBID., p. 45, A. 65.
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+ And the 'car 'stopped.

+ The 'black 'car 'stopped.

+ The 'car in 'front 'stopped.

+ The 'car 'stopped 'suddenly.

+ The 'car 'had 'almost 'stopped.

+ The 'car be'hind 'stopped at the 'corner.

Weak Form Practice (1)

+ 'Such a 'pity /'sAtj 3 'pltl/
+ 'When are they 'coming? /'wÉnatfel 'kMnI|)/

+ 'Ail but a 'few /'d:1 b3t a'fju:/

- Mords Taking Stress (2)

+ 'This is a 'bush, and 'that's a 'tree.

+ 'Do it. I 'did it.

+ The 'house is 'big. It's a 'big 'house.

Consider thèse headlines (3)

1. 'Water 'shortage 'hits 'gardeners.

2. 'Record 'crowd 'watch 'Chelsea 'win.

3. 'Rise in 'fares pre'dicted for 'autumn.

4. 'Smooth 'tyres 'blamed for 'coach 'crash.

5. 'car di'spute 'closes 'car 'factory.

(1) In P. McCarthy, The Teaching of Pronunciation, p. 78.
(2) Med. Heliel et al., Learning Rhvthm and Stress, p. 6.
(3) In G. Land, What's in the News, p. 19 (1-5) and p. 62 (6-8)
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6. 'Balcony 'collapses: 'baby 'injured.

7. 'Airport 'strike: 'holiday 'planes de'layed.

8. 'Sheep "killed: 'dogs 'feared.

Thèse exercises are excellent ; however, they are
too manipulative for University students. On the schematic
level of language they présent no point: nothing in their
manipulation triggers thought, reasoning, interest or puts
into contribution knowledge of the outside world. On the
contrary, the headlines, with their communicative intent,
put forward the message first and only then how the message
is transmitted. The practice of strong and weak word forms
is made more meaningful.

b) Tonic Stress

Headlines are real sentences embedded in a genuine
communication. They need to be read with maximum into
nation and rhythmical accuracy. Rhythm and tonic stress
can be practised in better pedagogical conditions than
is usual:

- Students can be asked to expand headlines into
complète sentences. When this is done, they
realize that the headlines and expanded sen
tences hâve the same strong word forms but not

the same rhythm.

M° 1: 'Airport 'strike: 'holiday 'planes de 'layed.

There's a 'strike at the 'airport. The

'holiday 'planes are de'layed.



Rhythm :

Airport strike: holiday planes delayed

There's a strike at the airport. The

holiday planes are delayed.
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c ) i;ompooncls :

Headlines make use of a prolific number of com

pounds whose accentuai rôle contributes to determining
sense-units:

9. 'Motor-byke 'couple 'go round the 'world.

10. 'Racegoers 'hurt

11. The 'first 'blackbird

12. 'Scientist 'warns of 'armchair 'blaze 'danger

13. 'Six 'firemen 'die 'searching for 'colleague

14. 'No 'school for '50 'motorway 'children

15. 'Blacksmith 'laments 'absence of 'horses (1)

d) Information Processing

With the manipulation of headlines, students may
acquire the mental habit of processing information and
meaning from that is important to concentrate one's
attention on.namely content or lexical words. Function
words are less important to concentrate one* s attention
on in extensive reading. They do not interfère with
compréhension and meaning but with cohérence and cohésion

(1) G. Land, What's in the News, respectively p. 17, 20,
32, 60, 64, 112.
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e) The Fnnction of Ponctuation

Headlines drill students on both WHAT is conveyed
and HOW it is conveyed through punctuation marks (exam
ples 6, 7 & 8). Knowing the function of punctuation is
one of the meaning levels that students must acquire to
obtain meaning from print ; in the examples quoted, the
colons help to discover relationships of ideas, hère a
cause-effect relationship.

f) Peripheral Vision

Although newspaper headlines use the register of
the press, that is a register unlikely to be found in
other kinds of discourses, they are worth studying in
order to increase fluency skills: headlines are short
enough to enable the students to focus their eyes on ail
the words at a single glance ; this can lead students to
develop peripheral vision while reading, a déterminant
ability in progressing towards fluency in reading .

g) Grammatical Units and Reading Rate

Headlines help to see combinations of words as
grammatical units. For example, headline N° 3 should be
read as :

1. iRise in faresl fpredicted for autumn|

and not as :

2. PRisesl ~Trî] [Tires] |prediete3| |for|[autumn

The reading rate in 1 is more rapid. In 2 the
reading rate is slower and unnatural.

(1) D.L. Bouchard, et al., Reading English as a Foreign Language,
p. 34.
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h) Thinking Rate

Being short and grammatically simplified meaning

units, headlines call for a rapid rate of thinking. This
will necessarily dépend on the students' overall knowledge

of the language and of a fairly good knowledge of the

outside world.

As instructional devices, ne^paper headlines are

effective in training students to adopt peripheral vision,

develop phrasing ability, detect content words and quicken
thinking and reading rate in view of similar behaviour in
more conventional and longer reading materials.

B. Commercial Advertisements

1. Characteristics

Being advertising slogans, commercial ads operate on
the phonological system of the language in order to meet
commercial ends. They présent patterns of linguistic be

haviour together with intentions based on social meanings
and actions. Their main characteristic remains, however,

their shortness. Economy of words, besides financial as
pects, compells advertisers to adopt a linguistic behav
iour based on a very clever use of the language: the
shorter an ad is the more effective it is. But the short
ness of the ad is essentially compensated for by the use

of ambiguous structures, linguistic jokes, puns, spoone-

risms and phonemic patterns ; thèse resuit in an
unconventional linguistic form that is "poetic" .

(1) R. Jakobson1s conception of a "poetic message" has been dealt
with in chapter III.
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Most ads are accompanied by a non-verbal communica

tion, generally a visual élément, an illustration in the

form of cartoon, wash-drawing, a photograph or an image.

Thèse non-linguistic potentialities are good reasons for
studying ads as genuine materials in classroom instruction.

Naturally, in my study, I shall not deal with the

following aspects of ads:

- where, when and what the product or idea is

being advertised

the aim of the ad

- the layout ; the proportion devoted to the copy

vs the illustration, the size, place of

insertion in paper or magazine, design and

perspective.

the copy proper

My attention will be focused mainly on:

- the headline and its relationship with the copy

and illustration, if any (some ads are text-

free or illustration-free) ;

its linguistically communicative éléments: pho

netic aspects, grammar, overt and covert

semantic aspects.

In the following sections I shall analyze two kinds

of ads. One illustrâtes a case of linguistic ambiguity

based on a phonemic game, and the other illustrâtes a case

of sound-symbolism.



2. Grapho-Phonological Analysis of Ad N° 1

CO BUY

THE BOOK

The 1983 édition is now published.

MICHELIN
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How does the advertiser communicate the message ?

The reader's attention is first arrested by the linguistic

ambiguity of the headline.

a) Grapho-Phonological Aspects:

i. Reduplication

"Buy" and "book" are reduplicative words ; the choi
ce of the word "book" is not accidentai, as Michelin is

advertizing for a travelling guide, not for a book in the
usual sensé. Still, the word "book" has been selected

because it's "b" reduplicates the "b" in "buy".

ii. Phonological ambiguity

the word "buy" is phonetically ambiguous as the in
tention of the advertiser is rather to stimulate the pros

pective reader to go BY THE BOOK, that is to say, accor
ding to the book ; that is to say again, to travel around
planned areas, hôtels and restaurants.

(1) Selected by G.R. Tengrove in a handout on Varieties of English,
British Council Summer School, Crombie Hall, Aberdeen, 1984,
p. 2.
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If Michelin's intention were otherwise, the headline

would hâve been grammatically more correct:

GO AND BUY THE BOOK. This alternative, obviously, sug

gests only that the reader go and buy the book in order
to read it, not in order to use it as a guide.

m. Grammatical ambiguity

In having "BUY" instead of "BY" in the headline, the
latter totalizes three content words as against one func
tion word. For the reader, both on the articulatory and
acoustic point of view, the word "BUY" is lexical and thus
is stressed: a stressed word always arrests the reader's
attention.

As can be seen, the phonetic analysis of this head
line contributes a great deal to make meaning clearer. One
need not read the copy or text of the ad to understand
Michelin's covert intentions. This is a valuable gain of
time and mental energy in the reading process.

b)

Perhaps the difficulty for the average reader, to
read and understand the message in this ad using only
grapho-phonological dues, would lie in a lack of back
ground information ;most obviously, the reader would not
make the inference "travel by the book" if he does not
know who Michelin is. The mention of Michelin at the
bottom of the text plays a cognitive rôle in the ad with
out which the reader would hâve to read the text to

understand the message.
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3. Grapho-Phonological Analysis of Ad N° 2

THE WORLD'S MOST MASCULINE MEN AT THEIR MUSCULAR BEST!..

Monday and Tuesday Boulevard Ail seats one price

nightly at 8:30 -Théâtre - £ 4.00

1

This ad appeared in the respectable Sunday paper. It

is mainly characterized by the phonetic quality of the

words used. As regards the message, it is a perfect

sound-sense association resulting in sound-symbolism.

a) Grapho-Phonological Aspects :

The grapho-phonological and rhythmical quality of

the ad is expressed through:

an abundance of allitérations with particular

emphasis on sibilants: /s/ and /z/ sounds.

/m/ is repeated 4 times in initial position in

four content words out of six words.

phonème strings: most - best

masculine - muscular

six content words as against three function

words.

Ail thèse contribute to communicate an efficient

message.

(1) Selected by M. Lewis, Out and About, p. 114.
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h) The Message

i. Meaning and Lexical éléments

As a structured whole, the ad has no text. The

topic is contained in the headline, a nine-word introduc
tory phrase, followed by time, space and price particu-
lars, ail nominal syntagms. Judging only by the lexical
éléments, most students who were asked to interpret the
message thought the ad deals with "a contest for fitness"
or "a heavyweights parade" (sic).

ii. Meaning and Sonorous Eléments

Judging by the sonorous éléments in the ad, students
are likely to guess more about the message and to find out
the covert but intended meaning of the ad, that is, a

male-strip.

- the répétition of the sibiliants /s/ and /z/ is
evocative of whispering.

- the récurrence of nasal /m/ is evocative of

muttering.

Considered with their sound effects, the lexical
éléments in the ad appear motivated by "a sublimated
form of oral eroticism" .

ni. Meaning and Punctuation

The punctuation in the ad, namely the exclamation
mark and the suspensive points, contributes further to
confirm the covert meaning of the message.

(1) Freudian notion dealt with in the Chapter dedicated to proverbs,
limericks and tongue twisters. See the very interesting yoçabu-
laire de la Psychanalyse, by J. Laplanche et J.B. Pontalis,
Paris, PUF, 1988, (lst ed. 1967).
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This analysis does not intend to demonstrate that

meaning is a by-product of sound. However, in a teaching

context, and more precisely in language classes, the stu

dents' attention should be attracted to the phenomenon of

sound-symbolism ; this should not remain a topic to be
studied only in literature courses. In the modem world
of the média sound is everywhere and sound is nice. This

is why it is important that students be trained in per-

ceiving the phonatory effects and visual characteristics
- including the rôle of punctuation - of a given passage

or discourse. Thèse may carry valuable information on

the message and may help meaning extraction.

C. Political Slogan

1. Characteristics

Political slogans are structured much like commer

cial ads. The goals of political slogans and ads are the
same. For this reason they are not going to be discussed

hère. The main différence between the two, though, is

that in a political slogan it is not a product but an

idea that is being "sold".

The linguistic potentialities - namely the phonetic

potentialities - of political slogans are motivated by a
désire to strike the reader's attention and imagination,

to rally opinions and to convince through a pleasurable
linguistic expérience.

There are endless numbers of political slogans that
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can be analyzed. I, however, let myself drift to subscri

bing to Jakobson's analysis of one of the most relevant,

clever and original political slogans ever quoted in the

literature on the subject .

2. Jakobson's Analysis of a Political Slogan

a) I like Ike /al lalk alk/

Jakobson's example is I LIKE IKE. Ike was the name

of General Eisenhower, and the slogan was coined by the

supporters of one of his presidential campaigns. It is

essential to mention that Jakobson relates the analysis

of this slogan to the poetic function of discourse embed

ded in banal information or communication rather than in

genuine poetry.

For my purpose, I shall only arrest my attention on

Jakobson's description of phonemic patterns and the

message they deliver.

b ) Phonemmic Patterns :

i. Vocalic and consonant il alternance:

3 monosyllables with the diphtong /ai/ repeated

3 times and which is each time followed by a

single consonant:

/ai/ /ai/ /ai/

III IVI IVI

(1) In R. Jakobson "Closing Statement...", Op. Cit., p. 357. And
namely in C. Rudigoz, Les Jeux du Signifiant dans le Discours,
Op. Cit., p. 205 ; and In and Between the Lines, Op. Cit.,
p. 11. Also in C. Kerbrat-Orecchioni, La Connotation, Lyon. ,
PUL, 1983, p. 251 (lst ed. 1977), pp. 41-42.
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ii. A string of morphèmes:

V + CVC + VC

iii. An internai rhyme:

like/Ike, in which the second élément is ail

included in the first, forming thus an écho.

iv. Two alliterative words:

in which the first is included in the second

c) The Message

i. The three words show a combination of sounds, a

rhythm and a word order which, on the articula
tory and acoustic point of view, dénote a

pleasurable linguistic expérience for the

American elector.

ii. The first and third words, "I/Ike" form a paro-

nomastic image (generally a figure of speech

establishing an antonymic contrast) of a lo-

ving American subject and elector "I", ail
embodied in the loved object, "Ike" or General

Eisenhower.

iii. The second and third words, "like/Ike", form

a paronomastic image of a feeling, "like", that
embodies entirelv the object of that feeling,

"Ike", the General.

(1) The concept is "Paronomiae" ; it establishes a phonetic and/or
graphie similitude between two significant units, in
C. Kerbrat-Orecchioni, La Connotation, p. 251.
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As can be seen, the reading and understanding of
this political slogan dépend entirely on the perception
and visualization of phonemic and graphie arrangements.
But hère again, the reader cannot rely only on thèse ;
he also needs to bring his experiential background into
play ; if be does not know who Ike is, the whole message
is jeopardized.

Conclusion:

Newspaper headlines, commercial ads and politi
cal slogans can be used as classroom materials in order
to sensitize students towards the phonological components
of the language. Such materials do not dissociate lin
guistic forms from their communication intent, as they
utilize adéquate phonetic features suitable for the sensé
they suggest. Thèse may be perceived more favourably in
the context of real-life information and communication
than in the context of pattern drills or other conven

tional materials.
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CHAPTER FIVE

CARTOON - STRIPS

Characteristics

Cartoon-strips are far more than fun items. Used

in the classroom they lend themselves to various exerci

ses ; their characteristics are the following:

they trigger a visual impulse as a starting

point of class conversation.

they include, in one sélection, several pictu

res without words which the students may make

up in the composition class.

they particularly emphasize the ludic function

of language.

- they essentially make students realize that if
pronunciation is poor, communication is

impossible.

- the main phonological characteristic worth

analyzing is intonation.

A. Sélection of Cartoon-Strips

The cartoon-strips that I hâve chosen to analyze

for the purpose of my study hâve been borrowed from
G. Land's sélection in What's in the News? . I hâve

(1) G. Land, Op. Cit
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found interesting for my purpose Land's attempts to jus-
tify his choice of The Gambols strip for teaching guided
composition. He writes:

"I hâve intentionally chosen only the Gambols

for this spot in the book, instead of aiming

at a more représentative sélection from the

daily press, for two reasons ; firstly, be
cause the strip has a fairly strong story

line and each épisode is self-contained, and

secondly because familiarity with the two
protagonists helps the students to understand
the situations more clearly. In addition, the

language used is not too remote from that
familiar to the intermediate student of the

2
English language" .

What is interesting to retain from Land's choice

for any other sélection of strips is therefore:

1. One Séries of the Same Cartoon-Strip-- at a

Time. Familiarity with the protagonists will
not only help students to understand the situ
ations more clearly but will enable them to

overcome certain linguistic peculiarities as

well: in the same séries, language is

redundant.

2. A Strong Story Line: If the story line is
strong enough, the student will gradually
learn to develop the frames of référence and

(1) Usually published in The Daily Express, back page.

(2) G. Land, Op. Cit., p. 5.
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routines dear to Widdowson , with the help of

which the student, as a reader, will feel

more secure in controlling both the linguistic

and social behaviour conveyed by the strip and

in making prédictions.

3. A Self-Contained Episode: It is important

that the épisodes be self-contained and not to

be continued. On the one hand, a self-contai

ned épisode illustrâtes one situation together

with one information at a time, which greatly

facilitâtes a manageable storage of both the

linguistic and social behaviour represented by

the strip. On the other hand, the situations

and the information being so reduced, under

standing and meaning are made more accessible.

4. The Langoage Level Used in the Strip: This

should be adapted to the language level of the

students. If the students are presented with
2

Andy Capp or Peanuts cartoon-strips they pro

bably will lack the appropriate schemata to

understand them. Moreover, the students, as

readers, will constantly be misled by the high

level of non-established schemata encountered

in those subtle cartoon-strips ; thèse schema

ta do not confôrm to their own. Consequently

when language level is complex, communication

is disrupted.

(1) H.G. Widdowson, Learning Purpose and Language Use, p. 39.

(2) They are syndicated cartoon strips: they appear in several
British and American daily newspapers.
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5. Final Concerns: Finally, cartoon-strips

should be carefully selected to comply with

the points discussed above and with the tea

ching objectives assigned. For my purpose,

they should be selected according to the
phonetic quality of the utterances they may
propose for pronunciation practice and
according to the communication level they

involve.

B. Three Examples of Cartoon-Strips

Land's choice of cartoon-strips was made according

to the opinion that only visual impulses can make the gui
ded composition a realistic exercise. My choice, however,
is motivated by the opinion that cartoon-strips lend them
selves very well to phonetic analysis, pronunciation prac
tice and kinesic behaviour. Note: comments between

brackets are mine, together with the interprétation of

wordless pictures (thereby "Pic").

1. Cartoon-Strip NI°1

Pic. 1 Gaye: George! You can't go into the
front garden like that!

George: Why not ?

Pic. 2 Gaye: You haven't shaved.
George: It's my day off.

Pic. 3 Gaye: But people will see you.

George: Who cares ?

Pic. 4 Gaye: George, go and shave PLEASE
George: I've SAID I am not going to and

NOTHING will make me .

(1) G. Land, What's in the News ? p. 23.
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The following pictures, with no words, show hairy George:

Pic. 5 Busy cutting the front garden fence

Pic. 6 Smiling at a non-interested glamourous

girl passing by

Pic. 7 Disappointingly wondering why the next

glamourous girl passing by threw him a

frankly scornful look

Pic. 8 Busy, submissively shaving in the bathroom.

2. Cartoon-Strip 1° 2

Pic. 1 Gaye: (Silent, busy acting on a sewing

machine ; making a dress)

Pic. 2 Gaye: (Silent, smiling in her

plunging-neckline dress)

George: (in his armchair, reading the

paper and smoking a pipe) NO!

Pic. 3 Gaye: (Busy again with the sewing

machine, frowning) Ah well!

Pic. 4 Gaye: (Irritated but silent in her

straight-necked dress)

George: THAT's better! l

3. Cartoon-Strip 1° 3

Pic. 1 (The Gambols are trying to park their car)

Gaye: There's a parking space over there,

dear

George: (Silent, manceuvering)

(1) G. Land, What's in the News ? p. 31.
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Pic. 2 George: (Still silent, manoeuvering)

Gaye: Careful - two inches to spare on

my side

Pic. 3 George: (Smiling, silent)

Gaye: (Smiling) Lovely - very nice
driving, dear

Pic. 4 George: (Disappointed) Trying to force
the door open)

Gaye: (Disappointed) Now, how do we get
out of the car ? (Trying to force

the door open)

C. Grapho-Phonological Features

1. Intonation

The main phonological feature worth analyzing hère
is intonation. Cartoon-strips illustrate both the form

and function of the most common English intonation pat

terns signalling temper, émotion and attitude.

a) Pitch Quality and Quantity of Content Words:

In N° 1, pitch and stress prominence is expressed
through the heavy types (hère capitalized). The stu
dents hâve hère an opportunity to understand that the

accentuai patterns of words are unalterable, but that
the accented words of a sentence or a phrase may be
varied according to the sensé. For example, the heavy
types are reliable features in order to express spécial
meanings: the content words so typed acquire more in
tonation prominence than the others mainly because they
are intended to mean more than is usual.

(1) IBID, p. 51.
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In a real utterance, the heavy types would natu-

rally be an effect of loudness for the listener without

which the intention of the speaker would not be

perceived.

b) The pictures and the Interprétation of Speech

acts

With cartoon-strips, the visual support provided by

the pictures renders the implied meanings of speech-acts

easier to interpret by the student.

For example, in N° 2 George's prominent "NO" is an

intonation pattern that can be interpreted in more than

one way. The pictures help décide which interprétation

is most suitable.

I don't like your new dress, it does not

suit you.

I disapprove of the dress's plunging

neckline.

- Take it off immediately

Alter the design

(Students can be made to write out possible

interprétations in the composition class)

c) Pitch Quality and Quantity of Function Mords :

Students hâve been taught that function words, as

well as weak forms, are usually unaccented, but that some

of them occur in strong forms when the speaker wants to

deliver a message of a spécial kind.
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Practice of this rule can be experienced in the

study ofcartoon-strips. For example, in N° 2, George's

"THAT'S BETTER" with "THAT", a function word usually

unstressed, in the heavy type/will attract the students'

attention towards an information not only of a phonolo

gical and grammatical kind, but also of an attitudinal

kind. George's attitude is one of:

satisfaction (the altered dress is

straight-necked)

relief (no challenging arguments uttered by
Gaye and no stubbornness)

self-esteem (as an authoritarian husband)

d) Other Connmnnon Intonation Patterns :

The following intonation patterns can be practised

in the cartoon-strips:

Exclamations (N° 2)

- Wh-questions (N° 1)

Commands (N° 1)

Warnings (N° 2)

- Requests (N° 3)

- Statements (N° 3)

Ail thèse hâve to be read with correct intonation

including voice quality, pitch range and rate of delivery

Thèse are dues to attitude and their rôle is crucial in

the "learning of language for communication" , as

Widdowson would put it.

(1) H.G. Widdowson, Learning Purpose and Language use, Op. Cit.,
p. 36.
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D. Cartoon-Strips and Communication:

The communicative aptness of cartoon-strips is as

valid and reliable as that of dialogues. The sole diffé

rence from natural dialogues is that communication is

supported by pictures. Hence the following points:

1. Cartoon-Strips vs Dialogues

One may argue that dialogues hâve no visual support

to account for the kinesic and attitudinal features en-

countered in the cartoon-strips (except maybe in audio

visual recordings of natural dialogues). This is only

partially true. Most dialogues with satisfactory dis
course can be "visualized" and acted out with maximum

kinesic accuracy and attitudinal adjustment. This is why

cartoon-strips can be attributed the same communication

function as dialogues. This characteristic function of

dialogues having already been dealt with, I shall rather
deal in the next section with the contribution of

pictures to communicating an effective message.

2. The Visual Support in Cartoon-Strips

The visual support will be dealt with from two

points of view only: body expressions and non-responding

acts.

a) Body Expressions

Quoting D. Abercrombie , Gosling writes: "We
speak with our vocal organs, but we converse with our

n 2
entire bodies..."

(1) D. Abercrombie, Professor of Phonetics at Edinburg, Scotland.

(2) J. Gosling, "Kinesics in Discourse", Op. Cit., p. 158.
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In the cartoon-strips described Gaye and George

speak with their bodies. Each picture portraying them

indicates clearly the significance of gestures. Ail of

them support the verbal behaviour and give it the

dimension of natural conversation.

N° 1 - Gaye's gesture signs express disapproval

George's gestures express irritation and

self-determinâtion

N° 2 - In turns, Gaye smiles, gets nervous,

frowns

George, in disapproval, glances with a

stern eye

N° 3 - Both Gaye and Geoge show smiling faces,

are self-content and then squint their

eyes with irritation.

As can be seen, in teaching target features, hère

intonation, it is not sufficient for the students to

learn why certain words hâve more accentuai prominence

than others. It is also important for them to visualize

how and in what physical way the locutor in the

cartoon-strip verbalizes his intentions.

Thus, the physical expressions portrayed in the

pictures do not only backup verbal expressions, they
also help to maintain cohérence in what is being said.
Intention, speech-acts and gestures are what human lan

guage is made of: they should be taken into account in

the context of teaching a foreign language.
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b) Non-Verbal Connnmunicatlon

In most cartoon-strips each épisode sometimes has

one or several pictures where no verbal interaction in-

tervenes (N° 2). In some others, the talking may rest

with one of the participants, according to his rôle in

the épisode (N° 3). One may say that if there is no

linguistic behaviour, there is no communication and if

there is no communication, how can students meet the

phonetic dimensions of cartoon-strips ?

i. Episodes With Wordless Pictures

In the first case, as can be seen in N° 1, the épi

sode contains four pictures with a dialogue and four

others without words. In fact, the last four wordless

pictures show us how the interaction between Gaye and

George ended up. The process, I think, is similar to

real-life spontaneous interaction after which the parti

cipants engage in some other activities, without doing

any talking. The process is again similar to that of

theatrical représentations on the stage.

In trying to study the orientation and conséquences

of Gaye and George's dialogue after it has ended up in

Cartoon N° 1, one can make the following remarks.

Wordless pictures:

Maintain the internai link of the thème

Confirm or disconfirm the intention of the

locutors ; for example, the last picture in

N° 1 confirms George's intention of not

shaving.

Contribute to the progress of the action

inevitably making the previous pictures

with utterances more meaningful.
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Call for the students' interpretive capacity

in order for them to create meaning or even

to supply the missing utterances, completing

thus the pictures with speech-acts (a most

interesting activity in the composition class)

The ludic function of language is sometimes

more emphasized by pictures than by words ;

attitudes are often more telling, more

humourous than words.

Episodes With Silent Parties

In the second case, only one participant speaks

throughout the épisode. In cartoon N° 3 George is the

silent party. However, his attitudes and geatures in

the pictures speak for him. Hère again the students may

make up in words George's contribution to the dialogue.

Concluding remarks, as classroom materials, car

toon-strips illustrate situations quite similar to those

occuring in real-life. They can be superior to dialogues

for the dimension added by the pictures. The pictures,

the speech-acts with their intonational patterns and
humour make of cartoons short scénarios picturing social

interactions and social conventions in a near-to-true

frame of communication. Such représentations of situa

tions may become a'recognizable model for the students
among native speakers in real-life situations.

Cartoon-strips may not cover systematically ail the

phonetic features a teacher might be interested in. But
if they cover only a few of them, they do it in several
frames of genuine communication: this is not a negli-

gible attribute of cartoons.
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Conclusion

In this part of my study I hâve attempted to ana-

lyze some grapho-phonological aspects as they occur in

certain types of language stretches ; thèse represent

models of language as they appear in real-life, with va

rious marks and ways of enunciations that are close to

the marks and ways of enunciation in real-life. In

other words, thèse types of language stretches are not

patterned stretches of speech, and for this reason, they

may reconcile students with a natural and spontaneous

study of some grapho-phonological aspects of the English

language.

Ail in ail, if thèse stretches of speech are to be

used as classroom materials in order to improve the stu

dents' approach to, perception or re-evaluation of

grapho-phonological target features, one has also to con'

sider some other language aspects, both linguistic and

paralinguistic, together with some psycho- and sociolin-

guistic aspects of the language. For example, my appro

ach to teaching the grapho-phonological aspects of the

English language has been an ail-inclusive approach to

the following:

Grapho-phonological features

Phonatory and acoustic features

Interactive levels and moves in dialogues

Kinesic features

Non-verbal communication
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Dialogues' orientation - one-sided interaction

Ludic and absurd functions of language

Poetic function of language

Sound-symbolism

Cohésion and complicity in professional

information and communication

The part of the implicit in intonational

patterns

The part of the implicit in attitudinal

patterns

The part of subjectivity, feelings, émotions

and sensitivity in approaching the systemic

level of language

The Freudian principle of pleasure (oral

eroticism) in language utterances

The schematic level of language

Teaching phonetics and related areas out of thèse

aspects, at the University level, is to teach gênerai

and abstract concepts of language out of life, out of

reality, and amtoPbelievability. It is perhaps time to
consider language teaching in gênerai according to the

directions laid down by research into functional lin

guistics and the speech-act or communication théories,
of which language teaching has often been eut off.
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GENERAL, CONCLUSION

In this research study one may think I hâve followed a

round-about path to describe a teaching expérience that emphasizes

grapho-phonological contribution to Reading Compréhension. Too

many disciplines and above ail too many influences from linguistic

research hâve crossed in the development of this thesis: reading,

phonology, and the influences of récent developments in the study

of semantics, that of discourse analysis and that of the functional

approach to language similarly matched with communicative teaching

orientations.

In thèse last few paragraphs I shall attempt to give an

overall contour to what has been said to détermine the limits of

the study as a whole and finally to grasp the basic ideas that hâve

come out of the development of this thesis and that open a certain

number of perspectives.

Overall Contour

In the first part of this study I hâve devoted some space

to outlining the basic principles of reading in gênerai. We hâve

seen that the reading process, according to new insights, is

conceived now as a reading project in its own right and not as

a complementary activity to some other learning/teaching tasks.

I hâve also discussed how reading has evolved from being a perceptive

skill to becoming a mental, productive, communicative and interactive

skill, much like writing, for the search for meaning and the

construction of signification it involves.
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Looking upon English as a Foreign Language, I hâve attempted

to show that the mechanisms of reading exist within the EFL learner

since he is supposed to hâve acquired stratégie reading resources

in his mother tongue. The problem remains a problem of transfer of

skills. In addition, I hâve tried to demonstrate that in most taxinomie

instructional stratégies, devices and practices towards reading compré

hension, priority has been given to syntactic, semantic, cultural

knowledge, and most recently, to mentalistic input to the détriment

of phonetic input.

Precisely, a concluding question has been "why such a

discrepancy ?", since it has been proven, from a socio-psycholinguistic

point of view (1) that "accent", thus pronunciation, thus phonemic

patterns are very hard and slow to acquire as a resuit of the strong

résistance of or loyalty to the mother tongue's phonological system.

The phonetic input in reading has been the subject matter

of the second part of my study. Dealing with phonetics in the

literature has shown much évidence of its contribution to language

acquisition, but only as a language prerequisite for immédiate

language acquisition which facilitâtes word identification and/or

récognition. We hâve also seen that at an advanced level of language

compétence, the importance of the grapho-phonological system of

English is considerably minimized on the grounds that it provides

only a basic information to the reader, and that too much concentration

on it hinders reading accuracy, fluency and speed.

(1) U.Weinreich, Languages in Contact,

The Hague, Mouton, 1970. pp. 63-71.
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However, in the light of récent developments of semantics,
discourse, and the functional approach to language met recently
by language teaching orientations towards communicative teaching,
I hâve attempted, in the third part of my study, to rehabilitate
the input of the grapho-phonological system of English in the
reading process, not only as a means to extract basic information

but also to extract advanced information such as meanings, intentions
and attitudes. The communicative approach, as described hère,
claims both for didactic changes such as greater interest in need-
analysis, material designing and discourse analysis, as well as
for pedagogical changes such as a radical change in the procédure
of teaching target linguistic features, whatever they are :
phonological, lexical or syntactic.

On the whole my approach to communicative teaching has
been based on the study of language that takes into account the
real uses of language, and creativity in language teaching/learning,
that is close to real-life creativity of language. For that, I hâve
been much influenced by socio-psycholinguistic research into the
child's acquisition of language and the native speaker's processes
of language compétence.

In the corpus, I hâve attempted to outline what, besides
the theoretical background on reading, phonology and the current
trends on communicative teaching, practically contributed to the
maturation of my subject matter. This includes the defectiveness
in the literature of a sound and systematic description of the idio
syncrasies of the English grapho-phonological system destined to
EFL learners, the learners' characteristics and my own observations
as a teacher.
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In the corpus, thus, I hâve attempted to show how

unreliable the grapho-phonological system of English is and

how unpredictable sound-spelling idiosyncrasies are.

The students hâve characteristically shown négative

attitude towards the study of phonetics for the uncertainty

and disconfort caused by the system. Pronunciation, even at

advanced levels of compétence, remains traumatic. " The

impression of saying something wrong" is a feeling common
to most EFL students when they speak or read aloud. It is

also a feeling common to most bilingual individuals (1). Traumatic,

unattractive and dull the way phonetics is usually taught to

them, and uninteresting and unmotivating are the pronunciation
drills.

My own observations, somehow, meet the students

observations. My own point of view, though, is that phonetics

has been taught as an end in itself and for the students to

pass an examination in phonetics. It has rarely been brought

to the student's attention that they are studying phonetics to

meet pronunciation and reading goals, two ongoing processes

that continue throughout the student's life.

The study of phonetics has evolved since Saussure,

Troubetskoy, and Van Dijk. No scientific "terrorism" through
the theory of sounds is to be protracted in foreign language

classrooms; phonology, at least, should teach that sounds are

everywhere and that sounds are nice. It should not be taught
as a code or system of sounds with the methods of expérimental

sciences. It should be taught with the naturalness close to

natural speech-production which the EFL student can be confronted

with in real-life.

(1) U. Weinreich, Languages in Contact, pp. 71-82.
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In real-life, what the EFL student is confronted with

after he has left the University is either professional or académie

concerns. In both instances reading and speaking are that helps

him to survive in the professional and/or académie arena. Besides

professional or académie concerns, a real-life concern is reading
for pleasure and checking spelling and pronunciation, or writing
personal letters for pleasure and checking spelling and selecting

the right words. Very ofter "right words" are chosen on the grounds

of their particular pleasurable sonority, attractive configuration,
and sometimes innovation.

This is mainly why my main concern in Part Four has

been to describe those aspects of the grapho-phonological system

that are a problem to students and that cause pronunciation

difficulties, hésitations and stumblings. On the whole my approach

has been based on a record of facts based on accurate observations

of the students' pronouncing behaviour in class and on the urgent
need to find a compromise between what theoretical materials teach

and what students actually need to know. For this reason and

according to the way generalization hâve been posed, exceptional

and idiosyncratic pronunciation classified, foreign words' pronun

ciation mentioned and word lists selected, my approach can be

considered to be a near-to-exhaustive approach useful for classroom

needs and for real-life needs as well.

Part Five is a contribution to the development of English

phonological practice in a communicative context. In prescribing

new ways of approaching the teaching of the grapho-phonological

system of English through real language séquences and discourses
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such as they appear in the outside world, my intention has not

been to modify or eliminate some of the fundamental aspects and
objectives of the teaching of phonology as prescribed in theoretical

material. My propositions are by no means a substitute to classical

propositions, but a complément to them. As a complément, my
propositions contribute to :

- Creating an effective mood in phonetics classes.

- Having students involved in pleasurable and lively language
expériences to comply with the Chinese proverb adapted by
Benjamin Franklin : "Tell me and I forget, Teach me and I
remember, Involve me and I learn". (1)

- Prescribing more stimulating and meaningful challenge than
what traditional techniques offer.

- Integrating several skills at the same time : perception of

auditory and articulatory signal features; perception of pro
nunciation features; production of meanings and ideas;

perception of paralinguistic features: ail that contributes to

creating in the students the associative habits proper to
language use.

- Enhancing in the students recall strength: nonsense material

(randomly arranged sentences, phrases or paragraphs with

target teaching features) is thought to be more difficult to

memorize than highly organized and logical material (2). It is

also my belief that what helps recall is probably the emotional

quality of words, and the quality of the message that surrounds
the target teaching features.

(1) Untraceable références.

(2) J. Deese, The Psychology of Learning, London, McGraw-Hill,

1958, p. 177.
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Varying classroom activities, as variety in teaching, as well

as in real-life, contributes to new perceptions and new conceptions

of schemata.

Introducing some flexibility, life and humour into the process

of teaching phonology without impairing the rather stiff and

mechanical, totally manipulative process of the usual method.

Lûsdts of the Study

What has gone into this study is nothing but a tentative

approach, mostly intuitive, to which I hâve attempted to apply

possible theoretical hypothèses. It certainly needs and claims for

a more serious and rigorous indepth research form, élaboration,

and content analysis.

In most descriptions and prescriptions of teaching

methods there is a good deal of spéculation and another deal

of persuasive intent. I might hâve drifted into thèse shortcomings.

However, if I hâve, it is not in describing and prescribing a

method but in attempting to develop a methodology and to

show what can be done with real language resources, together

with language resources offered by theoretical materials, in a

phonetics class.

I hâve already said that my propositions are not to be

seen as a substitute to traditional propositions but as a complé

ment. This is mainly due to some gaping deficiencies and deliberate

omissions of interesting points of scrutiny in the development of

my study. I acknowledge the following facts under the form of

miscellaneous remarks stressing ail of my beliefs, convictions,

and doubts :
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- Do the proposed materials lead to language compétence ?

- They may not be samples for the average EFL student.

- They do not contain the sum total of what is needed to be

taught and do not cover ail that students need to know.

- Such practices remain a faint copy of the learning process

in the real world, for example, interaction with natives and

real immersion in the foreign language culture.

- I hâve hardly touched upon dictionary skills and what they

may offer to facilitate the students' search for words spelling,

pronunciation, transcription and meaning.

- I hâve had little to say, except now and then, about ways

and techniques to be utilized in order to exploit thèse

materials in class instruction. An application phase is therefore

sorely lacking.

- The corpus has been based on an informai questionnaire

directed towards a too restricted number of participants.

Moreover, I hâve failed in transcribing literally the answers

and in proceeding to a case-by-case analysis.

- Finally, it may be argued that the word lists that appear in

the descriptive study contain a large number of low-frequency

items that will probably never form a part of the students'

active vocabulary; consequently, it may be thought that thèse

words are not worth mentioning and filling the students' heads

with. For the défense of low-frequency words, I hâve assumed

that words that are rarely used or met should not be disregarded

but proposed to memory rétention as a passive vocabulary.
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Research in the field of "word availability" being still

inconclusive (1), it is said, though, that low-frequency

words, when memorized, are readily recognized in a

conversation or a text.

Shortcomings and doubts are éléments in this study that

permit me and the prospective reader to open up a certain number

of perspectives that may give this type of work a major dimension

and to its content an even greater potential that can be used, for

example, in a doctoral thesis.

Open Perspectives

My contribution to describing the grapho-phonological

system of English according to need-analysis from a communicative

point of view has been an embryonic attempt to a basis and a

perspective for a functional phonology destined to promote language

use in classroom instruction. So far, phonology only had a pedago
gical status.

However, for phonology to acquire a functional status,

there is a need to establish a more précise and complète inventory

of the type of materials I hâve proposed. For example, there is

one reason to believe that research into more complex language

activities with interactive and/or communicative targets can lead

to theoretical notions and methodological insights that may be

deduced and applied to the teaching of phonology.

(1) See G. Mounin, La Sémantique, Paris, Seghers, 1972, p.194.
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There is also a fruitful ground to study : how functional

linguistics may influence linguistics as applied to foreign language

teaching. So far, functional linguistics, by studying and

describing real languages and real models of language in the

world around us, has already influenced Applied Linguistics by

imposing the idea of the knowledge of the spoken language as the

most efficient basis for relevant and effective Foreign Language

teaching and learning.

Another perspective that this study seems to open is

that of research into the conformity of written language to oral

language, much studied in functional linguistics, but hardly,

if not at ail, in the teaching context. For example, in this study

I hâve rather deliberately proposed materials that are entirely

centered round oral discourse. I, however, utilized their phono

logical content in order to strengthen reading skills and not

in order to strengthen listening compréhension to which they

lend themselves very well. A question may be asked and inves-

tigated : to what extent should written discourse conform to

oral discourse to permit EFL students to acquire a comprehensive

mastery of the language in which the four basic skills, Listening,

Speaking, Reading and Writing team up ? So far, students are

being taught fragmentary, compartimentalized, separated and

non-integrated language skills.

Finally, there are several other points at which the study

of phonological analysis, as a contribution to reading compréhension

with a communicative point of view, crosses other disciplines that

may be investigated, and proposed as a contribution to EFL maturation

and mastery: the psychology of learning in gênerai; the psychology

of the child's learning in particular; the contribution of mentalistic

data; the theory of éducation as adapted to the évolution of language

in the modem world, stressing the new trends of "communicology",



kinesics, professional languages and their communicative

"intent"; the informative and communicative intent of visuals;
last but not least, the theory of meaning: "Does it make

sensé ? " , " Has the message got through ? " seem to be

permanent questions embarassing the human mind, in the

sciences of language and the sciences of communication.
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